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Although God is making a comeback in our society, popular culture still takes its orders from the
Enlightenment, a movement that denied faith a prominent role in society. Today, many are
questioning this elevation of reason over faith. How should Christians respond to a secular world
that continues to push faith to the margins?While there is still no consensus concerning what a
postmodern society should look like, James K. A. Smith suggests that the answer is a
reaffirmation of the belief that Jesus is Lord over all. Smith traces the trends and directions of
Radical Orthodoxy, proposing that it can provide an old-but-new theology for a new generation
of Christians. This book will challenge and encourage pastors and thoughtful laypeople
interested in learning more about currents in contemporary theology.

"Carol Mason has given us something new and important―an account which makes killing for
life comprehensible, a logical outgrowth of millennialist ideology. She manages to do this in a
way that treats millennialist thought and pro-life violence seriously and respectfully without
romanticizing or justifying the perpetrators, and without falling into a simplistic clash of absolutes
analysis."(Marlene Gerber Fried, Hampshire College)"Killing for Life is a groundbreaking
analysis of the narrative and rhetorical strategies used by the 'prolife' movement in the U.S. Far
from simply pointing to the absurdity or revulsive nature of various highly publicized prolife
strategies (from murder of abortion-providers to throwing blood and alleged fetus parts on
bystanders), Mason shows how this branch of the new right has radically reshaped the entire
framework of political debate about the body and its use and women's right to control the destiny
of their own bodies. Unlike other writers, who view the new right as a fringe conspiracy, Mason
shows the continuity between abortion foes and neo-liberal critics of the welfare state. This book
is essential reading for those concerned with democratic processes and with the rights of
women and minorities."(Cindy Patton, author of Globalizing AIDS)"Not only does Carol Mason
provide an intricate history of the pro-life movement, but, in a book that should be required
reading for anyone concerned with national politics, she also shows how central that
movement's intense grassroots organizing and worldview was to the contemporary
consolidation of right-wing conservatism at a national level, where many of its members are now
in powerful positions, both in and out of government. The book is a model of accessibility, in that
it is a fascinating read, but the author also develops a technique of reflexivity, in which she traces
theoretical concepts such as textuality, narrative, cultural logics, and the political unconscious,
and then, by way of interviews and archival material, anchors them in meticulously rigorous and
concrete historical descriptions and contexts."(Linda Kintz, University of Oregon)ReviewNot only
does Carol Mason provide an intricate history of the pro-life movement, but, in a book that
should be required reading for anyone concerned with national politics, she also shows how



central that movement's intense grassroots organizing and worldview was to the contemporary
consolidation of right-wing conservatism at a national level, where many of its members are now
in powerful positions, both in and out of government. The book is a model of accessibility, in that
it is a fascinating read, but the author also develops a technique of reflexivity, in which she traces
theoretical concepts such as textuality, narrative, cultural logics, and the political unconscious,
and then, by way of interviews and archival material, anchors them in meticulously rigorous and
concrete historical descriptions and contexts.-- Linda Kintz, University of OregonAbout the
AuthorCarol Mason is Associate Professor of English and Women's Studies at Oklahoma State
University.Read more
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Conclusion: Taking Radical Orthodoxy to ChurchBibliographyForewordAuthors frequently claim
that they have been misread—and the world is right to react to this claim with a measure of
skepticism. But in the present case, those authors associated with Radical Orthodoxy will surely
not be able to register any such protest. Jamie Smith has done us all an immense service by
presenting in clear, direct terms the central ideas, diagnoses, and projects associated with this
movement.To my mind this exercise has proved invaluable for four main reasons. First of all,
Smith has effectively dispelled the notion that serious ruptures exist within the movement by
showing how all the main authors move within the same horizon and operate within the same
ethos, which certainly does not spring from the thoughts of one person alone or even three
people alone. A certain shared core now emerges more clearly to view, although this is
fortunately compatible with many diverging emphases and differences of opinion.Second, Smith
corrects many common caricatures of RO positions—especially regarding the ontology of
peace, nihilism, Scotism, the role of philosophy, and the attitude toward modernity. Those
wanting fast access to a sense of what RO is all about can safely turn to this volume. This is not
to say that there are not some areas where Smith’s account could be improved—for example,
concerning RO’s attitude toward analogy, theology, Platonism, and the doctrine of the fall—but
such reservations are inevitable in the face of this sort of exercise. It remains the case that Smith
has done a remarkably good job of providing an accessible synthesis.Third, by simplifying
without excessive distortion, Smith helps considerably in moving the debate forward. One might
suppose that “a [relatively] popular guide” is mainly about communication and education. To the
contrary, the exercise of trying to convey complex ideas in simple terms often helps one to see
just what is really being claimed and what is really at stake. In the present case, Smith’s
synthesis of many different writers articulates a collective RO position in a way not so directly
defined hitherto.In the fourth place, Smith’s evangelical-Dooyeweerdian reception of RO tends to
bear out RO’s claim that it is, indeed, an ecumenical theology that can speak to several different
Christian communities. Smith is refreshingly prepared to let the RO perspective correct the one
he has inherited, even though of course and quite validly he wishes to put forward his own



Reformed correctives to the more generally Catholic perspectives of the main RO
authors.Perhaps what emerges most strongly from this book is the sense of a new theological
mood at the outset of the twenty-first century, a mood that includes but extends beyond RO.
Smith appropriately describes this as a refusal of dualisms, especially those of nature and grace
and of matter and spirit. In the case of the first pair, it seems as if, in retrospect, much twentieth-
century theology showed a bias to one pole or the other. A stress on the primacy of nature, the
universal, and a neutral philosophy characterized the world of “correlationist” theologies, which
to most young scholars today appears now like a bizarre academic twilight zone inhabited by the
intellectually craven and impotent. Yet conversely, over-fidesitic theologies, tending to see
theology as having its own special, positive domain of concern with belief and salvation, appear
now to leave the Christian with too little guidance in other domains and to hand these over to
secular authority. This seems especially unsatisfactory in a world in which science, politics, the
arts, and social behavior are taking increasingly novel and sometimes bizarre directions. In this
situation, the thinking Christian requires a response that is not simply pure (supposed) biblicist
condemnation on the one hand nor flaccid accommodation on the other.What we are seeing,
then, is the stepping back of theology into the public domain and a consideration of its relation to
the whole of human thought and action. This new mood is not easily characterized as either
“liberal” or “neo-orthodox.” It rather occupies the domain of what Balthasar called “the
suspended middle” between grace-imbued faith and natural understanding. This domain for him
and for Henri de Lubac was that of the paradoxical “natural desire for the supernatural.” If such a
desire affects all human existence, then all human knowledge is subject, under grace, to
theological modification and qualification. But equally, if we can only, in this life, weakly
understand our orientation to beatitude in terms of its fulfillment of our natures beyond their
immediate givenness, then theological exploration never is done with natural, finite human
understanding. To put this double point briefly: Our knowledge of things of this world can always
be qualified by knowledge of God as he is in himself (given by revelation), but equally, our
knowledge of God, since it is analogically mediated, is always and only given through a shift in
our understanding of the things of this world.Such an approach implies a synthesis—but always
an uneasy and possibly aporetic synthesis—between theology and philosophy (understood as
the coordination of all merely natural enquiries). The nouvelle théologie nurtured such an
approach, which is equally and perhaps more dramatically exhibited in the Russian sophianic
tradition, especially Florensky and Bulgakov. It is striking how the representatives of both
approaches are now far more widely attended to by the significant younger theologians of today
than all the once famous voices of twentieth-century Protestant theology.Yet here Smith is right
to say that the Dutch Calvinist tradition from Kuyper to Dooyeweerd constitutes something of an
exception. As he points out, the latter expressed his strong affinities both with Maritain’s project
of an “integral humanism” (linking nature with grace) and with the nouvelle théologie, which he
explicitly preferred to Barthianism. This tradition in many ways accentuated the latent catholicity
of the Reformed tradition—even though (as Smith sometimes indicates) a full recovery of this



catholicity would have to draw also on other resources in the Reformed legacy.Though this
would perhaps come as a surprise to many in Britain, this tradition remains quite powerfully alive
in the United States (for example, in the influential “Reformed epistemology” movement
associated with Plantinga and Wolterstorff), and it has of course always constituted the main
background ideology of InterVarsity Fellowship, a movement that has shown increasing
sophistication in recent years.This tradition has always stressed that every fundamental aspect
of human life should be celebrated by Christians, while conversely it should be subject to a
transformation under the impact of grace. Clearly, this attitude exhibits much common ground
with RO. Smith nonetheless indicates some ways in which the RO perspective might qualify the
Kuyperian one, and I would like—beyond Smith—briefly to add to this list.First of all, RO would
not subscribe to the rather ahistoricist and static division of human life into distinct “spheres.” For
RO, they are more shifting and contingent, and the question of their validity and their boundaries
is more uncertain. Kuyper actually far too easily accepted a cordoning-off of certain domains—
for example, the economic—which is in fact a modern achievement, with dubious secular
presuppositions.Second, as Smith more than half concedes, Kuyper’s understanding of
theology was bizarre and inadequate. Theology for RO, as for the best Catholic tradition, is not,
as for Kuyper and Dooyeweerd, a specialism. If it were, it would be idolatrous, for theology
concerns not one area, not one ontic item among others, but esse as such, the ground of all
beings, and all in relation to this ground and source. It follows (and this is one point that Smith
fails to grasp) that if the Christian contribution to, say, economics, is always a theological
contribution, then this is precisely because even the articulation of faith has, in part, to do with
the economic realm and the difference faith makes to our consideration of this realm (think of
many of the sayings of Jesus). One does not here need overcomplex divisions among types of
theology. For Catholic tradition, every Christian is a theologian, because faith is always
somewhat reflective, albeit in the mode of symbol, ritual, and narrative. There is no such thing as
a “pure first order discourse,” as the Yale school’s somewhat barbaric deployment of
Wittgenstein would have us suppose. Conversely, the “second order discourse” of the theologian
is no tidily circumscribed exercise (on the Yale school model) but rather more consciously
elaborates the existential quest and the perplexity of belief as such. If the former seeks its
orientation between God and everything, then so does reflective theology, and in such a manner
that it dynamically acts back upon, informs, and qualifies first order belief and practice.Third, this
tradition still cannot quite bring itself to subscribe to the analogia entis, with its accompanying
ontology of participation. This is shown in Smith’s fear that a stress on participation (or an
overstress?), while properly insisting on the dependence of creation, will not do justice to its
integrity and autonomy on its own level. But to the contrary, it is the case that, so long as
Christian theology retained a somewhat Neoplatonic approach to causality, in which every
higher level until that of Godhead not only caused but also “gave to be” the lower levels, it was
possible to combine the idea that God is “the total cause” of everything, including the free
decisions of spiritual beings, with the equal stress that finite causes are also “total” at their own



level. Within this outlook, the higher cause is not “one factor” at the lower level; rather, it “gives” in
its integrity the entire lower level with its own self-sufficient (in one sense) modes of operation.
This Proclean understanding of cause reaches its apogee within Aquinas’s Christian translation,
for which what is participated is being as such. Hence that which most belongs to a thing—its
very existence—is yet that which is most received as a gift. All the same, this giftedness of
created being by no means cancels the integrity and the autonomy proper to existence as such.
Rather, the point is that even this is a gift. (To be fair to Smith, this point could have been more
stressed in TA.)But by comparison, Leibniz, to whom Smith appeals, does not have as strong a
doctrine of created integrity, just because he has abandoned analogical participation. Hence,
the “preestablished harmony” falls within the onto-theological fallacy of imagining that the higher
divine cause “competes” with finite causes at the lower level even though this interruptive case
operates only at the finite outset and not continuously, as for occasionalism. It violates created
integrity by reducing apparent free interaction between creatures to an epiphenomenon.This is
not to deny though that, as Smith contends, much can be learned from Leibniz’s incarnational
model for the soul/body relation. And, in general, Smith is right to insist that the Christian
doctrines of the incarnation of Christ and the general resurrection do indeed suggest an even
higher view of matter than that entertained by theurgic Neo-platonism. Here, indeed, matter and
body can more ultimately remain because there is a yet stronger sense that all beneath the first
cause is in one sense ontologically equal in its dependency. Even though Proclus could
fascinatingly see matter in its simplicity as in one sense “closer to” and more directly informed by
the One than are intellect and soul (and this may have influenced later Christian christological
reflection), it remains the case that a doctrine of creation ex nihilo implies more fully a kind of
equality of matter. This, however, should not be taken, as it perhaps is by Smith, to mean a
necessity of matter within the created order. The doctrine of creation led Aquinas to insist that
humans were a soul/body unity, but against the Franciscans (whose view is echoed by Leibniz,
as Smith mentions), it also led him to insist that angels lacked even subtle bodies, since the
state of intellectual being can still be a state of dependent created being, given that the Creator/
created ratio is now for Christianity more fundamental than the spirit/body one. If, nevertheless,
for Aquinas the soul/body unity of humans possesses some special significance, then this is
because it microcosmically reflects the entire span of reality.Nevertheless, it must be conceded
to Smith that he raises an interesting point about the beatific vision. Its pure intuition need not, as
he supposes, be thought of as “unmediated,” since here the lack of mediation by species or by
human verbum is supplied by a mediation by the divine Verbum itself—since we will then be
seeing God and ourselves through God alone. All the same, he is right to ask whether this
ultimacy of contemplation passes entirely beyond an active donation of images on our part.
Should beatitude not also involve a maximum identification with divine creative providing?
Should not our final end be theurgic as well as contemplative? Iamblichus, within paganism,
thought just this, and perhaps such an outlook survived in Dionysius, even if it was then lost to
later Christian tradition. This may very well be an important and valid modification of the received



understanding.Smith, as we have seen, rightly makes central the overcoming of a nature/grace
duality. He also rightly insists on an equal overcoming of a spirit/matter duality, stressing again
and again the RO idea of the “suspension” of the material. Here the argument is that all reductive
materialism must paradoxically ensure that matter “does not matter” and is ultimately evacuated
by the void (Bulgakov already put forward a similar view in his Philosophy of Economy). Matter
can only “matter” if it expresses that which, unlike matter, has its cause in itself, which must be
spiritual or trans-spiritual. Smith also rightly highlights an emergent sense in RO (in the wake of
Catholic thinkers such as Jean Trouillard and Stanislas Breton) that such a notion was
thoroughly explored by Iamblichus, Proclus, and Damascius and then transmitted to Christian
tradition through Dionysius the Areopagite, Maximus the Confessor, Eriugena, and later thinkers.
For this theurgic tradition, which later informed the Christian sacramental one, it is logically the
case that, if the soul is too preoccupied with matter, then matter—which always effects its own
return to God, like the sunflower following the sun—can nonetheless help homeopathically to
cure the stricken soul. This is part of the reason why, as Smith stresses, sacramentality must be
so central for our religious outlook.It is also part of the reason why, as Smith also stresses, the
work of the imagination is not incidental to the work of reason and is never just left behind.
Already, without referring to Iamblichus or Proclus, Catherine Pickstock realized that this insight
is consummated in the centrality of liturgy. Here, in order to invoke God and in order for God to
be first present to us at all, we must imaginatively shape God at the point that is the very
consummation of our participation in God’s own shaping work. And it is important to insist that all
art is paradigmatically liturgy; otherwise it sinks to mere fiction and spectacle and can become a
drug, a distraction, or an incitement to sadistic violence. This, in fact, as Smith fails to grasp, is
Plato’s and then Augustine’s point about art and drama. They worry about fiction, not about
poiesis as such, and part of this worry is that whereas the liturgical image does revert to the
highest source and so in a sense “remains,” the fictional “image of an image” is simply cancelled
out in favor of an illusory abstract message or private delusory consolation. Hence, there is a
suspicion of the stage here that is not at all a suspicion of the image—indeed, it is perhaps the
very opposite. One can confirm this point by noting that Balthasar, who had a strange aversion
to Proclus and made “drama” not “liturgy” his central category, tends in the end to
instrumentalize the “appearing” and “aesthetic” aspect of drama in favor of pure ethical praxis
and imageless interpersonal interaction.This, of course, is not to denigrate, as much as Plato or
Augustine did, either fiction or drama. But does not the best drama “redeem” itself as liturgy?
Think of Puccini’s Tosca, in which opera seems to bend back upon its oratorical, liturgical roots:
Set in a church, Floria Tosca’s erotic and justice-seeking pleas against the “spectacle” of
misleading clues, treacherous pictorial images corrupted by sexual infidelity, and sadistic
enjoyment of the spectacle of torture in the safety of the “offstage” on the part of the state is at
times blended into an actual liturgical and hymnic mode when the characters directly address
both God and the audience.This is the logic of RO’s theurgic liturgical turn: It celebrates images
but also retains a sense of how images may corrupt. As with our insistence that God causes



even freedom, any true Calvinist should surely understand. Also, I would hope, any true Calvinist
would appreciate that we tend to have a far more realistic and robustly ontological doctrine of
the fall than any other contemporary theologians apart from the Russians. I have always insisted,
after St. Paul, that death (in its current form) as well as sin is an intruder upon the original
creation and that, after the fall, sinister cosmic forces became (literally) in charge of the world.
But to have a doctrine of the fall does not mean to believe that creation is totally corrupted or that
it is corrupted in part. In a kind of negative version of the causality of gift, it rather remains
entirely perfect—else it would not exist at all—and yet also entirely corrupted through and
through. Existentially, we know this. It is not when we learn that the world contains active
paedophiles as well as celebrators of the innocence of childhood that we know that the world is
fallen. It is rather when we learn, for example, that the author of one of the most remarkable
series of fictional celebrations of childhood of all time, the British author William Mayne, was
also for a time a systematic sexual abuser of little girls (as has recently been exposed in the
English courts) that we know that the world is indeed abysmally fallen. Because then the terrible
truth has to be faced that innocence and corruption may in our world lie so close together that
the sources of inspiration and the sources of perversion are hard to disentangle.But the Calvinist
view that the world and human intellect are totally depraved violates the equally Calvinist
doctrine of the sovereignty and majesty of God, for without God, things do not exist, and what
exists shares at least somewhat in God’s goodness. Hence, the traditional Catholic view, at
which Smith seems to protest, that God immediately gives grace to a fallen world (or simply
continues to give grace) is an aspect of the view that he went on sustaining creation in being.
(For grace was part of the original creation of Adam and is after the fall now doubly required: as
the continuing provision of the ultimate human supernatural end and now also to mend fallen
nature.) This is no new insistence in my own thought, as Smith indicates, but is found also in
TST. Everywhere on earth Christ is typologically foreshadowed, and all are faced with the choice
whether to accept or refuse Jesus—as he himself told us. Also, St. Paul is transparently clear
that all men at all times could have recognized the Creator and so are “without excuse.”In this
regard, it would be true to say that Smith stresses just a little more the centrality of specific
doctrine and the institutional church than does RO. Here, incidentally, he fails to point out that
the British members of RO (including myself) are less hostile to the institution of the state tout
court than are the American ones, even though this is a matter of degree.But all within RO
distance themselves from the pure postmodern emphasis on particularity, even though we
thoroughly agree with Smith’s own philosophically astute verdict that Derrida in truth ultimately
denigrates the particular. For us, rather, the problem is as Alain Badiou has defined it: how to
overcome the emptiness of souls divided between an empty market/state universalism on the
one hand and purely private arbitrary allegiances on the other. To do so we need to discover a
difference that yet has a universal claim and that harmonizes but does not cancel out all other
differences. It would seem that Badiou knows in a secular fashion that the name of this concrete
universal (as Hegel saw) is Christ. Affirming this in a fully theological mode, RO claims that in the



form of Christ we both see and may (in principle) ourselves ecclesially shape and further provide
the gift of peace (this is exactly the central theology of Dionysius the Areopagite as well as of
Augustine).Here the utterly specific and remarkable event yet exceeds the merely general
conditions of creation that remain somewhat too abstract to command a universal allegiance. As
specific, fully identical with positive life as such, as fully and entirely affirming and expressive
without any hidden substantive reserve (the Deleuzian echoes here pay homage to Smith), the
Christic form is yet without bounds. Increasingly, as Smith surmises (with some needless worry),
RO is stressing the generosity and the universality as well as the specificity and the contingency
of the Christic gift. If Christianity refuses the conflict of gods, it does not refuse “other
gods” (sometimes spoken of by the church fathers as synonymous with angels) intimated by
other traditions, simply because these can in no way impinge upon, but rather confirm, the
sovereignty of the One God who is one beyond mere oneness and manyness. In a similar
fashion, the Christian enterprise of a “universal gift exchange” focused on the specificity of Christ
pays a kind of homage to the universal prevalence of gift-exchange economies in all human
societies prior to the onset of capitalism, and the Christian fulfillment of theurgy as the descent
of God himself in order to provide the true worship of himself impossible to fallen humanity in
order to unleash his power of love in the world is able to appreciate and situate all the other
“theurgic” attempts to captivate divine power in order to heal finite reality.Likewise, following the
great Russians, RO increasingly insists that the Triune God is the God who in himself brings
about the other to God who must also be “created God” (Eriugena). In this case, as the Wisdom
literature of the Bible suggests, the gift of God to creation must first be received “psychically” (by
angels and whatever psychic powers sustain the entire cosmos in being) and then to a lesser
degree by human beings, for since it is a “giving of gift to gift” that establishes being as originally
gift without prior non-given supposition, this gift of God must be first of all received also as a
further gift of this gift by creation to itself—thereby (as Proclus suggests) establishing the realm
of reflective intelligence. This follows, because the subordinate, received intelligence of humans
and angels and other psychic powers (unlike the higher divine purely intuitive intelligence) is
clearly characterized in this lower degree of understanding by “return to self” (to think, as
Aquinas still insisted, is to receive the reflection of things in our minds, including ourselves and
our own thinking) and therefore any perfectly reflexive “giving of creation to itself” that must
characterize the initial constitution of the creation, ought, it would seem, to coincide with
conscious understanding. (The Catholic philosopher Claude Bruaire, following the Proclean
reflections of Cusansus and Berulle later echoed by Laberthonnière and Henri de Lubac, has
put forward a contention somewhat upon these lines.)But since “return to self” is not after all
quite perfectly reflexive at that point at which it must also seek to be a return to its own higher
origin, which is inseparable from its inner selfhood, one can see that self-reflection (as Plotinus
already taught) is equally a “failed” attempt (though this failure has the positive value of
apophasis) at perfect reflection, which in its “failure” constructs the world beneath the psyche
and is thereby the “giving” to be of material reality in its diverse modes—even though, for Proclus



already, this is the work of higher not human souls, since the latter are rather “fully descended”
into the body (and therefore have their realm of donation within the realm of the imagination,
culture, and history). Notice here also that since the higher divine intellect as pure intuition is
already something that “gives” and that this prior cause remains more fundamentally at work
even in lower self-reflective intellect, donation as the outworking of self-reflection is still more
primarily donation, even for Neoplatonism, never mind Christianity. Equally, one must make the
qualification that for a Christianized Procleanism the divine cause, as alone creative of being as
such, remains the cause that is the most powerfully operative even at the lower levels of reality
that are nevertheless in one sense the outworking of psychic reflection (the work of angelic and
astral “influence” invoked by many medieval theologians)—and so always point upward in their
“return” (even for Aquinas) to spiritual creatures as well as to God.As was the case for Dionysius,
Maximus, Eriugena, and Aquinas, while it remains true that there is an absolute chasm between
Creator and created, it is nonetheless the case that, if creation is a gift, the hierarchical primacy
of self-giving must be reflected (roughly in the sort of mode just indicated) within the structures
of creation itself, as the Wisdom books of the Bible explain. Else how should we be able to see
that creation is the work of love? But many Calvinists, like Jonathan Edwards, have been able to
recognize something of this sort.This stress on “communication” within the created order
broadens to include a strong RO emphasis on the idea of a “double descent” of the Son with the
Spirit as an expression of the divine Sophia as identical with the divine essence. The divine work
of the incarnate Son in perfect worship of the Godhead is completed in an active human social
response under the prompting of the Spirit, which also aims to complete this worship universally
(in a non-identically repeated fashion), even if this must in reality await the eschaton.Thus, to its
emphasis on the metaxu (the “between” of analogy) and methexis (participation), I suspect that
RO in the future will increasingly add one on Sophia, dosis (gift), and theurgia as complementing
theosis.John MilbankAcknowledgmentsBooks—even books that I write—are, for me, gifts: They
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Radical Orthodoxy Series (London: Routledge, 2001).Herman Dooyeweerd, In the Twilight of
Western Thought:Studies in the Pretended Autonomy of Philosophical Thought, Collected
Works, vol. B/4, ed. James K. A. Smith (1960; repr., Lewiston, N.Y.: Mellen, 1999).NC Herman
Dooyeweerd, A New Critique of Theoretical Thought, 4 vols., Collected Works A/1–4 (1953–55;
repr., Lewiston, N.Y.: Mellen, 1997).RO Radical Orthodoxy as a movement, distinguished from
the collection of essays, Radical Orthodoxy: A New Theology. John Milbank, Catherine
Pickstock, and Graham Ward, eds., Radical Orthodoxy: A New Theology (London: Routledge,
1999).TA John Milbank and Catherine Pickstock, Truth in Aquinas, Radical Orthodoxy Series
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Blackwell, 2003).TST John Milbank, Theology and Social Theory: Beyond Secular Reason
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1990).WMS John Milbank, The Word Made Strange: Theology, Language,
Culture (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997).IntroductionA Theological CartographyBetween Cambridge
and Amsterdam: Outline of a ProjectMy goal in this book is to play the role of a cartographer—
mapping the coordinates of recent developments in contemporary theology and philosophy to
navigate a way forward for both practice and theory (which is its own practice). On the one hand,
a cartographer is inevitably a surveyor—returning with reports of discovery and dispatches from
the front. In that sense, a cartographer is not out to discover and is not governed by a fascination
with the new. He or she begins by following trails first blazed by others. (Following Hauerwas, I
think there is a certain theological virtue that resists the cult of the new.) So in this way, this work
plays the mediating role of introducing a broader audience to Radical Orthodoxy and related
currents in contemporary philosophical theology. A surveyor, of course, is faced with certain
challenges and must make certain decisions. In its introductory intentions, this book is not
intended to be exhaustive, though I do hope it is comprehensive. Writing an exhaustive account
of Radical Orthodoxy would be akin to drawing a map that is the same size as the region itself.
Moreover, insofar as Radical Orthodoxy is developing and in flux, trying to map its coordinates is
a little like trying to draw the boundaries of an island whose coast is given to ebb and flow. On
the other hand, a cartographer hopes to be more than merely a surveyor. When a cartographer
turns his or her attention to the lay of the land, he or she will discover certain elements. A focus
on orientation can be the occasion for a reorientation, providing reasons for renavigation and
pursuing previously untraveled paths. In this sense, I hope this book goes beyond a mere report
from the front and can contribute to a constructive vision for how the church should orient itself in
a postmodern, post-secular world. The book’s two parts reflect these goals: Part 1 is intended to
provide an orientation to the issues and context that inform Radical Orthodoxy; part 2 is intended
to do the work of navigation, charting a constructive path with and through Radical Orthodoxy.If



the publication of this book constitutes a birth, the offspring has come through an extended
period of gestation. My first introduction to what would come to be called Radical Orthodoxy was
when James H. Olthuis—then my graduate mentor at the Institute for Christian Studies—placed
in my hands John Milbank’s Theology and Social Theory. What intrigued us at the institute was
somewhat different from the general splash this book made on the theological scene. For most,
Milbank’s unapologetic claims regarding the Christian metanarrative sounded a clarion call to
stop doing theory according to “the rudiments of this world, rather than according to Christ” (Col.
2:8). For most on the North American (and European) theological scene, Milbank was offering a
radically new vision for a Christian account of being-in-the-world (even if there were some similar
rumblings from the Yale school of postliberalism). But what intrigued us at the institute was not
the newness of Milbank’s claims but the way in which they echoed what we had heard for almost
a century in the Reformational tradition of Abraham Kuyper, particularly as unfolded in the
thought of Herman Dooyeweerd. Thus, one of my goals in this book is to consider parallels
between the vision of Radical Orthodoxy and the Reformed tradition, with the correlate goal of
signaling the unique contributions to be made by distinctly Reformational thought in our
postmodern context.A Reader’s Guide: For the PerplexedThis book is a tad immodest in its
intended targets. In particular, I tried to write the book with several—somewhat disparate—
audiences in mind. This created some challenges, but I employed some strategies to help these
different audiences navigate the text.The first audience is the community of theologians and
philosophers working within the confessional Christian tradition (but also perhaps beyond it). My
goal for this audience is both introductory and constructive: On the one hand, I hope to introduce
them to the movement known as Radical Orthodoxy; on the other hand, I hope to sketch a
constructive vision for Christian thought and cultural engagement in the context of this dialogue
with RO. Because of the breadth of this audience, I tried not to assume too much (e.g., about
continental philosophy); thus, the text is generally accessible to a wide variety of theorists but
also graduate students and advanced undergraduates. To point them to representative
resources, each chapter opens with a few suggested background and primary source readings;
a full bibliography is located at the end of this volume. Together, these selections constitute a
kind of “Radical Orthodoxy Reader.” I hope this facilitates the use of this book in undergraduate
and graduate courses. For readers already familiar with RO, these references will indicate the
texts under discussion in the chapter. This should provide readers with a horizon of expectation
for each chapter. Discussions that are particularly technical and could be passed over by the
reader interested—at this stage—in the forest rather than the trees are carried on within
footnotes.A second audience is made up of those particularly concerned with Radical
Orthodoxy, perhaps even as adherents of the movement. My goal for this audience is twofold: to
provide an account of the state of the question regarding Radical Orthodoxy and to offer insights
from the Reformed tradition that can make contributions to the development of Radical
Orthodoxy. But the engagement is intended to be reciprocal. Therefore, I point to several places
where the Catholic vision of Radical Orthodoxy offers a helpful critique of contemporary



instantiations of Reformed theology and worship. As a result, I hope this book will be of interest
to those in the Reformed tradition who are interested in what Reformed thought and practice
should look like in the contemporary world.1 In addition, I hope that my identification of some
shifts and tensions within Radical Orthodoxy, as well as some of my more programmatic
suggestions in chapters 5–7, will constitute an agenda for further research—offering an account
not just of where we are but also of where RO might go.Finally, Christian scholarship—
particularly Christian philosophy and theology—should be done in the service of the church.
Radical Orthodoxy has important things to say to the worship life of our churches and how we
pursue discipleship in a postmodern, post-secular world. In this respect, I follow the lead of
Robert Webber in his wonderfully visionary book The Younger Evangelicals, in which he points
to Radical Orthodoxy as a resource for “the emerging church.”2 I use the term “the emerging
church” to describe a trajectory of possibilities for the (evangelical) church in postmodernity—
sketched by visionaries such as Webber (Ancient-Future Faith, The Younger Evangelicals) and
Brian McLaren (A New Kind of Christian, The Church on the Other Side). Seeing the “pragmatic
evangelicalism” of megachurch marketing as the zenith of modernity, I (like Webber and
McLaren) am interested in sketching an alternative account of the church that is truly
postmodern precisely because it draws on the resources of historic—particularly patristic and
medieval—Christianity. Therefore, a third audience for this book is a community of pastors,
worship directors, and other church leaders—particularly within the broader evangelical
tradition. While I hope these readers will find the book generally accessible (particularly because
I believe the leadership of the church must be formed theologically), I have tried in places to
conduct a more targeted analysis of the implications of Radical Orthodoxy for worship, spiritual
formation, and the life of the church. Given the nature of this project, however, the dialogue
between Radical Orthodoxy and the emerging church remains at the nascent level of hints and
suggestions here. I explore this next layer of reflection more fully in my forthcoming Who’s Afraid
of Postmodernism? A Radical Orthodoxy for the Emerging Church.31. Those interested in this
dialogue between Radical Orthodoxy and the Reformed tradition should also consult the
collection of essays stemming from the 2003 conference on this theme held at Calvin College in
Grand Rapids. See James K. A. Smith and James H. Olthuis, eds., Creation, Covenant, and
Participation: Radical Orthodoxy and the Reformed Tradition (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic,
forthcoming).2. See Robert Webber, The Younger Evangelicals (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2002),
72–73.3. Who’s Afraid of Postmodernism? will be the first book in a new series I am editing for
Baker Academic called Critical Theory for the Postmodern Church. The series will include works
from John D. Caputo, Merold Westphal, and others.Part 1OrientationThe task of part 1 is to
provide an initial orientation to Radical Orthodoxy and the project of a post-secular faith through
a movement from the general to the particular. Following the cartographer metaphor suggested
in the introduction, part 1 is a kind of reconnaissance mission—a first survey of the territory to
get a sense of the lay of the land. This proceeds by means of a progressive strategy that takes
us from a broader consideration of RO in the context of contemporary theology to more



substantive themes of RO. Chapter 1, therefore, attempts the large-scale project of mapping RO
in the contemporary theological and cultural terrain of postmodernity. Chapter 2 enumerates
core themes or movements of RO. Chapter 3 provides a substantive analysis of RO’s own
history of philosophy and theology, which is important for the movement’s self-understanding.
The concluding chapter of part 1 offers an axiom to guide further exploration: Behind the politics
of RO lies an epistemology that is undergirded by an ontology. This initial orientation makes
possible the exploration of specific themes and questions in part 2.1Inhabiting the Post-secular
Why Radical Orthodoxy? Why Now?Related ReadingLong, D. Stephen. “Radical Orthodoxy.” In
The Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology, edited by Kevin J. Vanhoozer, 65–85.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003.Milbank, John. “Postmodernité.” In Dictionnare
Critique de Théologie, edited by J. Y. Lacoste, 916–17. Paris: Cerf, 1998.Pickstock, Catherine.
“Reply to David Ford and Guy Collins.” Scottish Journal of Theology 54 (2001): 405–22.Ward,
Graham. “In the Economy of the Divine: A Response to James K. A. Smith.” PNEUMA: Journal of
the Society for Pentecostal Studies 25 (2003): 115–16.Mapping the Postmodern Terrain: From
Tübingen to CambridgeThe news of modernity’s death has been greatly exaggerated. The
Enlightenment project is alive and well, dominating Europe and increasingly North America,
particularly in the political drive to carve out “the secular”—a zone decontaminated of the
prejudices of determinate religious influence.1 In Europe, this secularizing project has been
translated, ironically but not unsurprisingly, into a religious project with increasing numbers of
devotees of “secular transcendence”2—all the while marginalizing forms of determinate
religious confession as “dogmatic.” In the United States, the march of the secular finds its
expression in the persistent project to neutralize the public sphere, hoping to keep this pristine
space unpolluted by the prejudices of concrete religious faith. The religious response to this has
been the confused “Constantinian” project of the Religious Right, which has sought to colonize
the public and political spheres by Christian morality (or the morality supposedly disclosed by
“natural law”).3 As we will see below, this kind of theological response to secular modernity
actually ends up operating on the basis of modernity.If the core of modernity is the
Enlightenment, and the heart of the Enlightenment is a “prejudice against prejudice”4—where
the most dangerous prejudice is the religious—then political (and academic) rhetoric indicates
that modernity is a thriving project. Indeed, the supposed advent of postmodernity is in fact
merely an intensification of modernity.5 But despite this continued public viability of the modern
project, for the past several decades, we have been receiving dispatches from the front that
indicate problems internal to the Enlightenment endeavor. The challenges to modern orthodoxy
have generally trafficked under the banner of postmodernism—though other, hyper-modern
agendas have also fallen under this label.6 The Enlightenment “prejudice against prejudice” has
been called into question, and of late, the implications of this for public religious discourse have
begun to be explored.7 In fact, the very notion of “the secular” has been called into question.
While it may remain a powerful aspect of contemporary political rhetoric, the theoretical
foundations for the secular have been systematically dismantled. So if we are witnessing the



advent of the postmodern (and not merely the hyper-modern), then we should also be seeing
the advent of the post-secular.8 And insofar as twentieth-century Christian theology (sometimes
unwittingly) allied itself with the Enlightenment project, resigning itself to an “apologetic” project
of correlation with secular thought, the demise of modernity must also spell the demise of such
theology. In other words, the critique of the Enlightenment project now calls for a critique9 of
modernist theology that manifests itself across the range of liberal and conservative options. The
result is—or should be—a new space for confessional proclamation in the so-called “public”10
or political sphere, but at the same time a public theology that eschews the Constantinian
project. This critical and constructive agenda is precisely that articulated by Radical Orthodoxy—
and before it, the Reformational tradition.While not quite a Barthian bombshell, John Milbank’s
Theology and Social Theory did land with considerable impact on contemporary theology. In
retrospect, it was this tome that became something of a manifesto for an agenda that would later
be described as Radical Orthodoxy.11 Dubbed a “Cambridge movement,”12 and proudly British
(largely Anglican),13 RO has turned theological attention back to the UK and has even garnered
significant journalistic attention.14 It has begun to have a significant impact on theological and
philosophical discussions in North America and, to some extent, on the Continent.15Before
attempting to define RO more fully in chapter 2, here I would like to document its birth by
engaging in something of a cartographical project—briefly mapping the terrain of contemporary
theology in order to get a sense of the location of RO as a theological agenda. Let’s imagine a
(very heuristic) map that highlights not state capitals but certain centers of theological intensity
and vision: Tübingen, New Haven, Amsterdam, Cambridge, and Durham, N.C. Each of these
cities would also have sister cities representing allies—perhaps competing allies—of the
represented theological vision. For instance, the project associated with Tübingen emigrated to
Union Seminary in New York and the University of Chicago (David Tracy’s Catholic correlationist
project carries on this tradition); the Barthian project in New Haven’s “Yale school” is something
of an immigrant community from Basel that has a competing but related vision in contemporary
Princeton; the Amsterdam vision is now best articulated in Grand Rapids and Toronto; the “Duke
school” finds a certain correlate at the University of Virginia; and as RO is wont to claim,
Cambridge has a deep affinity with the Paris of the nouvelle théologie (Henri de Lubac) and, to a
degree, Jean-Luc Marion.16 Now, let’s consider the features of these theological capitals.We
could associate Tübingen with the center of the classic liberal theological project that could be
described as “correlationist.” Here the agenda is to correlate the claims of Christian revelation
with the structures of a given culture or politico-economic system such that both, in some sense,
function as a normative source for the theological project.17 Classic representatives would
include Rudolf Bultmann, Paul Tillich, Reinhold Niebuhr,18 and, more recently, David Tracy.19
The Tübingen agenda is, in the end, deeply apologetic: The act of correlating and formulating
the claims of Christian revelation in terms of given cultural frameworks (sometimes masking as
the human condition) aims at ultimately making sense of revelation in terms that are (supposed
to be) universally accessible. As Milbank summarizes, “Modern theology on the whole accepts



that philosophy has its own legitimacy, its own autonomy apart from faith.” Theology, then,
merely articulates “the knowledge of God” in terms of the “categories of being in general”
disclosed by a supposedly autonomous philosophy. As such, “various currents of ‘liberal
theology’ seek to articulate this knowledge in terms of philosophically derived categories of
being and knowing, the legitimacy of which liberal theology has forfeited the right to
adjudicate” (RONT, 21). Thus, central to the Tübingen liberal project is a confidence in the
neutrality of the “secular” sciences such as philosophy, sociology, and economics, which are
then synthesized with Christian revelation as part of a mediating project.20 For instance, for
Bultmann, the New Testament discloses the universal existential condition of being-in-the-world
that is confirmed by the purportedly “neutral” philosophical investigations of Martin Heidegger.21
Or for Tillich, the claims of Christian revelation simply confirm the more universal disclosure of
our dependence on “the ground of Being.” Even what might appear to be radical challenges to
this tradition—such as Gustavo Gutiérrez’s liberation theology—end up conceding its
fundamental tenets insofar as they retain the notion of a neutral sphere of knowledge yielded by
secular social sciences (TST, 206–55). The result of the correlationist project tends to be what
Graham Ward describes as the “diremption” or “liquidation” of religion such that religion is
evacuated of determinate theological content and divorced from concrete practices (TR, 115).22
This deeply modern correlationist project is replayed in much that goes under the rubric of
“postmodern theology,” particularly as embodied in the religious work of Jacques Derrida and
John D. Caputo.23 Determinate religious confession becomes, instead, a bland “concern for the
ultimate” (Tillich) or a “passion for the impossible” (Caputo)—which one could take to be one
more version of the theologia gloriae devoid of the particularity of the crucis.24 In seeking to
correlate the religious with the parameters of secular reason, the Tübingen project must remove
that which scandalizes the secular: the scandal of the cross.In some version or another, much of
twentieth-century theology was colonized by the Tübingen empire. In fact, one could argue that,
ironically, even fundamentalist or early evangelical theologies (such as that of Carl F. H. Henry)
paid allegiance to such a project insofar as they presumed upon a neutral, “objective” reason to
warrant their theological project.25 By doing so, such theologies ended up being correlationist
and accommodationist,26 subjecting revelation to an alien criterion of justification—while at the
same time allying theology with a Constantinian project that identified the interests of the church
with the interests of the state (whether in the name of the culture wars or a war on terror). In
other words, evangelical theology paved the way for the Religious Right. Further, both liberal and
early evangelical projects engender a very thin ecclesiology because the specificity of the
church’s confession and practice is minimized in Tübingen. In this sense, fundamentalism, even
in its critique, is but a mirror of modernism. In this respect, one might wonder whether old
Princeton, Philadelphia, and Dallas are not outposts of the Tübingen empire.27One of the most
significant challenges to the Tübingen empire was voiced from Basel in the work of Karl Barth. If
the Tübingen liberal project is correlationist, we might describe the Barthian project as
revelationist— eschewing any notion of a neutral or secular “point of contact” between the



gospel and public or sociopolitical structures, proclaiming instead a revealed gospel that
subverted cultural givens.28 In his bombshell, which landed on the playground of liberal
theology, Barth asserted:The Gospel is not a truth among other truths. Rather, it sets a question
mark against all truths. . . . So new, so unheard of, so unexpected in this world is the power of
God unto salvation, that it can appear among us, be received and understood by us, only as a
contradiction. The Gospel does not expound or recommend itself. It does not negotiate or plead,
threaten, or make promises.29Directly confronting the dominant Tübingen strategies that
dominated both theology and preaching in his day, Barth eschewed such correlational,
apologetic projects. “Anxiety concerning the victory of the Gospel,” he continued, “—that is,
Christian Apologetics—is meaningless, because the Gospel is the victory by which the world is
overcome.”30This Barthian challenge was taken up in its contemporary form in New Haven with
the advent of what came to be known as the Yale school or postliberal theology associated with
Hans Frei and George Lindbeck. Following Barth, the Yale school sought to revalue the
revelational pole of Scripture in theological formulation, emphasizing not the correlation or
synthesis of revelation with secular frameworks but rather the antithesis between them and the
way in which revelation subverts secular frameworks.31 The difference between Barth and
postliberals, we might say, is that the Yale school made the linguistic turn in a way that Barth had
not. The Yale school took part in a certain Wittgensteinian direction (resisted by the Princeton
Barthians) that would eventually produce a satellite project in Durham, N.C., embodied in the
work of Stanley Hauerwas.32 Here Barth’s Reformed thought is melded with the Anabaptist
theology of John Howard Yoder (Reformed anathemas of the Anabaptists notwithstanding). But
this mixture raises a question: What have Basel and Goshen to do with one another? While it
remains a curious amalgam, the possibility of the synthesis is found in Barth and Yoder’s shared
emphasis on the antithesis of revelation vis-à-vis given cultural forms.33 Both deeply resist the
correlational and Constantinian projects of modern theology, and both emphasize the practices
of being the church, informed by the narrative of Scripture, constituting an alternative community
and a peculiar people. Echoing Barth, Yoder emphasizes that the norm for Christian existence—
and hence theology and proclamation—must derive from the gospel as modeled by Jesus, not
from the supposedly neutral norms of a public social ethics independent of revelation. Arguing
against what he called the “mainstream ethical consensus,” rooted in “an epistemology for which
the classic label is the theology of the natural,” Yoder criticizes the attempt to discern the shape
of Christian theology under the guidance of public norms; the Tübingen consensus claims that
“it is by studying the realities around us, not by hearing a proclamation from God, that we discern
the right.”34 Thus, he sought to make a case against “the modern ethicists who have assumed
that the only way to get from the gospel story to ethics, from Bethlehem to Rome or to
Washington or Saigon, was to leave the story behind.”35 Therefore Hauerwas’s Barth/Yoder
synthesis arises from their deep critique of what we would now call modernity (and more
specifically, liberalism), sketching a vision for an alternative, postmodern—and hence post-
secular—manner of being a living witness. Behind this is a trenchant rejection of the



Enlightenment value of autonomy both in epistemology (as in secular foundationalism) and
politics (with the idolization of rights).Quite independent of the Barthian protest against
Tübingen, though also rooted in the Reformed tradition, a similar criticism of the liberal project
was launched from Amsterdam, first in the work of Abraham Kuyper and later in the thought of
Herman Dooyeweerd.36 As Nicholas Wolterstorff observes, what Basel and Amsterdam (or
New Haven and Grand Rapids) share in common is “the call to reverse the direction of
conformation” such that Christian theologians or scholars need not conform to the secular
criteria of knowledge or justice.37 This critical call rests on an earlier critique of the notion of
autonomy or neutrality, whether within the secular halls of politics or the academy. “Common to
Yale theology and Neo-Calvinism,” Wolterstorff adds, “is their rejection of [the] self-image of
acceptable learning as an autonomous, generically human, foundationally structured practice
which is grounded and situated within universal structures by philosophers.”38 Thus, it is not
surprising that Abraham Kuyper has been described as the first “postmodernist” insofar as his
thought called into question these sacred tenets of modernity—particularly notions of secularity
or neutrality with a view to the public role of determinate religious confession.39 As Wolterstorff
notes, the elements of this critique of reason had been articulated by Kuyper in the 1880s:I have
long thought, and I continue to think, that that was remarkable. It’s remarkable that Karl Barth
should have arrived in the 1920s at the views which I characterized as those of the Yale
theologians, views which we can now recognize to be—I stifle my dislike for modish language—
postmodern views. But it’s even more remarkable that Abraham Kuyper should have arrived at
postmodern views of academic learning fifty years before that, more than a hundred years
ago.40This seminal critique was further unfolded by Dooyeweerd, who undertook a
comprehensive analysis of the committed or religious nature of theoretical thought, predating
Gadamer’s critique of the Enlightenment “prejudice against prejudice.”41 What Kuyper,
Dooyeweerd, and the Reformational tradition were pointing toward was an early understanding
of the post-secular.The RO voice reverberating out of Cambridge bears a deep affinity with
these other critical voices, all directed against Tübingen (or Dallas). As Catherine Pickstock
surveys the situation, she concludes, “It seems to me that there are no sharp boundaries
between radical orthodoxy and other identifiable tendencies within what one might generically
call post-secular theology: One can mention, for example, the Yale School, Radical Traditions at
Duke University, and Scriptural Reasoning, associated with Peter Ochs at the University of
Virginia.”42 As such, before defining RO more substantively in chapter 2, it is most helpful for us
to see RO in its relationship with these other critical voices—mapping a certain (sometimes
uneasy) alliance between Cambridge, Amsterdam, New Haven, and Durham, N.C. What all
these centers share in common is an assertion regarding the antithesis between Christian
revelation and the direction of given cultural forms—an antithesis between the revealed wisdom
of Jerusalem and the pagan logic of Athens—as well as a refusal to concede the criteria for
responsible public discourse to the supposed neutrality of the secular. They are all particularly
wary of the danger of adopting secular frameworks for Christian theological and theoretical



reflection insofar as such secular paradigms are, ultimately, pagan (i.e., religious but misdirected
or apostate). In short, there is no secular, if by “secular” we mean “neutral” or “uncommitted”;
instead, the supposedly neutral public spaces that we inhabit—in the academy or politics—are
temples of other gods that cannot be served alongside Christ. Instead of a baptism of
(supposedly) secular philosophy or the supplementation of (supposedly) secular social
sciences, what is required is an “inner reformation of the sciences” (Dooyeweerd) and the
development of a distinctly Christian theoretical framework, informed by revelation and shaped
by the practices of the Christian community. Radical Orthodoxy is a recent, particularly intense
call for the development of a theoretical framework and sociopolitical involvement that are
distinctly Christian at their foundation.Augustine in Paris: Sources and InfluencesIn addition to
situating RO on the contemporary theological map, a second prelude to a more substantive
definition involves tracing something of its intellectual genealogy. We will undertake this
genealogy regressively.Given RO’s critique of modernity, the advent of postmodernism in the
work of thinkers such as Jacques Derrida, Jean-François Lyotard, and Gilles Deleuze has
provided a welcome platform to articulate a distinctly theological postmodernism. Engaging
contemporary currents in philosophy and critical theory, particularly new French thought,43 RO
has taken on postmodernism in a dual sense: On the one hand, it is a theological movement that
speaks in the idiom of contemporary continental thought, engaging in theological reflection in
the language of French phenomenology and critical theory; on the other hand, it has taken on
such thought in a polemical sense, seeking to demonstrate the paucity of postmodern nihilism44
and then to recover an alternative, Christian vision by returning to decidedly premodern sources
(without wanting simply to recover premodernity). So while RO speaks the language of
postmodernism—at times to the point of obscurantism, some have charged—it is at root a
critique of postmodernism, or at least certain incarnations of such. The conceptual tools of RO,
then, owe a great deal to the rubrics of contemporary continental philosophy, largely because of
the legacy of Heidegger, Derrida, Foucault, and others who, though subjected to sustained
critique by RO, are nevertheless seen to be grappling with the internal breakdown of the
Enlightenment project.45But if contemporary continental theory provides something of a
launching pad for RO, its substantive claims draw on a much older tradition. Again, this should
be seen regressively. The closest influence is the nouvelle théologie of Henri de Lubac, Yves
Congar, and others.46 While many originally saw an alliance between Barthian neo-orthodoxy
and RO, Milbank is critical of Barth and points instead to the nouvelle théologie as a crucial
resource: “Radical Orthodoxy considers that Henri de Lubac was a greater theological
revolutionary than Karl Barth, because in questioning a hierarchical duality of grace and nature
as discrete stages, he transcended, unlike Barth, the shared background assumption of all
modern theology. In this way one could say, anachronistically, that he inaugurated a postmodern
theology.”47 A formative voice surrounding the Second Vatican Council, the nouvelle théologie
was critical of the received Thomistic tradition—both the manual tradition of Vatican I
scholasticism as well as Karl Rahner’s “transcendental Thomism”—which tended to rend the



cosmos into natural (autonomous) and supernatural elements. In contrast, de Lubac and his
confreres emphasized a strategy of ressourcement, going back to the sources, particularly the
early fathers and patristic theology.48 In particular, de Lubac sought to undo the dualistic
understanding of nature and grace that had emerged from scholastic Thomism—a dualism that
suggested the notion of a pure nature or saeculum that was autonomous and devoid of grace.
Instead, he argued, there is a sense in which nature is always already graced. As a dependent
creation, nature is gift and therefore cannot be autonomous; correlatively, reason always
participates in grace, so any dualistic opposition of faith and reason is a product of modernity.
The natural and the supernatural are not to be understood as two different levels or realities but
rather varying intensities of grace (TA, 21).This revolution of neoscholastic dualism came to be
described as the integralist revolution (integrating grace and nature, sacred and secular) and
was closely associated with shifts in political theology around Vatican II (TST, 206). The
neoscholastic model, which had consigned nature to the secular and understood it as an
autonomous, un-sacred realm, was called into question by two quite different theological
movements in the twentieth century. On the one hand, one found resources for integration in the
German tradition stemming from Karl Rahner and transcendental Thomism; it was this tradition
that spawned the revolutionary work of liberation theologians such as Gustavo Gutiérrez,
Leonardo Boff, and Juan Luis Segundo. On the other hand was a different model of integration
articulated by the French tradition of de Lubac and Congar, drawing on Maurice Blondel and
eventually finding articulation in the work of Hans Urs von Balthasar. But for Milbank, while both
of these traditions subscribe to the “integralist revolution,” there is a “drastic difference between
the two versions of integralism” (TST, 207). Recalling our mapping above, we could say that the
Rahnerian version of integration (and therefore also liberation theology) is ultimately a Tübingen-
inspired project of correlation and accommodation.49 As Milbank articulates the difference
between the German and the French versions of integralism—admittedly crudely—“whereas the
French version ‘supernaturalizes the natural,’ the German version ‘naturalizes the supernatural.’
The thrust of the latter version is in the direction of a mediating theology, a universal humanism,
a rapprochement with the Enlightenment and an autonomous secular order” (TST, 207). Thus,
the development of liberation theology is rooted in an uncritical acceptance of the findings of
Marxist theory as the neutral data of a secular science. As such, “their theology of the political
remains trapped within the terms of ‘secular reason,’ and its unwarranted foundationalist
presuppositions” as if the “basic Marxist conclusions were inviolable” (TST, 207).50 The
consequence of such correlationist strategies in political theology is critical:From the Rahnerian
version of integralism to an embracing of Bonhoeffer’s dialectical paradoxes of secularization is
an easy step: the social is an autonomous sphere which does not need to turn to theology for its
self-understanding, and yet it is already a grace-imbued sphere, and therefore it is upon pre-
theological sociology or Marxist social theory that theology must be founded. In consequence, a
theological critique of society becomes impossible. And, therefore what we are offered is
anything but a true theology of the political. Theological beliefs themselves, however much a



formal orthodoxy may still be espoused, tend to become but a faint regulative gloss upon
Kantian ethics and a somewhat eclectic, though basically Marxist, social theory. (TST, 208)In
other words, what we get in the name of a theology of liberation is but one more project that has
been colonized by the Tübingen empire.In contrast, the French version is more closely allied
with the antithetical projects of New Haven and Durham, even if, admittedly, “thinkers like de
Lubac and von Balthasar do not fully follow through the implications of their integralism” (TST,
209). It is precisely at this point of nouvelle théologie’s failure that RO begins to develop a
postmodern social theology.In addition to constructive and substantive influences of the
nouvelle théologie on RO, perhaps its most significant influence is discerned in the historical
method and strategy of RO. The nouvelle théologie of de Lubac and Congar was very much
concerned with subverting the hegemony of modernity within the church, and its primary
strategy for doing so was the retrieval of ancient and medieval sources, including the Eastern
fathers. In de Lubac, this meant primarily a retrieval of a deeply Augustinian vision, and the
centrality of Augustine is echoed in RO.51 The vision and program that concludes Milbank’s
Theology and Social Theory is something of a postmodern translation of Augustine’s City of God
(TST, 380ff.)—a project taken up more concretely in Ward’s own Cities of God. Before taking on
the moniker of “Radical Orthodoxy,” Milbank described his project as a “postmodern critical
Augustinianism.”52What is it about Augustine that makes him such a crucial resource for a post-
secular theology? In addition to the sheer genius of Augustine’s theological insight, several
reasons exist for this retrieval.53 First, for a movement that wants to subvert theological
allegiances to modernity, the (not uncritical) recovery of premodern sources provides a
worldview not yet contaminated by the invention of the secular. In a basic sense, therefore,
Augustine is important because he is not modern.54 Second, there is a sense in which
Augustine’s cultural situation mirrors our own postmodern predicament. As Ward observes, “It
seems to me we stand, culturally, in a certain relation to Augustine’s thinking. Poised as he was
on the threshold between radical pluralism (which he called paganism) and the rise of
Christendom, we stand on the other side of that history: at the end of Christendom and the
reemergence of radical (as distinct from liberal) pluralism.”55 Like Augustine, we are
constructing theology and engaging in Christian witness in the shadow of both a dominant
empire and a religious pluralism. Third, the substance of Augustine’s thought—in particular his
epistemology, his cultural analysis, and his theological vision—resonates with the
postfoundationalist project that rejects the autonomy of reason and hence also the autonomy of
the sociopolitical sphere. In short, for Augustine there is no secular, nonreligious sphere as
construed by modernity; there is only paganism or true worship.If contemporary continental
theory provides much of the discursive framework for RO, and the nouvelle théologie provides it
with a central theological impetus, pointing RO back to patristic sources, especially Augustine,
we must also note the important role that Aquinas has come to play in the shape of RO.56
Admittedly, this is an Aquinas mediated through the lens of the nouvelle théologie and thus a
very Augustinian Aquinas who rejects the notion of an autonomous nature and hence rejects a



notion of a “universal, natural, unaided human reason.”57 In other words, this is an Aquinas who
eschews any rationalist account of the human person as well as an overly confident notion of
natural law that would traffic under the banner of a universal human reason.58 Moreover,
because adherents of RO make the Eucharist so central to their ontology—and a distinctively
transubstantiationist account of the Eucharist—Aquinas must be retrieved within a postmodern
context. As with Augustine, Aquinas’s very premodernity means that his theological vision is able
to outwit the dualisms of modernity.59Finally, our regressive genealogy of sources and
influences must bring us back to the Neoplatonism that shaped the thought of the early fathers,
Augustine, and Aquinas.60 From its earliest intimations, RO has been allied with a (certain)
retrieval of (a certain) Platonism, such that Milbank could speak of a “Platonism/
Christianity” (TST, 290) and the “neo-Platonic/Christian infinitization of the absolute” as crucial
for the theological ontology that marks the radical distinction between Christianity and nihilism.
As we will discuss further in chapter 3, this retrieval of Neoplatonism is not the retrieval of more
Gnostic strains of “henological” Neoplatonism that one would find in Plotinus and the Valentinian
tradition.61 Rather, RO counters the nihilism and flattened materialism of post/modernity with
the theurgical Neoplatonism in the tradition of Iamblichus (and a certain Socrates/Plato derived
from the Phaedrus and Symposium [AW]). This invocation of the Platonic philosophical and
theological tradition is meant to counter the reductionisms of both nihilism and naturalism,
pointing instead to a vision of creation—and the material world—being “suspended” from the
Good that transcends it (RONT, 3–4).Defending the Secular: A Survey of CriticismsIf we can get
an initial impression of RO by mapping its relation to other theological agendas as well as by
tracing a genealogy of its sources and influences, this initial impression can be further
crystallized by considering the criticisms RO has provoked. There is a sense in which knowing
who rejects RO tells us a bit more about it. Not surprisingly, RO has no shortage of critics. Some
of the criticisms have been friendly calls for refinement and development, as in the engagements
by Stanley Hauerwas and Nicholas Lash.62 Others have been generated along more
confessional or denominational lines, as Laurence Paul Hemming’s charges from the Catholic
tradition, or Colin Gunton’s remarks from the perspective of Reformed Christianity, or my earlier
engagement from a charismatic/Pentecostal perspective.63 Another common refrain has
concerned the lack of sustained biblical engagement and reflection in RO and questions
regarding its potential for the life and worship of the church.64 To determine further the shape of
RO as a program, this section considers three particular camps of criticism: first, the historical or
apologetic critique of Wayne Hankey and Douglas Hedley; second, the deconstructive critique of
John D. Caputo; and third, the atheological or secular critique of Clayton Crockett and Gavin
Hyman. For all three schools of criticism, there is a sense in which RO is either too Christian, too
confessional, or too dogmatic. Thus, all three of these critiques remain committed to defending
some version of the secular. (While it may not be immediately self-evident, what is at stake in
most criticisms of RO is ultimately a matter of politics. By that I mean that our epistemologies
and attendant theologies spawn political agendas, even where such political implications are



neither suggested nor glimpsed.65 Conversely, the theological critiques of RO are also funded
by an allegiance to classical [political] liberalism. The secular will almost always be in allegiance
with classical liberal polity.66 Wayne Hankey’s critique of RO, for instance, deals with a
somewhat Tory defense of the status quo through a defense of an autonomous nature. Caputo’s
Derridean critique of RO is a critique funded by a fairly uncritical allegiance to the kind of
American left that allows one to care passionately about mutual funds and at the same time
celebrate a simply more radical individualism.)One strain of critique is historical or apologetic, as
evidenced in the responses by Wayne Hankey, Robert Dodaro, James Hanvey, and Douglas
Hedley. Central to their critique of RO is a critique of its unique history of philosophy and their
narrative regarding philosophical development and decline from Plato through Augustine and
Aquinas, with a downward turn in Scotus toward Descartes. While chapter 3 deals more
specifically with their challenge to RO’s history, here we are interested in their broader historical
interest in positing a deep continuity between ancient, medieval, and modern philosophical
formulations—contrary to RO’s articulation of a discontinuity between, say, the fathers and the
moderns, between Augustine and Descartes. Central to RO’s critique of (post-Scotus) modernity
is its claim that the secular—as neutral, objective, and universally rational—is a modern
invention intended to secure a universal reason that could ground a public politics. This same
neutral reason shared in common by all could also underwrite an apologetics or natural theology
that would secure foundational truths of theism by appeal to natural, unaided reason. In many
cases, these political and apologetic interests merge to underwrite a Constantinian religious
political project. In other words, the epistemological confidence of a natural theology often
translates into a notion of natural law that, more often than not, feeds into the colonizing of the
political by the religious that also tends to cut the other way—namely, the church becomes allied
with the interest of the state.67 RO, on the other hand, seeks to articulate a fundamental
incommensurability between the Christian and the pagan that entails both an epistemological
and a political consequence: On the one hand, the project of a natural theology is undercut
because the very notion of a neutral, secular reason is a myth; therefore, on the other hand,
there can be no Constantinian natural law project that could appeal to self-evident moral norms
as criteria for shaping the state. Rather, such criteria must depend on the narratives that shape a
particular community or polis, in particular, the ecclesia (TST). The ecclesia, as the community
that by faith receives the revelation of the Word, sees the world in a way that is radically different
from that of the pagan. As Milbank puts it, “Either the entire Christian narrative tells us how
things truly are, or it does not. If it does, we have no other access to how things truly are, nor any
additional means of determining the question” (WMS, 250). Thus, distinctly Christian thought is
“a thinking out of the resources of revelation alone” (WMS, 36).68It is precisely RO’s rejection of
a natural or neutral secular reason that Hankey and Hedley seek to contest. Each of them steps
up as an advocate of natural reason and therefore natural theology. As a consequence, each is
also an ardent defender of the continuity between the ancient and the modern (especially
between Augustine and Descartes).69 While chapter 3 deals with these historical claims and



chapter 5 grapples with the question of natural theology and apologetics, here it is important to
see that Hankey and others are most critical of RO because it rejects the notion of an
autonomous reason or philosophy. Central to Hankey’s concern is what he describes as RO’s
dissolution of philosophy into theology or sacra doctrina.70 By suggesting a metaphysics that
would be “properly Christian”—a theontology (TA, 35, 44, 47, 51)—RO ends up collapsing
metaphysics into theology proper.71 For Hankey, this mitigates precisely the universality and
autonomy of the philosophical project that underwrites the project’s apologetic possibilities.
Philosophy “must retain an autonomy,” Hankey argues, because philosophy “belongs to nature,
which grace and sacra doctrina presuppose and do not destroy but perfect.”72 For Hankey, RO’s
project of developing a distinctively Christian metaphysics, or social theory, or psychology, is a
confusion of nature and grace that pollutes the purity and autonomy of a secular nature.
Philosophy as a distinct, natural—and therefore secular—discourse must abide. Thus, Hankey,
perhaps unwittingly, ends up an advocate of the secular under the rubric of an autonomous
philosophy.73Like Hankey, Hedley is critical of RO insofar as it claims that there is a distinctly
Christian philosophy, thought, or worldview. As Hedley puts it (though he disagrees), “Milbank
posits a distinctively ‘Christian thought’ that is clearly opposed to pagan models and yet gravely
obscured and perverted by modernity.”74 In contrast, Hankey and Hedley are eager to defend
secular reason as the common ground between believer and unbeliever, Christian and pagan.75
For Hedley, at least, the interest is unabashedly apologetic: “Might not the pursuit of natural
theology,” he asks, “notwithstanding the inflammatory rhetoric of Kierkegaard, Barth, and
Milbank, still constitute much the best way of defending the faith today?”76 Too quickly painting
Milbank’s project as Barthian and fideist, Hedley argues that “attacking rationality may fend off
the cultured despisers of religion, but it also removes one of the important sources of religious
belief, reason as the ‘candle of the Lord.’ ”77 But what is meant by “rationality” here, and what is
being attacked? One could hardly describe the lineaments of RO as antirational (TA, 22–23).
The RO critique of reason is not a critique of rationality as such, as if RO sought to reject
theoretical or scientific investigation.78 Nor does it entail, as Hedley seems to think, a rejection
of pagan learning, let alone some kind of de-Hellenizing attempt to “rescue the Christian
theological tradition from any contagion of ‘Greek’ metaphysics”79—a strange charge to lay at
the feet of a movement deeply interested in recovering Platonic metaphysics! What has drawn
Hedley’s ire is the rejection of a neutral, natural, and secular reason that is universal to all. In
other words, for Hedley, rationality simply means a reason that is autonomous and universal. In
the RO critique of rationality, therefore, he hears what to him is an oxymoronic concept: a
“reason within the bounds of religion.”80 What Hedley protests is the loss of a reason
uncontaminated by religion—a secular, neutral reason common to both believer and
nonbeliever. For him, the RO position can only amount to the simple thesis that “everything is
theology,”81 but such a claim must be rejected, he concludes, because it mitigates the
apologetic project—which, in the end, is allied with the project of liberal polity.82 But rather than
actually demonstrating that RO’s critique of secular reason fails, Hedley merely invokes the



supposedly negative ramifications of such a critique—namely, the loss of both the apologetic
and the Constantinian project—as reasons to think Milbank is wrong. But what if both
apologetics and the politics that attend it are well lost?It would be somewhat disconcerting to
both Hankey and Hedley to point out a basic affinity between their thought and the critique of RO
articulated by John Caputo. Nevertheless, Caputo’s deconstructive critique remains, in the end,
deeply committed to the secular project of the Enlightenment. What Caputo finds most
disconcerting about RO, beyond its critique of Derrida,83 is its dogmatism. For him, the very
idea of a radical orthodoxy is “in the strictest and most rigorous terms incoherent, for the ‘radical’
strains against and bursts the seams of the ‘orthodox.’”84 Caputo shares RO’s critique of a
neutral, autonomous, secular rationality—“the central point on which both Derrida and radical
orthodoxy agree”85—and is right to discern that postmodern ought to mean post-secular,
echoing a critique of reason first articulated by Augustine and reformulated in Kierkegaard’s
counter-modernity.86 Nevertheless, Caputo is reticent to describe his deconstructive “religion
without religion” as post-secular because the term has already been taken up in a reactionary
way by others who oppose the Enlightenment.The “post-” in “post-secular” should not be
understood to mean “over and done with” but rather after having passed through modernity, so
that there is no danger of the emergence of an irrational relativistic left, on the one hand, or of a
lapsing back into a conservative pre-modernism masquerading under the guise of the post-
modern, on the other, which is the sort of thing that is going on right now in a “post-secular”
movement that describes itself with the unnerving, angry, and resentful title “Radical Orthodoxy.”
Radical Orthodoxy is a good deal more orthodox than radical, has managed to convince itself
that God came into the world in order to side with Christian Neoplatonism against
poststructuralism, and appears utterly dumbfounded by the fact that medieval metaphysics has
lost its grip on contemporary thinkers.87What bothers Caputo, then, is the assertion of an
orthodoxy, the proclamation of a particular, confessional account of the world as true. But could
anything be more modern than the systematic preclusion of determinate, confessional accounts
of the world? In the name of the “post-secular,” does not Caputo offer a critique that repeats the
Enlightenment prejudice against prejudice? In fact, he is happy to own up to the fact: “I insist,” he
says, “that the ‘post-secular’ style should raise by way of a certain iteration of the Enlightenment,
a continuation of the Enlightenment by another means, the production of a New
Enlightenment.”88 What aspects of the Enlightenment are reiterated in Caputo’s version of the
post-secular? The modern allergy to particularity and the liberal construction of individual rights.
“Far be it from me,” Caputo exclaims, “to say that modernity and secularization were a bad idea.”
On the contrary, Caputo is happy to hitch his post-secular wagon to Descartes:I am not prepared
to dismiss Descartes, who started something that led to the most modern idea of all, the idea
that in a way defines modernity: that we have the right to say what we think, to think what we
want, to publish what we think, to think or publish or doubt or believe anything, without fear of
censorship, excommunication, exile, or execution. The only limits on such rights are the rights of
others to do the same and to enjoy the same freedoms.89Thus, Caputo’s version of the post-



secular remains deeply liberal and modern in its individualist politics, which is precisely why it is
interested ultimately in protecting the secular, for the secular, he thinks, protects us from the
dangers of people who actually believe something determinate. That is why under the rubric of a
supposedly postmodern “religion without religion” we hear the (intensified) repetition of the most
classical Enlightenment views concerning religious particularity. For Caputo, the very specificity
of religious belief can mean only danger for his still-hoped-for (American) dream of a neutral
public square. “I do not see,” he concludes, “how any religious tradition or theological language
can take shape without violence (particularly one, God save us, bearing the name ‘radical
orthodoxy’), whether institutionally or in the readings it makes of texts which differ from its point
of view.”90 Particularity and tradition are linked, in good Prussian fashion, to corruption and
violence. The antidote to this supposed danger of concrete religious confession, therefore, is the
evacuation of a secularized sphere where, admittedly, it is not reason that bars access to
determinate religious discourse but rather freedom. But what if the freedom of the individual is a
creedal commitment we are not willing to confess? What if we value community over individual
rights? What if being post-secular entails the rejection of this quasi-American dream? What if we
reject the logic that equates particularity with violence?Introducing RadicalOrthodoxyIntroducing
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Ecclesia and the Church as PolisA Church without Boundaries?Conclusion: Taking Radical
Orthodoxy to ChurchBibliographyForewordAuthors frequently claim that they have been misread
—and the world is right to react to this claim with a measure of skepticism. But in the present
case, those authors associated with Radical Orthodoxy will surely not be able to register any
such protest. Jamie Smith has done us all an immense service by presenting in clear, direct
terms the central ideas, diagnoses, and projects associated with this movement.To my mind this
exercise has proved invaluable for four main reasons. First of all, Smith has effectively dispelled
the notion that serious ruptures exist within the movement by showing how all the main authors
move within the same horizon and operate within the same ethos, which certainly does not
spring from the thoughts of one person alone or even three people alone. A certain shared core
now emerges more clearly to view, although this is fortunately compatible with many diverging
emphases and differences of opinion.Second, Smith corrects many common caricatures of RO
positions—especially regarding the ontology of peace, nihilism, Scotism, the role of philosophy,
and the attitude toward modernity. Those wanting fast access to a sense of what RO is all about
can safely turn to this volume. This is not to say that there are not some areas where Smith’s
account could be improved—for example, concerning RO’s attitude toward analogy, theology,
Platonism, and the doctrine of the fall—but such reservations are inevitable in the face of this
sort of exercise. It remains the case that Smith has done a remarkably good job of providing an
accessible synthesis.Third, by simplifying without excessive distortion, Smith helps considerably
in moving the debate forward. One might suppose that “a [relatively] popular guide” is mainly
about communication and education. To the contrary, the exercise of trying to convey complex
ideas in simple terms often helps one to see just what is really being claimed and what is really
at stake. In the present case, Smith’s synthesis of many different writers articulates a collective
RO position in a way not so directly defined hitherto.In the fourth place, Smith’s evangelical-
Dooyeweerdian reception of RO tends to bear out RO’s claim that it is, indeed, an ecumenical
theology that can speak to several different Christian communities. Smith is refreshingly
prepared to let the RO perspective correct the one he has inherited, even though of course and
quite validly he wishes to put forward his own Reformed correctives to the more generally
Catholic perspectives of the main RO authors.Perhaps what emerges most strongly from this
book is the sense of a new theological mood at the outset of the twenty-first century, a mood that
includes but extends beyond RO. Smith appropriately describes this as a refusal of dualisms,
especially those of nature and grace and of matter and spirit. In the case of the first pair, it
seems as if, in retrospect, much twentieth-century theology showed a bias to one pole or the
other. A stress on the primacy of nature, the universal, and a neutral philosophy characterized
the world of “correlationist” theologies, which to most young scholars today appears now like a
bizarre academic twilight zone inhabited by the intellectually craven and impotent. Yet
conversely, over-fidesitic theologies, tending to see theology as having its own special, positive
domain of concern with belief and salvation, appear now to leave the Christian with too little
guidance in other domains and to hand these over to secular authority. This seems especially



unsatisfactory in a world in which science, politics, the arts, and social behavior are taking
increasingly novel and sometimes bizarre directions. In this situation, the thinking Christian
requires a response that is not simply pure (supposed) biblicist condemnation on the one hand
nor flaccid accommodation on the other.What we are seeing, then, is the stepping back of
theology into the public domain and a consideration of its relation to the whole of human thought
and action. This new mood is not easily characterized as either “liberal” or “neo-orthodox.” It
rather occupies the domain of what Balthasar called “the suspended middle” between grace-
imbued faith and natural understanding. This domain for him and for Henri de Lubac was that of
the paradoxical “natural desire for the supernatural.” If such a desire affects all human existence,
then all human knowledge is subject, under grace, to theological modification and qualification.
But equally, if we can only, in this life, weakly understand our orientation to beatitude in terms of
its fulfillment of our natures beyond their immediate givenness, then theological exploration
never is done with natural, finite human understanding. To put this double point briefly: Our
knowledge of things of this world can always be qualified by knowledge of God as he is in
himself (given by revelation), but equally, our knowledge of God, since it is analogically
mediated, is always and only given through a shift in our understanding of the things of this
world.Such an approach implies a synthesis—but always an uneasy and possibly aporetic
synthesis—between theology and philosophy (understood as the coordination of all merely
natural enquiries). The nouvelle théologie nurtured such an approach, which is equally and
perhaps more dramatically exhibited in the Russian sophianic tradition, especially Florensky and
Bulgakov. It is striking how the representatives of both approaches are now far more widely
attended to by the significant younger theologians of today than all the once famous voices of
twentieth-century Protestant theology.Yet here Smith is right to say that the Dutch Calvinist
tradition from Kuyper to Dooyeweerd constitutes something of an exception. As he points out,
the latter expressed his strong affinities both with Maritain’s project of an “integral
humanism” (linking nature with grace) and with the nouvelle théologie, which he explicitly
preferred to Barthianism. This tradition in many ways accentuated the latent catholicity of the
Reformed tradition—even though (as Smith sometimes indicates) a full recovery of this
catholicity would have to draw also on other resources in the Reformed legacy.Though this
would perhaps come as a surprise to many in Britain, this tradition remains quite powerfully alive
in the United States (for example, in the influential “Reformed epistemology” movement
associated with Plantinga and Wolterstorff), and it has of course always constituted the main
background ideology of InterVarsity Fellowship, a movement that has shown increasing
sophistication in recent years.This tradition has always stressed that every fundamental aspect
of human life should be celebrated by Christians, while conversely it should be subject to a
transformation under the impact of grace. Clearly, this attitude exhibits much common ground
with RO. Smith nonetheless indicates some ways in which the RO perspective might qualify the
Kuyperian one, and I would like—beyond Smith—briefly to add to this list.First of all, RO would
not subscribe to the rather ahistoricist and static division of human life into distinct “spheres.” For



RO, they are more shifting and contingent, and the question of their validity and their boundaries
is more uncertain. Kuyper actually far too easily accepted a cordoning-off of certain domains—
for example, the economic—which is in fact a modern achievement, with dubious secular
presuppositions.Second, as Smith more than half concedes, Kuyper’s understanding of
theology was bizarre and inadequate. Theology for RO, as for the best Catholic tradition, is not,
as for Kuyper and Dooyeweerd, a specialism. If it were, it would be idolatrous, for theology
concerns not one area, not one ontic item among others, but esse as such, the ground of all
beings, and all in relation to this ground and source. It follows (and this is one point that Smith
fails to grasp) that if the Christian contribution to, say, economics, is always a theological
contribution, then this is precisely because even the articulation of faith has, in part, to do with
the economic realm and the difference faith makes to our consideration of this realm (think of
many of the sayings of Jesus). One does not here need overcomplex divisions among types of
theology. For Catholic tradition, every Christian is a theologian, because faith is always
somewhat reflective, albeit in the mode of symbol, ritual, and narrative. There is no such thing as
a “pure first order discourse,” as the Yale school’s somewhat barbaric deployment of
Wittgenstein would have us suppose. Conversely, the “second order discourse” of the theologian
is no tidily circumscribed exercise (on the Yale school model) but rather more consciously
elaborates the existential quest and the perplexity of belief as such. If the former seeks its
orientation between God and everything, then so does reflective theology, and in such a manner
that it dynamically acts back upon, informs, and qualifies first order belief and practice.Third, this
tradition still cannot quite bring itself to subscribe to the analogia entis, with its accompanying
ontology of participation. This is shown in Smith’s fear that a stress on participation (or an
overstress?), while properly insisting on the dependence of creation, will not do justice to its
integrity and autonomy on its own level. But to the contrary, it is the case that, so long as
Christian theology retained a somewhat Neoplatonic approach to causality, in which every
higher level until that of Godhead not only caused but also “gave to be” the lower levels, it was
possible to combine the idea that God is “the total cause” of everything, including the free
decisions of spiritual beings, with the equal stress that finite causes are also “total” at their own
level. Within this outlook, the higher cause is not “one factor” at the lower level; rather, it “gives” in
its integrity the entire lower level with its own self-sufficient (in one sense) modes of operation.
This Proclean understanding of cause reaches its apogee within Aquinas’s Christian translation,
for which what is participated is being as such. Hence that which most belongs to a thing—its
very existence—is yet that which is most received as a gift. All the same, this giftedness of
created being by no means cancels the integrity and the autonomy proper to existence as such.
Rather, the point is that even this is a gift. (To be fair to Smith, this point could have been more
stressed in TA.)But by comparison, Leibniz, to whom Smith appeals, does not have as strong a
doctrine of created integrity, just because he has abandoned analogical participation. Hence,
the “preestablished harmony” falls within the onto-theological fallacy of imagining that the higher
divine cause “competes” with finite causes at the lower level even though this interruptive case



operates only at the finite outset and not continuously, as for occasionalism. It violates created
integrity by reducing apparent free interaction between creatures to an epiphenomenon.This is
not to deny though that, as Smith contends, much can be learned from Leibniz’s incarnational
model for the soul/body relation. And, in general, Smith is right to insist that the Christian
doctrines of the incarnation of Christ and the general resurrection do indeed suggest an even
higher view of matter than that entertained by theurgic Neo-platonism. Here, indeed, matter and
body can more ultimately remain because there is a yet stronger sense that all beneath the first
cause is in one sense ontologically equal in its dependency. Even though Proclus could
fascinatingly see matter in its simplicity as in one sense “closer to” and more directly informed by
the One than are intellect and soul (and this may have influenced later Christian christological
reflection), it remains the case that a doctrine of creation ex nihilo implies more fully a kind of
equality of matter. This, however, should not be taken, as it perhaps is by Smith, to mean a
necessity of matter within the created order. The doctrine of creation led Aquinas to insist that
humans were a soul/body unity, but against the Franciscans (whose view is echoed by Leibniz,
as Smith mentions), it also led him to insist that angels lacked even subtle bodies, since the
state of intellectual being can still be a state of dependent created being, given that the Creator/
created ratio is now for Christianity more fundamental than the spirit/body one. If, nevertheless,
for Aquinas the soul/body unity of humans possesses some special significance, then this is
because it microcosmically reflects the entire span of reality.Nevertheless, it must be conceded
to Smith that he raises an interesting point about the beatific vision. Its pure intuition need not, as
he supposes, be thought of as “unmediated,” since here the lack of mediation by species or by
human verbum is supplied by a mediation by the divine Verbum itself—since we will then be
seeing God and ourselves through God alone. All the same, he is right to ask whether this
ultimacy of contemplation passes entirely beyond an active donation of images on our part.
Should beatitude not also involve a maximum identification with divine creative providing?
Should not our final end be theurgic as well as contemplative? Iamblichus, within paganism,
thought just this, and perhaps such an outlook survived in Dionysius, even if it was then lost to
later Christian tradition. This may very well be an important and valid modification of the received
understanding.Smith, as we have seen, rightly makes central the overcoming of a nature/grace
duality. He also rightly insists on an equal overcoming of a spirit/matter duality, stressing again
and again the RO idea of the “suspension” of the material. Here the argument is that all reductive
materialism must paradoxically ensure that matter “does not matter” and is ultimately evacuated
by the void (Bulgakov already put forward a similar view in his Philosophy of Economy). Matter
can only “matter” if it expresses that which, unlike matter, has its cause in itself, which must be
spiritual or trans-spiritual. Smith also rightly highlights an emergent sense in RO (in the wake of
Catholic thinkers such as Jean Trouillard and Stanislas Breton) that such a notion was
thoroughly explored by Iamblichus, Proclus, and Damascius and then transmitted to Christian
tradition through Dionysius the Areopagite, Maximus the Confessor, Eriugena, and later thinkers.
For this theurgic tradition, which later informed the Christian sacramental one, it is logically the



case that, if the soul is too preoccupied with matter, then matter—which always effects its own
return to God, like the sunflower following the sun—can nonetheless help homeopathically to
cure the stricken soul. This is part of the reason why, as Smith stresses, sacramentality must be
so central for our religious outlook.It is also part of the reason why, as Smith also stresses, the
work of the imagination is not incidental to the work of reason and is never just left behind.
Already, without referring to Iamblichus or Proclus, Catherine Pickstock realized that this insight
is consummated in the centrality of liturgy. Here, in order to invoke God and in order for God to
be first present to us at all, we must imaginatively shape God at the point that is the very
consummation of our participation in God’s own shaping work. And it is important to insist that all
art is paradigmatically liturgy; otherwise it sinks to mere fiction and spectacle and can become a
drug, a distraction, or an incitement to sadistic violence. This, in fact, as Smith fails to grasp, is
Plato’s and then Augustine’s point about art and drama. They worry about fiction, not about
poiesis as such, and part of this worry is that whereas the liturgical image does revert to the
highest source and so in a sense “remains,” the fictional “image of an image” is simply cancelled
out in favor of an illusory abstract message or private delusory consolation. Hence, there is a
suspicion of the stage here that is not at all a suspicion of the image—indeed, it is perhaps the
very opposite. One can confirm this point by noting that Balthasar, who had a strange aversion
to Proclus and made “drama” not “liturgy” his central category, tends in the end to
instrumentalize the “appearing” and “aesthetic” aspect of drama in favor of pure ethical praxis
and imageless interpersonal interaction.This, of course, is not to denigrate, as much as Plato or
Augustine did, either fiction or drama. But does not the best drama “redeem” itself as liturgy?
Think of Puccini’s Tosca, in which opera seems to bend back upon its oratorical, liturgical roots:
Set in a church, Floria Tosca’s erotic and justice-seeking pleas against the “spectacle” of
misleading clues, treacherous pictorial images corrupted by sexual infidelity, and sadistic
enjoyment of the spectacle of torture in the safety of the “offstage” on the part of the state is at
times blended into an actual liturgical and hymnic mode when the characters directly address
both God and the audience.This is the logic of RO’s theurgic liturgical turn: It celebrates images
but also retains a sense of how images may corrupt. As with our insistence that God causes
even freedom, any true Calvinist should surely understand. Also, I would hope, any true Calvinist
would appreciate that we tend to have a far more realistic and robustly ontological doctrine of
the fall than any other contemporary theologians apart from the Russians. I have always insisted,
after St. Paul, that death (in its current form) as well as sin is an intruder upon the original
creation and that, after the fall, sinister cosmic forces became (literally) in charge of the world.
But to have a doctrine of the fall does not mean to believe that creation is totally corrupted or that
it is corrupted in part. In a kind of negative version of the causality of gift, it rather remains
entirely perfect—else it would not exist at all—and yet also entirely corrupted through and
through. Existentially, we know this. It is not when we learn that the world contains active
paedophiles as well as celebrators of the innocence of childhood that we know that the world is
fallen. It is rather when we learn, for example, that the author of one of the most remarkable



series of fictional celebrations of childhood of all time, the British author William Mayne, was
also for a time a systematic sexual abuser of little girls (as has recently been exposed in the
English courts) that we know that the world is indeed abysmally fallen. Because then the terrible
truth has to be faced that innocence and corruption may in our world lie so close together that
the sources of inspiration and the sources of perversion are hard to disentangle.But the Calvinist
view that the world and human intellect are totally depraved violates the equally Calvinist
doctrine of the sovereignty and majesty of God, for without God, things do not exist, and what
exists shares at least somewhat in God’s goodness. Hence, the traditional Catholic view, at
which Smith seems to protest, that God immediately gives grace to a fallen world (or simply
continues to give grace) is an aspect of the view that he went on sustaining creation in being.
(For grace was part of the original creation of Adam and is after the fall now doubly required: as
the continuing provision of the ultimate human supernatural end and now also to mend fallen
nature.) This is no new insistence in my own thought, as Smith indicates, but is found also in
TST. Everywhere on earth Christ is typologically foreshadowed, and all are faced with the choice
whether to accept or refuse Jesus—as he himself told us. Also, St. Paul is transparently clear
that all men at all times could have recognized the Creator and so are “without excuse.”In this
regard, it would be true to say that Smith stresses just a little more the centrality of specific
doctrine and the institutional church than does RO. Here, incidentally, he fails to point out that
the British members of RO (including myself) are less hostile to the institution of the state tout
court than are the American ones, even though this is a matter of degree.But all within RO
distance themselves from the pure postmodern emphasis on particularity, even though we
thoroughly agree with Smith’s own philosophically astute verdict that Derrida in truth ultimately
denigrates the particular. For us, rather, the problem is as Alain Badiou has defined it: how to
overcome the emptiness of souls divided between an empty market/state universalism on the
one hand and purely private arbitrary allegiances on the other. To do so we need to discover a
difference that yet has a universal claim and that harmonizes but does not cancel out all other
differences. It would seem that Badiou knows in a secular fashion that the name of this concrete
universal (as Hegel saw) is Christ. Affirming this in a fully theological mode, RO claims that in the
form of Christ we both see and may (in principle) ourselves ecclesially shape and further provide
the gift of peace (this is exactly the central theology of Dionysius the Areopagite as well as of
Augustine).Here the utterly specific and remarkable event yet exceeds the merely general
conditions of creation that remain somewhat too abstract to command a universal allegiance. As
specific, fully identical with positive life as such, as fully and entirely affirming and expressive
without any hidden substantive reserve (the Deleuzian echoes here pay homage to Smith), the
Christic form is yet without bounds. Increasingly, as Smith surmises (with some needless worry),
RO is stressing the generosity and the universality as well as the specificity and the contingency
of the Christic gift. If Christianity refuses the conflict of gods, it does not refuse “other
gods” (sometimes spoken of by the church fathers as synonymous with angels) intimated by
other traditions, simply because these can in no way impinge upon, but rather confirm, the



sovereignty of the One God who is one beyond mere oneness and manyness. In a similar
fashion, the Christian enterprise of a “universal gift exchange” focused on the specificity of Christ
pays a kind of homage to the universal prevalence of gift-exchange economies in all human
societies prior to the onset of capitalism, and the Christian fulfillment of theurgy as the descent
of God himself in order to provide the true worship of himself impossible to fallen humanity in
order to unleash his power of love in the world is able to appreciate and situate all the other
“theurgic” attempts to captivate divine power in order to heal finite reality.Likewise, following the
great Russians, RO increasingly insists that the Triune God is the God who in himself brings
about the other to God who must also be “created God” (Eriugena). In this case, as the Wisdom
literature of the Bible suggests, the gift of God to creation must first be received “psychically” (by
angels and whatever psychic powers sustain the entire cosmos in being) and then to a lesser
degree by human beings, for since it is a “giving of gift to gift” that establishes being as originally
gift without prior non-given supposition, this gift of God must be first of all received also as a
further gift of this gift by creation to itself—thereby (as Proclus suggests) establishing the realm
of reflective intelligence. This follows, because the subordinate, received intelligence of humans
and angels and other psychic powers (unlike the higher divine purely intuitive intelligence) is
clearly characterized in this lower degree of understanding by “return to self” (to think, as
Aquinas still insisted, is to receive the reflection of things in our minds, including ourselves and
our own thinking) and therefore any perfectly reflexive “giving of creation to itself” that must
characterize the initial constitution of the creation, ought, it would seem, to coincide with
conscious understanding. (The Catholic philosopher Claude Bruaire, following the Proclean
reflections of Cusansus and Berulle later echoed by Laberthonnière and Henri de Lubac, has
put forward a contention somewhat upon these lines.)But since “return to self” is not after all
quite perfectly reflexive at that point at which it must also seek to be a return to its own higher
origin, which is inseparable from its inner selfhood, one can see that self-reflection (as Plotinus
already taught) is equally a “failed” attempt (though this failure has the positive value of
apophasis) at perfect reflection, which in its “failure” constructs the world beneath the psyche
and is thereby the “giving” to be of material reality in its diverse modes—even though, for Proclus
already, this is the work of higher not human souls, since the latter are rather “fully descended”
into the body (and therefore have their realm of donation within the realm of the imagination,
culture, and history). Notice here also that since the higher divine intellect as pure intuition is
already something that “gives” and that this prior cause remains more fundamentally at work
even in lower self-reflective intellect, donation as the outworking of self-reflection is still more
primarily donation, even for Neoplatonism, never mind Christianity. Equally, one must make the
qualification that for a Christianized Procleanism the divine cause, as alone creative of being as
such, remains the cause that is the most powerfully operative even at the lower levels of reality
that are nevertheless in one sense the outworking of psychic reflection (the work of angelic and
astral “influence” invoked by many medieval theologians)—and so always point upward in their
“return” (even for Aquinas) to spiritual creatures as well as to God.As was the case for Dionysius,



Maximus, Eriugena, and Aquinas, while it remains true that there is an absolute chasm between
Creator and created, it is nonetheless the case that, if creation is a gift, the hierarchical primacy
of self-giving must be reflected (roughly in the sort of mode just indicated) within the structures
of creation itself, as the Wisdom books of the Bible explain. Else how should we be able to see
that creation is the work of love? But many Calvinists, like Jonathan Edwards, have been able to
recognize something of this sort.This stress on “communication” within the created order
broadens to include a strong RO emphasis on the idea of a “double descent” of the Son with the
Spirit as an expression of the divine Sophia as identical with the divine essence. The divine work
of the incarnate Son in perfect worship of the Godhead is completed in an active human social
response under the prompting of the Spirit, which also aims to complete this worship universally
(in a non-identically repeated fashion), even if this must in reality await the eschaton.Thus, to its
emphasis on the metaxu (the “between” of analogy) and methexis (participation), I suspect that
RO in the future will increasingly add one on Sophia, dosis (gift), and theurgia as complementing
theosis.John MilbankForewordAuthors frequently claim that they have been misread—and the
world is right to react to this claim with a measure of skepticism. But in the present case, those
authors associated with Radical Orthodoxy will surely not be able to register any such protest.
Jamie Smith has done us all an immense service by presenting in clear, direct terms the central
ideas, diagnoses, and projects associated with this movement.To my mind this exercise has
proved invaluable for four main reasons. First of all, Smith has effectively dispelled the notion
that serious ruptures exist within the movement by showing how all the main authors move within
the same horizon and operate within the same ethos, which certainly does not spring from the
thoughts of one person alone or even three people alone. A certain shared core now emerges
more clearly to view, although this is fortunately compatible with many diverging emphases and
differences of opinion.Second, Smith corrects many common caricatures of RO positions—
especially regarding the ontology of peace, nihilism, Scotism, the role of philosophy, and the
attitude toward modernity. Those wanting fast access to a sense of what RO is all about can
safely turn to this volume. This is not to say that there are not some areas where Smith’s account
could be improved—for example, concerning RO’s attitude toward analogy, theology, Platonism,
and the doctrine of the fall—but such reservations are inevitable in the face of this sort of
exercise. It remains the case that Smith has done a remarkably good job of providing an
accessible synthesis.Third, by simplifying without excessive distortion, Smith helps considerably
in moving the debate forward. One might suppose that “a [relatively] popular guide” is mainly
about communication and education. To the contrary, the exercise of trying to convey complex
ideas in simple terms often helps one to see just what is really being claimed and what is really
at stake. In the present case, Smith’s synthesis of many different writers articulates a collective
RO position in a way not so directly defined hitherto.In the fourth place, Smith’s evangelical-
Dooyeweerdian reception of RO tends to bear out RO’s claim that it is, indeed, an ecumenical
theology that can speak to several different Christian communities. Smith is refreshingly
prepared to let the RO perspective correct the one he has inherited, even though of course and



quite validly he wishes to put forward his own Reformed correctives to the more generally
Catholic perspectives of the main RO authors.Perhaps what emerges most strongly from this
book is the sense of a new theological mood at the outset of the twenty-first century, a mood that
includes but extends beyond RO. Smith appropriately describes this as a refusal of dualisms,
especially those of nature and grace and of matter and spirit. In the case of the first pair, it
seems as if, in retrospect, much twentieth-century theology showed a bias to one pole or the
other. A stress on the primacy of nature, the universal, and a neutral philosophy characterized
the world of “correlationist” theologies, which to most young scholars today appears now like a
bizarre academic twilight zone inhabited by the intellectually craven and impotent. Yet
conversely, over-fidesitic theologies, tending to see theology as having its own special, positive
domain of concern with belief and salvation, appear now to leave the Christian with too little
guidance in other domains and to hand these over to secular authority. This seems especially
unsatisfactory in a world in which science, politics, the arts, and social behavior are taking
increasingly novel and sometimes bizarre directions. In this situation, the thinking Christian
requires a response that is not simply pure (supposed) biblicist condemnation on the one hand
nor flaccid accommodation on the other.What we are seeing, then, is the stepping back of
theology into the public domain and a consideration of its relation to the whole of human thought
and action. This new mood is not easily characterized as either “liberal” or “neo-orthodox.” It
rather occupies the domain of what Balthasar called “the suspended middle” between grace-
imbued faith and natural understanding. This domain for him and for Henri de Lubac was that of
the paradoxical “natural desire for the supernatural.” If such a desire affects all human existence,
then all human knowledge is subject, under grace, to theological modification and qualification.
But equally, if we can only, in this life, weakly understand our orientation to beatitude in terms of
its fulfillment of our natures beyond their immediate givenness, then theological exploration
never is done with natural, finite human understanding. To put this double point briefly: Our
knowledge of things of this world can always be qualified by knowledge of God as he is in
himself (given by revelation), but equally, our knowledge of God, since it is analogically
mediated, is always and only given through a shift in our understanding of the things of this
world.Such an approach implies a synthesis—but always an uneasy and possibly aporetic
synthesis—between theology and philosophy (understood as the coordination of all merely
natural enquiries). The nouvelle théologie nurtured such an approach, which is equally and
perhaps more dramatically exhibited in the Russian sophianic tradition, especially Florensky and
Bulgakov. It is striking how the representatives of both approaches are now far more widely
attended to by the significant younger theologians of today than all the once famous voices of
twentieth-century Protestant theology.Yet here Smith is right to say that the Dutch Calvinist
tradition from Kuyper to Dooyeweerd constitutes something of an exception. As he points out,
the latter expressed his strong affinities both with Maritain’s project of an “integral
humanism” (linking nature with grace) and with the nouvelle théologie, which he explicitly
preferred to Barthianism. This tradition in many ways accentuated the latent catholicity of the



Reformed tradition—even though (as Smith sometimes indicates) a full recovery of this
catholicity would have to draw also on other resources in the Reformed legacy.Though this
would perhaps come as a surprise to many in Britain, this tradition remains quite powerfully alive
in the United States (for example, in the influential “Reformed epistemology” movement
associated with Plantinga and Wolterstorff), and it has of course always constituted the main
background ideology of InterVarsity Fellowship, a movement that has shown increasing
sophistication in recent years.This tradition has always stressed that every fundamental aspect
of human life should be celebrated by Christians, while conversely it should be subject to a
transformation under the impact of grace. Clearly, this attitude exhibits much common ground
with RO. Smith nonetheless indicates some ways in which the RO perspective might qualify the
Kuyperian one, and I would like—beyond Smith—briefly to add to this list.First of all, RO would
not subscribe to the rather ahistoricist and static division of human life into distinct “spheres.” For
RO, they are more shifting and contingent, and the question of their validity and their boundaries
is more uncertain. Kuyper actually far too easily accepted a cordoning-off of certain domains—
for example, the economic—which is in fact a modern achievement, with dubious secular
presuppositions.Second, as Smith more than half concedes, Kuyper’s understanding of
theology was bizarre and inadequate. Theology for RO, as for the best Catholic tradition, is not,
as for Kuyper and Dooyeweerd, a specialism. If it were, it would be idolatrous, for theology
concerns not one area, not one ontic item among others, but esse as such, the ground of all
beings, and all in relation to this ground and source. It follows (and this is one point that Smith
fails to grasp) that if the Christian contribution to, say, economics, is always a theological
contribution, then this is precisely because even the articulation of faith has, in part, to do with
the economic realm and the difference faith makes to our consideration of this realm (think of
many of the sayings of Jesus). One does not here need overcomplex divisions among types of
theology. For Catholic tradition, every Christian is a theologian, because faith is always
somewhat reflective, albeit in the mode of symbol, ritual, and narrative. There is no such thing as
a “pure first order discourse,” as the Yale school’s somewhat barbaric deployment of
Wittgenstein would have us suppose. Conversely, the “second order discourse” of the theologian
is no tidily circumscribed exercise (on the Yale school model) but rather more consciously
elaborates the existential quest and the perplexity of belief as such. If the former seeks its
orientation between God and everything, then so does reflective theology, and in such a manner
that it dynamically acts back upon, informs, and qualifies first order belief and practice.Third, this
tradition still cannot quite bring itself to subscribe to the analogia entis, with its accompanying
ontology of participation. This is shown in Smith’s fear that a stress on participation (or an
overstress?), while properly insisting on the dependence of creation, will not do justice to its
integrity and autonomy on its own level. But to the contrary, it is the case that, so long as
Christian theology retained a somewhat Neoplatonic approach to causality, in which every
higher level until that of Godhead not only caused but also “gave to be” the lower levels, it was
possible to combine the idea that God is “the total cause” of everything, including the free



decisions of spiritual beings, with the equal stress that finite causes are also “total” at their own
level. Within this outlook, the higher cause is not “one factor” at the lower level; rather, it “gives” in
its integrity the entire lower level with its own self-sufficient (in one sense) modes of operation.
This Proclean understanding of cause reaches its apogee within Aquinas’s Christian translation,
for which what is participated is being as such. Hence that which most belongs to a thing—its
very existence—is yet that which is most received as a gift. All the same, this giftedness of
created being by no means cancels the integrity and the autonomy proper to existence as such.
Rather, the point is that even this is a gift. (To be fair to Smith, this point could have been more
stressed in TA.)But by comparison, Leibniz, to whom Smith appeals, does not have as strong a
doctrine of created integrity, just because he has abandoned analogical participation. Hence,
the “preestablished harmony” falls within the onto-theological fallacy of imagining that the higher
divine cause “competes” with finite causes at the lower level even though this interruptive case
operates only at the finite outset and not continuously, as for occasionalism. It violates created
integrity by reducing apparent free interaction between creatures to an epiphenomenon.This is
not to deny though that, as Smith contends, much can be learned from Leibniz’s incarnational
model for the soul/body relation. And, in general, Smith is right to insist that the Christian
doctrines of the incarnation of Christ and the general resurrection do indeed suggest an even
higher view of matter than that entertained by theurgic Neo-platonism. Here, indeed, matter and
body can more ultimately remain because there is a yet stronger sense that all beneath the first
cause is in one sense ontologically equal in its dependency. Even though Proclus could
fascinatingly see matter in its simplicity as in one sense “closer to” and more directly informed by
the One than are intellect and soul (and this may have influenced later Christian christological
reflection), it remains the case that a doctrine of creation ex nihilo implies more fully a kind of
equality of matter. This, however, should not be taken, as it perhaps is by Smith, to mean a
necessity of matter within the created order. The doctrine of creation led Aquinas to insist that
humans were a soul/body unity, but against the Franciscans (whose view is echoed by Leibniz,
as Smith mentions), it also led him to insist that angels lacked even subtle bodies, since the
state of intellectual being can still be a state of dependent created being, given that the Creator/
created ratio is now for Christianity more fundamental than the spirit/body one. If, nevertheless,
for Aquinas the soul/body unity of humans possesses some special significance, then this is
because it microcosmically reflects the entire span of reality.Nevertheless, it must be conceded
to Smith that he raises an interesting point about the beatific vision. Its pure intuition need not, as
he supposes, be thought of as “unmediated,” since here the lack of mediation by species or by
human verbum is supplied by a mediation by the divine Verbum itself—since we will then be
seeing God and ourselves through God alone. All the same, he is right to ask whether this
ultimacy of contemplation passes entirely beyond an active donation of images on our part.
Should beatitude not also involve a maximum identification with divine creative providing?
Should not our final end be theurgic as well as contemplative? Iamblichus, within paganism,
thought just this, and perhaps such an outlook survived in Dionysius, even if it was then lost to



later Christian tradition. This may very well be an important and valid modification of the received
understanding.Smith, as we have seen, rightly makes central the overcoming of a nature/grace
duality. He also rightly insists on an equal overcoming of a spirit/matter duality, stressing again
and again the RO idea of the “suspension” of the material. Here the argument is that all reductive
materialism must paradoxically ensure that matter “does not matter” and is ultimately evacuated
by the void (Bulgakov already put forward a similar view in his Philosophy of Economy). Matter
can only “matter” if it expresses that which, unlike matter, has its cause in itself, which must be
spiritual or trans-spiritual. Smith also rightly highlights an emergent sense in RO (in the wake of
Catholic thinkers such as Jean Trouillard and Stanislas Breton) that such a notion was
thoroughly explored by Iamblichus, Proclus, and Damascius and then transmitted to Christian
tradition through Dionysius the Areopagite, Maximus the Confessor, Eriugena, and later thinkers.
For this theurgic tradition, which later informed the Christian sacramental one, it is logically the
case that, if the soul is too preoccupied with matter, then matter—which always effects its own
return to God, like the sunflower following the sun—can nonetheless help homeopathically to
cure the stricken soul. This is part of the reason why, as Smith stresses, sacramentality must be
so central for our religious outlook.It is also part of the reason why, as Smith also stresses, the
work of the imagination is not incidental to the work of reason and is never just left behind.
Already, without referring to Iamblichus or Proclus, Catherine Pickstock realized that this insight
is consummated in the centrality of liturgy. Here, in order to invoke God and in order for God to
be first present to us at all, we must imaginatively shape God at the point that is the very
consummation of our participation in God’s own shaping work. And it is important to insist that all
art is paradigmatically liturgy; otherwise it sinks to mere fiction and spectacle and can become a
drug, a distraction, or an incitement to sadistic violence. This, in fact, as Smith fails to grasp, is
Plato’s and then Augustine’s point about art and drama. They worry about fiction, not about
poiesis as such, and part of this worry is that whereas the liturgical image does revert to the
highest source and so in a sense “remains,” the fictional “image of an image” is simply cancelled
out in favor of an illusory abstract message or private delusory consolation. Hence, there is a
suspicion of the stage here that is not at all a suspicion of the image—indeed, it is perhaps the
very opposite. One can confirm this point by noting that Balthasar, who had a strange aversion
to Proclus and made “drama” not “liturgy” his central category, tends in the end to
instrumentalize the “appearing” and “aesthetic” aspect of drama in favor of pure ethical praxis
and imageless interpersonal interaction.This, of course, is not to denigrate, as much as Plato or
Augustine did, either fiction or drama. But does not the best drama “redeem” itself as liturgy?
Think of Puccini’s Tosca, in which opera seems to bend back upon its oratorical, liturgical roots:
Set in a church, Floria Tosca’s erotic and justice-seeking pleas against the “spectacle” of
misleading clues, treacherous pictorial images corrupted by sexual infidelity, and sadistic
enjoyment of the spectacle of torture in the safety of the “offstage” on the part of the state is at
times blended into an actual liturgical and hymnic mode when the characters directly address
both God and the audience.This is the logic of RO’s theurgic liturgical turn: It celebrates images



but also retains a sense of how images may corrupt. As with our insistence that God causes
even freedom, any true Calvinist should surely understand. Also, I would hope, any true Calvinist
would appreciate that we tend to have a far more realistic and robustly ontological doctrine of
the fall than any other contemporary theologians apart from the Russians. I have always insisted,
after St. Paul, that death (in its current form) as well as sin is an intruder upon the original
creation and that, after the fall, sinister cosmic forces became (literally) in charge of the world.
But to have a doctrine of the fall does not mean to believe that creation is totally corrupted or that
it is corrupted in part. In a kind of negative version of the causality of gift, it rather remains
entirely perfect—else it would not exist at all—and yet also entirely corrupted through and
through. Existentially, we know this. It is not when we learn that the world contains active
paedophiles as well as celebrators of the innocence of childhood that we know that the world is
fallen. It is rather when we learn, for example, that the author of one of the most remarkable
series of fictional celebrations of childhood of all time, the British author William Mayne, was
also for a time a systematic sexual abuser of little girls (as has recently been exposed in the
English courts) that we know that the world is indeed abysmally fallen. Because then the terrible
truth has to be faced that innocence and corruption may in our world lie so close together that
the sources of inspiration and the sources of perversion are hard to disentangle.But the Calvinist
view that the world and human intellect are totally depraved violates the equally Calvinist
doctrine of the sovereignty and majesty of God, for without God, things do not exist, and what
exists shares at least somewhat in God’s goodness. Hence, the traditional Catholic view, at
which Smith seems to protest, that God immediately gives grace to a fallen world (or simply
continues to give grace) is an aspect of the view that he went on sustaining creation in being.
(For grace was part of the original creation of Adam and is after the fall now doubly required: as
the continuing provision of the ultimate human supernatural end and now also to mend fallen
nature.) This is no new insistence in my own thought, as Smith indicates, but is found also in
TST. Everywhere on earth Christ is typologically foreshadowed, and all are faced with the choice
whether to accept or refuse Jesus—as he himself told us. Also, St. Paul is transparently clear
that all men at all times could have recognized the Creator and so are “without excuse.”In this
regard, it would be true to say that Smith stresses just a little more the centrality of specific
doctrine and the institutional church than does RO. Here, incidentally, he fails to point out that
the British members of RO (including myself) are less hostile to the institution of the state tout
court than are the American ones, even though this is a matter of degree.But all within RO
distance themselves from the pure postmodern emphasis on particularity, even though we
thoroughly agree with Smith’s own philosophically astute verdict that Derrida in truth ultimately
denigrates the particular. For us, rather, the problem is as Alain Badiou has defined it: how to
overcome the emptiness of souls divided between an empty market/state universalism on the
one hand and purely private arbitrary allegiances on the other. To do so we need to discover a
difference that yet has a universal claim and that harmonizes but does not cancel out all other
differences. It would seem that Badiou knows in a secular fashion that the name of this concrete



universal (as Hegel saw) is Christ. Affirming this in a fully theological mode, RO claims that in the
form of Christ we both see and may (in principle) ourselves ecclesially shape and further provide
the gift of peace (this is exactly the central theology of Dionysius the Areopagite as well as of
Augustine).Here the utterly specific and remarkable event yet exceeds the merely general
conditions of creation that remain somewhat too abstract to command a universal allegiance. As
specific, fully identical with positive life as such, as fully and entirely affirming and expressive
without any hidden substantive reserve (the Deleuzian echoes here pay homage to Smith), the
Christic form is yet without bounds. Increasingly, as Smith surmises (with some needless worry),
RO is stressing the generosity and the universality as well as the specificity and the contingency
of the Christic gift. If Christianity refuses the conflict of gods, it does not refuse “other
gods” (sometimes spoken of by the church fathers as synonymous with angels) intimated by
other traditions, simply because these can in no way impinge upon, but rather confirm, the
sovereignty of the One God who is one beyond mere oneness and manyness. In a similar
fashion, the Christian enterprise of a “universal gift exchange” focused on the specificity of Christ
pays a kind of homage to the universal prevalence of gift-exchange economies in all human
societies prior to the onset of capitalism, and the Christian fulfillment of theurgy as the descent
of God himself in order to provide the true worship of himself impossible to fallen humanity in
order to unleash his power of love in the world is able to appreciate and situate all the other
“theurgic” attempts to captivate divine power in order to heal finite reality.Likewise, following the
great Russians, RO increasingly insists that the Triune God is the God who in himself brings
about the other to God who must also be “created God” (Eriugena). In this case, as the Wisdom
literature of the Bible suggests, the gift of God to creation must first be received “psychically” (by
angels and whatever psychic powers sustain the entire cosmos in being) and then to a lesser
degree by human beings, for since it is a “giving of gift to gift” that establishes being as originally
gift without prior non-given supposition, this gift of God must be first of all received also as a
further gift of this gift by creation to itself—thereby (as Proclus suggests) establishing the realm
of reflective intelligence. This follows, because the subordinate, received intelligence of humans
and angels and other psychic powers (unlike the higher divine purely intuitive intelligence) is
clearly characterized in this lower degree of understanding by “return to self” (to think, as
Aquinas still insisted, is to receive the reflection of things in our minds, including ourselves and
our own thinking) and therefore any perfectly reflexive “giving of creation to itself” that must
characterize the initial constitution of the creation, ought, it would seem, to coincide with
conscious understanding. (The Catholic philosopher Claude Bruaire, following the Proclean
reflections of Cusansus and Berulle later echoed by Laberthonnière and Henri de Lubac, has
put forward a contention somewhat upon these lines.)But since “return to self” is not after all
quite perfectly reflexive at that point at which it must also seek to be a return to its own higher
origin, which is inseparable from its inner selfhood, one can see that self-reflection (as Plotinus
already taught) is equally a “failed” attempt (though this failure has the positive value of
apophasis) at perfect reflection, which in its “failure” constructs the world beneath the psyche



and is thereby the “giving” to be of material reality in its diverse modes—even though, for Proclus
already, this is the work of higher not human souls, since the latter are rather “fully descended”
into the body (and therefore have their realm of donation within the realm of the imagination,
culture, and history). Notice here also that since the higher divine intellect as pure intuition is
already something that “gives” and that this prior cause remains more fundamentally at work
even in lower self-reflective intellect, donation as the outworking of self-reflection is still more
primarily donation, even for Neoplatonism, never mind Christianity. Equally, one must make the
qualification that for a Christianized Procleanism the divine cause, as alone creative of being as
such, remains the cause that is the most powerfully operative even at the lower levels of reality
that are nevertheless in one sense the outworking of psychic reflection (the work of angelic and
astral “influence” invoked by many medieval theologians)—and so always point upward in their
“return” (even for Aquinas) to spiritual creatures as well as to God.As was the case for Dionysius,
Maximus, Eriugena, and Aquinas, while it remains true that there is an absolute chasm between
Creator and created, it is nonetheless the case that, if creation is a gift, the hierarchical primacy
of self-giving must be reflected (roughly in the sort of mode just indicated) within the structures
of creation itself, as the Wisdom books of the Bible explain. Else how should we be able to see
that creation is the work of love? But many Calvinists, like Jonathan Edwards, have been able to
recognize something of this sort.This stress on “communication” within the created order
broadens to include a strong RO emphasis on the idea of a “double descent” of the Son with the
Spirit as an expression of the divine Sophia as identical with the divine essence. The divine work
of the incarnate Son in perfect worship of the Godhead is completed in an active human social
response under the prompting of the Spirit, which also aims to complete this worship universally
(in a non-identically repeated fashion), even if this must in reality await the eschaton.Thus, to its
emphasis on the metaxu (the “between” of analogy) and methexis (participation), I suspect that
RO in the future will increasingly add one on Sophia, dosis (gift), and theurgia as complementing
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Graham Ward, Cities of God, Radical Orthodoxy Series (London: Routledge, 2001).Herman
Dooyeweerd, In the Twilight of Western Thought:Studies in the Pretended Autonomy of



Philosophical Thought, Collected Works, vol. B/4, ed. James K. A. Smith (1960; repr., Lewiston,
N.Y.: Mellen, 1999).NC Herman Dooyeweerd, A New Critique of Theoretical Thought, 4 vols.,
Collected Works A/1–4 (1953–55; repr., Lewiston, N.Y.: Mellen, 1997).RO Radical Orthodoxy as
a movement, distinguished from the collection of essays, Radical Orthodoxy: A New Theology.
John Milbank, Catherine Pickstock, and Graham Ward, eds., Radical Orthodoxy: A New
Theology (London: Routledge, 1999).TA John Milbank and Catherine Pickstock, Truth in
Aquinas, Radical Orthodoxy Series (London: Routledge, 2001).TR Graham Ward, True Religion,
Blackwell Manifestos (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003).TST John Milbank, Theology and Social Theory:
Beyond Secular Reason (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990).WMS John Milbank, The Word Made
Strange: Theology, Language, Culture (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997).IntroductionA Theological
CartographyBetween Cambridge and Amsterdam: Outline of a ProjectMy goal in this book is to
play the role of a cartographer—mapping the coordinates of recent developments in
contemporary theology and philosophy to navigate a way forward for both practice and theory
(which is its own practice). On the one hand, a cartographer is inevitably a surveyor—returning
with reports of discovery and dispatches from the front. In that sense, a cartographer is not out
to discover and is not governed by a fascination with the new. He or she begins by following trails
first blazed by others. (Following Hauerwas, I think there is a certain theological virtue that
resists the cult of the new.) So in this way, this work plays the mediating role of introducing a
broader audience to Radical Orthodoxy and related currents in contemporary philosophical
theology. A surveyor, of course, is faced with certain challenges and must make certain
decisions. In its introductory intentions, this book is not intended to be exhaustive, though I do
hope it is comprehensive. Writing an exhaustive account of Radical Orthodoxy would be akin to
drawing a map that is the same size as the region itself. Moreover, insofar as Radical Orthodoxy
is developing and in flux, trying to map its coordinates is a little like trying to draw the boundaries
of an island whose coast is given to ebb and flow. On the other hand, a cartographer hopes to
be more than merely a surveyor. When a cartographer turns his or her attention to the lay of the
land, he or she will discover certain elements. A focus on orientation can be the occasion for a
reorientation, providing reasons for renavigation and pursuing previously untraveled paths. In
this sense, I hope this book goes beyond a mere report from the front and can contribute to a
constructive vision for how the church should orient itself in a postmodern, post-secular world.
The book’s two parts reflect these goals: Part 1 is intended to provide an orientation to the
issues and context that inform Radical Orthodoxy; part 2 is intended to do the work of
navigation, charting a constructive path with and through Radical Orthodoxy.If the publication of
this book constitutes a birth, the offspring has come through an extended period of gestation.
My first introduction to what would come to be called Radical Orthodoxy was when James H.
Olthuis—then my graduate mentor at the Institute for Christian Studies—placed in my hands
John Milbank’s Theology and Social Theory. What intrigued us at the institute was somewhat
different from the general splash this book made on the theological scene. For most, Milbank’s
unapologetic claims regarding the Christian metanarrative sounded a clarion call to stop doing



theory according to “the rudiments of this world, rather than according to Christ” (Col. 2:8). For
most on the North American (and European) theological scene, Milbank was offering a radically
new vision for a Christian account of being-in-the-world (even if there were some similar
rumblings from the Yale school of postliberalism). But what intrigued us at the institute was not
the newness of Milbank’s claims but the way in which they echoed what we had heard for almost
a century in the Reformational tradition of Abraham Kuyper, particularly as unfolded in the
thought of Herman Dooyeweerd. Thus, one of my goals in this book is to consider parallels
between the vision of Radical Orthodoxy and the Reformed tradition, with the correlate goal of
signaling the unique contributions to be made by distinctly Reformational thought in our
postmodern context.A Reader’s Guide: For the PerplexedThis book is a tad immodest in its
intended targets. In particular, I tried to write the book with several—somewhat disparate—
audiences in mind. This created some challenges, but I employed some strategies to help these
different audiences navigate the text.The first audience is the community of theologians and
philosophers working within the confessional Christian tradition (but also perhaps beyond it). My
goal for this audience is both introductory and constructive: On the one hand, I hope to introduce
them to the movement known as Radical Orthodoxy; on the other hand, I hope to sketch a
constructive vision for Christian thought and cultural engagement in the context of this dialogue
with RO. Because of the breadth of this audience, I tried not to assume too much (e.g., about
continental philosophy); thus, the text is generally accessible to a wide variety of theorists but
also graduate students and advanced undergraduates. To point them to representative
resources, each chapter opens with a few suggested background and primary source readings;
a full bibliography is located at the end of this volume. Together, these selections constitute a
kind of “Radical Orthodoxy Reader.” I hope this facilitates the use of this book in undergraduate
and graduate courses. For readers already familiar with RO, these references will indicate the
texts under discussion in the chapter. This should provide readers with a horizon of expectation
for each chapter. Discussions that are particularly technical and could be passed over by the
reader interested—at this stage—in the forest rather than the trees are carried on within
footnotes.A second audience is made up of those particularly concerned with Radical
Orthodoxy, perhaps even as adherents of the movement. My goal for this audience is twofold: to
provide an account of the state of the question regarding Radical Orthodoxy and to offer insights
from the Reformed tradition that can make contributions to the development of Radical
Orthodoxy. But the engagement is intended to be reciprocal. Therefore, I point to several places
where the Catholic vision of Radical Orthodoxy offers a helpful critique of contemporary
instantiations of Reformed theology and worship. As a result, I hope this book will be of interest
to those in the Reformed tradition who are interested in what Reformed thought and practice
should look like in the contemporary world.1 In addition, I hope that my identification of some
shifts and tensions within Radical Orthodoxy, as well as some of my more programmatic
suggestions in chapters 5–7, will constitute an agenda for further research—offering an account
not just of where we are but also of where RO might go.Finally, Christian scholarship—



particularly Christian philosophy and theology—should be done in the service of the church.
Radical Orthodoxy has important things to say to the worship life of our churches and how we
pursue discipleship in a postmodern, post-secular world. In this respect, I follow the lead of
Robert Webber in his wonderfully visionary book The Younger Evangelicals, in which he points
to Radical Orthodoxy as a resource for “the emerging church.”2 I use the term “the emerging
church” to describe a trajectory of possibilities for the (evangelical) church in postmodernity—
sketched by visionaries such as Webber (Ancient-Future Faith, The Younger Evangelicals) and
Brian McLaren (A New Kind of Christian, The Church on the Other Side). Seeing the “pragmatic
evangelicalism” of megachurch marketing as the zenith of modernity, I (like Webber and
McLaren) am interested in sketching an alternative account of the church that is truly
postmodern precisely because it draws on the resources of historic—particularly patristic and
medieval—Christianity. Therefore, a third audience for this book is a community of pastors,
worship directors, and other church leaders—particularly within the broader evangelical
tradition. While I hope these readers will find the book generally accessible (particularly because
I believe the leadership of the church must be formed theologically), I have tried in places to
conduct a more targeted analysis of the implications of Radical Orthodoxy for worship, spiritual
formation, and the life of the church. Given the nature of this project, however, the dialogue
between Radical Orthodoxy and the emerging church remains at the nascent level of hints and
suggestions here. I explore this next layer of reflection more fully in my forthcoming Who’s Afraid
of Postmodernism? A Radical Orthodoxy for the Emerging Church.31. Those interested in this
dialogue between Radical Orthodoxy and the Reformed tradition should also consult the
collection of essays stemming from the 2003 conference on this theme held at Calvin College in
Grand Rapids. See James K. A. Smith and James H. Olthuis, eds., Creation, Covenant, and
Participation: Radical Orthodoxy and the Reformed Tradition (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic,
forthcoming).2. See Robert Webber, The Younger Evangelicals (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2002),
72–73.3. Who’s Afraid of Postmodernism? will be the first book in a new series I am editing for
Baker Academic called Critical Theory for the Postmodern Church. The series will include works
from John D. Caputo, Merold Westphal, and others.IntroductionA Theological Cartography
Between Cambridge and Amsterdam: Outline of a ProjectMy goal in this book is to play the role
of a cartographer—mapping the coordinates of recent developments in contemporary theology
and philosophy to navigate a way forward for both practice and theory (which is its own practice).
On the one hand, a cartographer is inevitably a surveyor—returning with reports of discovery
and dispatches from the front. In that sense, a cartographer is not out to discover and is not
governed by a fascination with the new. He or she begins by following trails first blazed by others.
(Following Hauerwas, I think there is a certain theological virtue that resists the cult of the new.)
So in this way, this work plays the mediating role of introducing a broader audience to Radical
Orthodoxy and related currents in contemporary philosophical theology. A surveyor, of course, is
faced with certain challenges and must make certain decisions. In its introductory intentions, this
book is not intended to be exhaustive, though I do hope it is comprehensive. Writing an



exhaustive account of Radical Orthodoxy would be akin to drawing a map that is the same size
as the region itself. Moreover, insofar as Radical Orthodoxy is developing and in flux, trying to
map its coordinates is a little like trying to draw the boundaries of an island whose coast is given
to ebb and flow. On the other hand, a cartographer hopes to be more than merely a surveyor.
When a cartographer turns his or her attention to the lay of the land, he or she will discover
certain elements. A focus on orientation can be the occasion for a reorientation, providing
reasons for renavigation and pursuing previously untraveled paths. In this sense, I hope this
book goes beyond a mere report from the front and can contribute to a constructive vision for
how the church should orient itself in a postmodern, post-secular world. The book’s two parts
reflect these goals: Part 1 is intended to provide an orientation to the issues and context that
inform Radical Orthodoxy; part 2 is intended to do the work of navigation, charting a constructive
path with and through Radical Orthodoxy.If the publication of this book constitutes a birth, the
offspring has come through an extended period of gestation. My first introduction to what would
come to be called Radical Orthodoxy was when James H. Olthuis—then my graduate mentor at
the Institute for Christian Studies—placed in my hands John Milbank’s Theology and Social
Theory. What intrigued us at the institute was somewhat different from the general splash this
book made on the theological scene. For most, Milbank’s unapologetic claims regarding the
Christian metanarrative sounded a clarion call to stop doing theory according to “the rudiments
of this world, rather than according to Christ” (Col. 2:8). For most on the North American (and
European) theological scene, Milbank was offering a radically new vision for a Christian account
of being-in-the-world (even if there were some similar rumblings from the Yale school of
postliberalism). But what intrigued us at the institute was not the newness of Milbank’s claims
but the way in which they echoed what we had heard for almost a century in the Reformational
tradition of Abraham Kuyper, particularly as unfolded in the thought of Herman Dooyeweerd.
Thus, one of my goals in this book is to consider parallels between the vision of Radical
Orthodoxy and the Reformed tradition, with the correlate goal of signaling the unique
contributions to be made by distinctly Reformational thought in our postmodern context.A
Reader’s Guide: For the PerplexedThis book is a tad immodest in its intended targets. In
particular, I tried to write the book with several—somewhat disparate—audiences in mind. This
created some challenges, but I employed some strategies to help these different audiences
navigate the text.The first audience is the community of theologians and philosophers working
within the confessional Christian tradition (but also perhaps beyond it). My goal for this audience
is both introductory and constructive: On the one hand, I hope to introduce them to the
movement known as Radical Orthodoxy; on the other hand, I hope to sketch a constructive
vision for Christian thought and cultural engagement in the context of this dialogue with RO.
Because of the breadth of this audience, I tried not to assume too much (e.g., about continental
philosophy); thus, the text is generally accessible to a wide variety of theorists but also graduate
students and advanced undergraduates. To point them to representative resources, each
chapter opens with a few suggested background and primary source readings; a full



bibliography is located at the end of this volume. Together, these selections constitute a kind of
“Radical Orthodoxy Reader.” I hope this facilitates the use of this book in undergraduate and
graduate courses. For readers already familiar with RO, these references will indicate the texts
under discussion in the chapter. This should provide readers with a horizon of expectation for
each chapter. Discussions that are particularly technical and could be passed over by the reader
interested—at this stage—in the forest rather than the trees are carried on within footnotes.A
second audience is made up of those particularly concerned with Radical Orthodoxy, perhaps
even as adherents of the movement. My goal for this audience is twofold: to provide an account
of the state of the question regarding Radical Orthodoxy and to offer insights from the Reformed
tradition that can make contributions to the development of Radical Orthodoxy. But the
engagement is intended to be reciprocal. Therefore, I point to several places where the Catholic
vision of Radical Orthodoxy offers a helpful critique of contemporary instantiations of Reformed
theology and worship. As a result, I hope this book will be of interest to those in the Reformed
tradition who are interested in what Reformed thought and practice should look like in the
contemporary world.1 In addition, I hope that my identification of some shifts and tensions within
Radical Orthodoxy, as well as some of my more programmatic suggestions in chapters 5–7, will
constitute an agenda for further research—offering an account not just of where we are but also
of where RO might go.Finally, Christian scholarship—particularly Christian philosophy and
theology—should be done in the service of the church. Radical Orthodoxy has important things
to say to the worship life of our churches and how we pursue discipleship in a postmodern, post-
secular world. In this respect, I follow the lead of Robert Webber in his wonderfully visionary
book The Younger Evangelicals, in which he points to Radical Orthodoxy as a resource for “the
emerging church.”2 I use the term “the emerging church” to describe a trajectory of possibilities
for the (evangelical) church in postmodernity—sketched by visionaries such as Webber (Ancient-
Future Faith, The Younger Evangelicals) and Brian McLaren (A New Kind of Christian, The
Church on the Other Side). Seeing the “pragmatic evangelicalism” of megachurch marketing as
the zenith of modernity, I (like Webber and McLaren) am interested in sketching an alternative
account of the church that is truly postmodern precisely because it draws on the resources of
historic—particularly patristic and medieval—Christianity. Therefore, a third audience for this
book is a community of pastors, worship directors, and other church leaders—particularly within
the broader evangelical tradition. While I hope these readers will find the book generally
accessible (particularly because I believe the leadership of the church must be formed
theologically), I have tried in places to conduct a more targeted analysis of the implications of
Radical Orthodoxy for worship, spiritual formation, and the life of the church. Given the nature of
this project, however, the dialogue between Radical Orthodoxy and the emerging church
remains at the nascent level of hints and suggestions here. I explore this next layer of reflection
more fully in my forthcoming Who’s Afraid of Postmodernism? A Radical Orthodoxy for the
Emerging Church.31. Those interested in this dialogue between Radical Orthodoxy and the
Reformed tradition should also consult the collection of essays stemming from the 2003



conference on this theme held at Calvin College in Grand Rapids. See James K. A. Smith and
James H. Olthuis, eds., Creation, Covenant, and Participation: Radical Orthodoxy and the
Reformed Tradition (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, forthcoming).2. See Robert Webber, The
Younger Evangelicals (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2002), 72–73.3. Who’s Afraid of Postmodernism?
will be the first book in a new series I am editing for Baker Academic called Critical Theory for
the Postmodern Church. The series will include works from John D. Caputo, Merold Westphal,
and others.Part 1OrientationThe task of part 1 is to provide an initial orientation to Radical
Orthodoxy and the project of a post-secular faith through a movement from the general to the
particular. Following the cartographer metaphor suggested in the introduction, part 1 is a kind of
reconnaissance mission—a first survey of the territory to get a sense of the lay of the land. This
proceeds by means of a progressive strategy that takes us from a broader consideration of RO
in the context of contemporary theology to more substantive themes of RO. Chapter 1, therefore,
attempts the large-scale project of mapping RO in the contemporary theological and cultural
terrain of postmodernity. Chapter 2 enumerates core themes or movements of RO. Chapter 3
provides a substantive analysis of RO’s own history of philosophy and theology, which is
important for the movement’s self-understanding. The concluding chapter of part 1 offers an
axiom to guide further exploration: Behind the politics of RO lies an epistemology that is
undergirded by an ontology. This initial orientation makes possible the exploration of specific
themes and questions in part 2.Part 1Orientation The task of part 1 is to provide an initial
orientation to Radical Orthodoxy and the project of a post-secular faith through a movement
from the general to the particular. Following the cartographer metaphor suggested in the
introduction, part 1 is a kind of reconnaissance mission—a first survey of the territory to get a
sense of the lay of the land. This proceeds by means of a progressive strategy that takes us from
a broader consideration of RO in the context of contemporary theology to more substantive
themes of RO. Chapter 1, therefore, attempts the large-scale project of mapping RO in the
contemporary theological and cultural terrain of postmodernity. Chapter 2 enumerates core
themes or movements of RO. Chapter 3 provides a substantive analysis of RO’s own history of
philosophy and theology, which is important for the movement’s self-understanding. The
concluding chapter of part 1 offers an axiom to guide further exploration: Behind the politics of
RO lies an epistemology that is undergirded by an ontology. This initial orientation makes
possible the exploration of specific themes and questions in part 2.1Inhabiting the Post-secular
Why Radical Orthodoxy? Why Now?Related ReadingLong, D. Stephen. “Radical Orthodoxy.” In
The Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology, edited by Kevin J. Vanhoozer, 65–85.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003.Milbank, John. “Postmodernité.” In Dictionnare
Critique de Théologie, edited by J. Y. Lacoste, 916–17. Paris: Cerf, 1998.Pickstock, Catherine.
“Reply to David Ford and Guy Collins.” Scottish Journal of Theology 54 (2001): 405–22.Ward,
Graham. “In the Economy of the Divine: A Response to James K. A. Smith.” PNEUMA: Journal of
the Society for Pentecostal Studies 25 (2003): 115–16.Mapping the Postmodern Terrain: From
Tübingen to CambridgeThe news of modernity’s death has been greatly exaggerated. The



Enlightenment project is alive and well, dominating Europe and increasingly North America,
particularly in the political drive to carve out “the secular”—a zone decontaminated of the
prejudices of determinate religious influence.1 In Europe, this secularizing project has been
translated, ironically but not unsurprisingly, into a religious project with increasing numbers of
devotees of “secular transcendence”2—all the while marginalizing forms of determinate
religious confession as “dogmatic.” In the United States, the march of the secular finds its
expression in the persistent project to neutralize the public sphere, hoping to keep this pristine
space unpolluted by the prejudices of concrete religious faith. The religious response to this has
been the confused “Constantinian” project of the Religious Right, which has sought to colonize
the public and political spheres by Christian morality (or the morality supposedly disclosed by
“natural law”).3 As we will see below, this kind of theological response to secular modernity
actually ends up operating on the basis of modernity.If the core of modernity is the
Enlightenment, and the heart of the Enlightenment is a “prejudice against prejudice”4—where
the most dangerous prejudice is the religious—then political (and academic) rhetoric indicates
that modernity is a thriving project. Indeed, the supposed advent of postmodernity is in fact
merely an intensification of modernity.5 But despite this continued public viability of the modern
project, for the past several decades, we have been receiving dispatches from the front that
indicate problems internal to the Enlightenment endeavor. The challenges to modern orthodoxy
have generally trafficked under the banner of postmodernism—though other, hyper-modern
agendas have also fallen under this label.6 The Enlightenment “prejudice against prejudice” has
been called into question, and of late, the implications of this for public religious discourse have
begun to be explored.7 In fact, the very notion of “the secular” has been called into question.
While it may remain a powerful aspect of contemporary political rhetoric, the theoretical
foundations for the secular have been systematically dismantled. So if we are witnessing the
advent of the postmodern (and not merely the hyper-modern), then we should also be seeing
the advent of the post-secular.8 And insofar as twentieth-century Christian theology (sometimes
unwittingly) allied itself with the Enlightenment project, resigning itself to an “apologetic” project
of correlation with secular thought, the demise of modernity must also spell the demise of such
theology. In other words, the critique of the Enlightenment project now calls for a critique9 of
modernist theology that manifests itself across the range of liberal and conservative options. The
result is—or should be—a new space for confessional proclamation in the so-called “public”10
or political sphere, but at the same time a public theology that eschews the Constantinian
project. This critical and constructive agenda is precisely that articulated by Radical Orthodoxy—
and before it, the Reformational tradition.While not quite a Barthian bombshell, John Milbank’s
Theology and Social Theory did land with considerable impact on contemporary theology. In
retrospect, it was this tome that became something of a manifesto for an agenda that would later
be described as Radical Orthodoxy.11 Dubbed a “Cambridge movement,”12 and proudly British
(largely Anglican),13 RO has turned theological attention back to the UK and has even garnered
significant journalistic attention.14 It has begun to have a significant impact on theological and



philosophical discussions in North America and, to some extent, on the Continent.15Before
attempting to define RO more fully in chapter 2, here I would like to document its birth by
engaging in something of a cartographical project—briefly mapping the terrain of contemporary
theology in order to get a sense of the location of RO as a theological agenda. Let’s imagine a
(very heuristic) map that highlights not state capitals but certain centers of theological intensity
and vision: Tübingen, New Haven, Amsterdam, Cambridge, and Durham, N.C. Each of these
cities would also have sister cities representing allies—perhaps competing allies—of the
represented theological vision. For instance, the project associated with Tübingen emigrated to
Union Seminary in New York and the University of Chicago (David Tracy’s Catholic correlationist
project carries on this tradition); the Barthian project in New Haven’s “Yale school” is something
of an immigrant community from Basel that has a competing but related vision in contemporary
Princeton; the Amsterdam vision is now best articulated in Grand Rapids and Toronto; the “Duke
school” finds a certain correlate at the University of Virginia; and as RO is wont to claim,
Cambridge has a deep affinity with the Paris of the nouvelle théologie (Henri de Lubac) and, to a
degree, Jean-Luc Marion.16 Now, let’s consider the features of these theological capitals.We
could associate Tübingen with the center of the classic liberal theological project that could be
described as “correlationist.” Here the agenda is to correlate the claims of Christian revelation
with the structures of a given culture or politico-economic system such that both, in some sense,
function as a normative source for the theological project.17 Classic representatives would
include Rudolf Bultmann, Paul Tillich, Reinhold Niebuhr,18 and, more recently, David Tracy.19
The Tübingen agenda is, in the end, deeply apologetic: The act of correlating and formulating
the claims of Christian revelation in terms of given cultural frameworks (sometimes masking as
the human condition) aims at ultimately making sense of revelation in terms that are (supposed
to be) universally accessible. As Milbank summarizes, “Modern theology on the whole accepts
that philosophy has its own legitimacy, its own autonomy apart from faith.” Theology, then,
merely articulates “the knowledge of God” in terms of the “categories of being in general”
disclosed by a supposedly autonomous philosophy. As such, “various currents of ‘liberal
theology’ seek to articulate this knowledge in terms of philosophically derived categories of
being and knowing, the legitimacy of which liberal theology has forfeited the right to
adjudicate” (RONT, 21). Thus, central to the Tübingen liberal project is a confidence in the
neutrality of the “secular” sciences such as philosophy, sociology, and economics, which are
then synthesized with Christian revelation as part of a mediating project.20 For instance, for
Bultmann, the New Testament discloses the universal existential condition of being-in-the-world
that is confirmed by the purportedly “neutral” philosophical investigations of Martin Heidegger.21
Or for Tillich, the claims of Christian revelation simply confirm the more universal disclosure of
our dependence on “the ground of Being.” Even what might appear to be radical challenges to
this tradition—such as Gustavo Gutiérrez’s liberation theology—end up conceding its
fundamental tenets insofar as they retain the notion of a neutral sphere of knowledge yielded by
secular social sciences (TST, 206–55). The result of the correlationist project tends to be what



Graham Ward describes as the “diremption” or “liquidation” of religion such that religion is
evacuated of determinate theological content and divorced from concrete practices (TR, 115).22
This deeply modern correlationist project is replayed in much that goes under the rubric of
“postmodern theology,” particularly as embodied in the religious work of Jacques Derrida and
John D. Caputo.23 Determinate religious confession becomes, instead, a bland “concern for the
ultimate” (Tillich) or a “passion for the impossible” (Caputo)—which one could take to be one
more version of the theologia gloriae devoid of the particularity of the crucis.24 In seeking to
correlate the religious with the parameters of secular reason, the Tübingen project must remove
that which scandalizes the secular: the scandal of the cross.In some version or another, much of
twentieth-century theology was colonized by the Tübingen empire. In fact, one could argue that,
ironically, even fundamentalist or early evangelical theologies (such as that of Carl F. H. Henry)
paid allegiance to such a project insofar as they presumed upon a neutral, “objective” reason to
warrant their theological project.25 By doing so, such theologies ended up being correlationist
and accommodationist,26 subjecting revelation to an alien criterion of justification—while at the
same time allying theology with a Constantinian project that identified the interests of the church
with the interests of the state (whether in the name of the culture wars or a war on terror). In
other words, evangelical theology paved the way for the Religious Right. Further, both liberal and
early evangelical projects engender a very thin ecclesiology because the specificity of the
church’s confession and practice is minimized in Tübingen. In this sense, fundamentalism, even
in its critique, is but a mirror of modernism. In this respect, one might wonder whether old
Princeton, Philadelphia, and Dallas are not outposts of the Tübingen empire.27One of the most
significant challenges to the Tübingen empire was voiced from Basel in the work of Karl Barth. If
the Tübingen liberal project is correlationist, we might describe the Barthian project as
revelationist— eschewing any notion of a neutral or secular “point of contact” between the
gospel and public or sociopolitical structures, proclaiming instead a revealed gospel that
subverted cultural givens.28 In his bombshell, which landed on the playground of liberal
theology, Barth asserted:The Gospel is not a truth among other truths. Rather, it sets a question
mark against all truths. . . . So new, so unheard of, so unexpected in this world is the power of
God unto salvation, that it can appear among us, be received and understood by us, only as a
contradiction. The Gospel does not expound or recommend itself. It does not negotiate or plead,
threaten, or make promises.29Directly confronting the dominant Tübingen strategies that
dominated both theology and preaching in his day, Barth eschewed such correlational,
apologetic projects. “Anxiety concerning the victory of the Gospel,” he continued, “—that is,
Christian Apologetics—is meaningless, because the Gospel is the victory by which the world is
overcome.”30This Barthian challenge was taken up in its contemporary form in New Haven with
the advent of what came to be known as the Yale school or postliberal theology associated with
Hans Frei and George Lindbeck. Following Barth, the Yale school sought to revalue the
revelational pole of Scripture in theological formulation, emphasizing not the correlation or
synthesis of revelation with secular frameworks but rather the antithesis between them and the



way in which revelation subverts secular frameworks.31 The difference between Barth and
postliberals, we might say, is that the Yale school made the linguistic turn in a way that Barth had
not. The Yale school took part in a certain Wittgensteinian direction (resisted by the Princeton
Barthians) that would eventually produce a satellite project in Durham, N.C., embodied in the
work of Stanley Hauerwas.32 Here Barth’s Reformed thought is melded with the Anabaptist
theology of John Howard Yoder (Reformed anathemas of the Anabaptists notwithstanding). But
this mixture raises a question: What have Basel and Goshen to do with one another? While it
remains a curious amalgam, the possibility of the synthesis is found in Barth and Yoder’s shared
emphasis on the antithesis of revelation vis-à-vis given cultural forms.33 Both deeply resist the
correlational and Constantinian projects of modern theology, and both emphasize the practices
of being the church, informed by the narrative of Scripture, constituting an alternative community
and a peculiar people. Echoing Barth, Yoder emphasizes that the norm for Christian existence—
and hence theology and proclamation—must derive from the gospel as modeled by Jesus, not
from the supposedly neutral norms of a public social ethics independent of revelation. Arguing
against what he called the “mainstream ethical consensus,” rooted in “an epistemology for which
the classic label is the theology of the natural,” Yoder criticizes the attempt to discern the shape
of Christian theology under the guidance of public norms; the Tübingen consensus claims that
“it is by studying the realities around us, not by hearing a proclamation from God, that we discern
the right.”34 Thus, he sought to make a case against “the modern ethicists who have assumed
that the only way to get from the gospel story to ethics, from Bethlehem to Rome or to
Washington or Saigon, was to leave the story behind.”35 Therefore Hauerwas’s Barth/Yoder
synthesis arises from their deep critique of what we would now call modernity (and more
specifically, liberalism), sketching a vision for an alternative, postmodern—and hence post-
secular—manner of being a living witness. Behind this is a trenchant rejection of the
Enlightenment value of autonomy both in epistemology (as in secular foundationalism) and
politics (with the idolization of rights).Quite independent of the Barthian protest against
Tübingen, though also rooted in the Reformed tradition, a similar criticism of the liberal project
was launched from Amsterdam, first in the work of Abraham Kuyper and later in the thought of
Herman Dooyeweerd.36 As Nicholas Wolterstorff observes, what Basel and Amsterdam (or
New Haven and Grand Rapids) share in common is “the call to reverse the direction of
conformation” such that Christian theologians or scholars need not conform to the secular
criteria of knowledge or justice.37 This critical call rests on an earlier critique of the notion of
autonomy or neutrality, whether within the secular halls of politics or the academy. “Common to
Yale theology and Neo-Calvinism,” Wolterstorff adds, “is their rejection of [the] self-image of
acceptable learning as an autonomous, generically human, foundationally structured practice
which is grounded and situated within universal structures by philosophers.”38 Thus, it is not
surprising that Abraham Kuyper has been described as the first “postmodernist” insofar as his
thought called into question these sacred tenets of modernity—particularly notions of secularity
or neutrality with a view to the public role of determinate religious confession.39 As Wolterstorff



notes, the elements of this critique of reason had been articulated by Kuyper in the 1880s:I have
long thought, and I continue to think, that that was remarkable. It’s remarkable that Karl Barth
should have arrived in the 1920s at the views which I characterized as those of the Yale
theologians, views which we can now recognize to be—I stifle my dislike for modish language—
postmodern views. But it’s even more remarkable that Abraham Kuyper should have arrived at
postmodern views of academic learning fifty years before that, more than a hundred years
ago.40This seminal critique was further unfolded by Dooyeweerd, who undertook a
comprehensive analysis of the committed or religious nature of theoretical thought, predating
Gadamer’s critique of the Enlightenment “prejudice against prejudice.”41 What Kuyper,
Dooyeweerd, and the Reformational tradition were pointing toward was an early understanding
of the post-secular.The RO voice reverberating out of Cambridge bears a deep affinity with
these other critical voices, all directed against Tübingen (or Dallas). As Catherine Pickstock
surveys the situation, she concludes, “It seems to me that there are no sharp boundaries
between radical orthodoxy and other identifiable tendencies within what one might generically
call post-secular theology: One can mention, for example, the Yale School, Radical Traditions at
Duke University, and Scriptural Reasoning, associated with Peter Ochs at the University of
Virginia.”42 As such, before defining RO more substantively in chapter 2, it is most helpful for us
to see RO in its relationship with these other critical voices—mapping a certain (sometimes
uneasy) alliance between Cambridge, Amsterdam, New Haven, and Durham, N.C. What all
these centers share in common is an assertion regarding the antithesis between Christian
revelation and the direction of given cultural forms—an antithesis between the revealed wisdom
of Jerusalem and the pagan logic of Athens—as well as a refusal to concede the criteria for
responsible public discourse to the supposed neutrality of the secular. They are all particularly
wary of the danger of adopting secular frameworks for Christian theological and theoretical
reflection insofar as such secular paradigms are, ultimately, pagan (i.e., religious but misdirected
or apostate). In short, there is no secular, if by “secular” we mean “neutral” or “uncommitted”;
instead, the supposedly neutral public spaces that we inhabit—in the academy or politics—are
temples of other gods that cannot be served alongside Christ. Instead of a baptism of
(supposedly) secular philosophy or the supplementation of (supposedly) secular social
sciences, what is required is an “inner reformation of the sciences” (Dooyeweerd) and the
development of a distinctly Christian theoretical framework, informed by revelation and shaped
by the practices of the Christian community. Radical Orthodoxy is a recent, particularly intense
call for the development of a theoretical framework and sociopolitical involvement that are
distinctly Christian at their foundation.Augustine in Paris: Sources and InfluencesIn addition to
situating RO on the contemporary theological map, a second prelude to a more substantive
definition involves tracing something of its intellectual genealogy. We will undertake this
genealogy regressively.Given RO’s critique of modernity, the advent of postmodernism in the
work of thinkers such as Jacques Derrida, Jean-François Lyotard, and Gilles Deleuze has
provided a welcome platform to articulate a distinctly theological postmodernism. Engaging



contemporary currents in philosophy and critical theory, particularly new French thought,43 RO
has taken on postmodernism in a dual sense: On the one hand, it is a theological movement that
speaks in the idiom of contemporary continental thought, engaging in theological reflection in
the language of French phenomenology and critical theory; on the other hand, it has taken on
such thought in a polemical sense, seeking to demonstrate the paucity of postmodern nihilism44
and then to recover an alternative, Christian vision by returning to decidedly premodern sources
(without wanting simply to recover premodernity). So while RO speaks the language of
postmodernism—at times to the point of obscurantism, some have charged—it is at root a
critique of postmodernism, or at least certain incarnations of such. The conceptual tools of RO,
then, owe a great deal to the rubrics of contemporary continental philosophy, largely because of
the legacy of Heidegger, Derrida, Foucault, and others who, though subjected to sustained
critique by RO, are nevertheless seen to be grappling with the internal breakdown of the
Enlightenment project.45But if contemporary continental theory provides something of a
launching pad for RO, its substantive claims draw on a much older tradition. Again, this should
be seen regressively. The closest influence is the nouvelle théologie of Henri de Lubac, Yves
Congar, and others.46 While many originally saw an alliance between Barthian neo-orthodoxy
and RO, Milbank is critical of Barth and points instead to the nouvelle théologie as a crucial
resource: “Radical Orthodoxy considers that Henri de Lubac was a greater theological
revolutionary than Karl Barth, because in questioning a hierarchical duality of grace and nature
as discrete stages, he transcended, unlike Barth, the shared background assumption of all
modern theology. In this way one could say, anachronistically, that he inaugurated a postmodern
theology.”47 A formative voice surrounding the Second Vatican Council, the nouvelle théologie
was critical of the received Thomistic tradition—both the manual tradition of Vatican I
scholasticism as well as Karl Rahner’s “transcendental Thomism”—which tended to rend the
cosmos into natural (autonomous) and supernatural elements. In contrast, de Lubac and his
confreres emphasized a strategy of ressourcement, going back to the sources, particularly the
early fathers and patristic theology.48 In particular, de Lubac sought to undo the dualistic
understanding of nature and grace that had emerged from scholastic Thomism—a dualism that
suggested the notion of a pure nature or saeculum that was autonomous and devoid of grace.
Instead, he argued, there is a sense in which nature is always already graced. As a dependent
creation, nature is gift and therefore cannot be autonomous; correlatively, reason always
participates in grace, so any dualistic opposition of faith and reason is a product of modernity.
The natural and the supernatural are not to be understood as two different levels or realities but
rather varying intensities of grace (TA, 21).This revolution of neoscholastic dualism came to be
described as the integralist revolution (integrating grace and nature, sacred and secular) and
was closely associated with shifts in political theology around Vatican II (TST, 206). The
neoscholastic model, which had consigned nature to the secular and understood it as an
autonomous, un-sacred realm, was called into question by two quite different theological
movements in the twentieth century. On the one hand, one found resources for integration in the



German tradition stemming from Karl Rahner and transcendental Thomism; it was this tradition
that spawned the revolutionary work of liberation theologians such as Gustavo Gutiérrez,
Leonardo Boff, and Juan Luis Segundo. On the other hand was a different model of integration
articulated by the French tradition of de Lubac and Congar, drawing on Maurice Blondel and
eventually finding articulation in the work of Hans Urs von Balthasar. But for Milbank, while both
of these traditions subscribe to the “integralist revolution,” there is a “drastic difference between
the two versions of integralism” (TST, 207). Recalling our mapping above, we could say that the
Rahnerian version of integration (and therefore also liberation theology) is ultimately a Tübingen-
inspired project of correlation and accommodation.49 As Milbank articulates the difference
between the German and the French versions of integralism—admittedly crudely—“whereas the
French version ‘supernaturalizes the natural,’ the German version ‘naturalizes the supernatural.’
The thrust of the latter version is in the direction of a mediating theology, a universal humanism,
a rapprochement with the Enlightenment and an autonomous secular order” (TST, 207). Thus,
the development of liberation theology is rooted in an uncritical acceptance of the findings of
Marxist theory as the neutral data of a secular science. As such, “their theology of the political
remains trapped within the terms of ‘secular reason,’ and its unwarranted foundationalist
presuppositions” as if the “basic Marxist conclusions were inviolable” (TST, 207).50 The
consequence of such correlationist strategies in political theology is critical:From the Rahnerian
version of integralism to an embracing of Bonhoeffer’s dialectical paradoxes of secularization is
an easy step: the social is an autonomous sphere which does not need to turn to theology for its
self-understanding, and yet it is already a grace-imbued sphere, and therefore it is upon pre-
theological sociology or Marxist social theory that theology must be founded. In consequence, a
theological critique of society becomes impossible. And, therefore what we are offered is
anything but a true theology of the political. Theological beliefs themselves, however much a
formal orthodoxy may still be espoused, tend to become but a faint regulative gloss upon
Kantian ethics and a somewhat eclectic, though basically Marxist, social theory. (TST, 208)In
other words, what we get in the name of a theology of liberation is but one more project that has
been colonized by the Tübingen empire.In contrast, the French version is more closely allied
with the antithetical projects of New Haven and Durham, even if, admittedly, “thinkers like de
Lubac and von Balthasar do not fully follow through the implications of their integralism” (TST,
209). It is precisely at this point of nouvelle théologie’s failure that RO begins to develop a
postmodern social theology.In addition to constructive and substantive influences of the
nouvelle théologie on RO, perhaps its most significant influence is discerned in the historical
method and strategy of RO. The nouvelle théologie of de Lubac and Congar was very much
concerned with subverting the hegemony of modernity within the church, and its primary
strategy for doing so was the retrieval of ancient and medieval sources, including the Eastern
fathers. In de Lubac, this meant primarily a retrieval of a deeply Augustinian vision, and the
centrality of Augustine is echoed in RO.51 The vision and program that concludes Milbank’s
Theology and Social Theory is something of a postmodern translation of Augustine’s City of God



(TST, 380ff.)—a project taken up more concretely in Ward’s own Cities of God. Before taking on
the moniker of “Radical Orthodoxy,” Milbank described his project as a “postmodern critical
Augustinianism.”52What is it about Augustine that makes him such a crucial resource for a post-
secular theology? In addition to the sheer genius of Augustine’s theological insight, several
reasons exist for this retrieval.53 First, for a movement that wants to subvert theological
allegiances to modernity, the (not uncritical) recovery of premodern sources provides a
worldview not yet contaminated by the invention of the secular. In a basic sense, therefore,
Augustine is important because he is not modern.54 Second, there is a sense in which
Augustine’s cultural situation mirrors our own postmodern predicament. As Ward observes, “It
seems to me we stand, culturally, in a certain relation to Augustine’s thinking. Poised as he was
on the threshold between radical pluralism (which he called paganism) and the rise of
Christendom, we stand on the other side of that history: at the end of Christendom and the
reemergence of radical (as distinct from liberal) pluralism.”55 Like Augustine, we are
constructing theology and engaging in Christian witness in the shadow of both a dominant
empire and a religious pluralism. Third, the substance of Augustine’s thought—in particular his
epistemology, his cultural analysis, and his theological vision—resonates with the
postfoundationalist project that rejects the autonomy of reason and hence also the autonomy of
the sociopolitical sphere. In short, for Augustine there is no secular, nonreligious sphere as
construed by modernity; there is only paganism or true worship.If contemporary continental
theory provides much of the discursive framework for RO, and the nouvelle théologie provides it
with a central theological impetus, pointing RO back to patristic sources, especially Augustine,
we must also note the important role that Aquinas has come to play in the shape of RO.56
Admittedly, this is an Aquinas mediated through the lens of the nouvelle théologie and thus a
very Augustinian Aquinas who rejects the notion of an autonomous nature and hence rejects a
notion of a “universal, natural, unaided human reason.”57 In other words, this is an Aquinas who
eschews any rationalist account of the human person as well as an overly confident notion of
natural law that would traffic under the banner of a universal human reason.58 Moreover,
because adherents of RO make the Eucharist so central to their ontology—and a distinctively
transubstantiationist account of the Eucharist—Aquinas must be retrieved within a postmodern
context. As with Augustine, Aquinas’s very premodernity means that his theological vision is able
to outwit the dualisms of modernity.59Finally, our regressive genealogy of sources and
influences must bring us back to the Neoplatonism that shaped the thought of the early fathers,
Augustine, and Aquinas.60 From its earliest intimations, RO has been allied with a (certain)
retrieval of (a certain) Platonism, such that Milbank could speak of a “Platonism/
Christianity” (TST, 290) and the “neo-Platonic/Christian infinitization of the absolute” as crucial
for the theological ontology that marks the radical distinction between Christianity and nihilism.
As we will discuss further in chapter 3, this retrieval of Neoplatonism is not the retrieval of more
Gnostic strains of “henological” Neoplatonism that one would find in Plotinus and the Valentinian
tradition.61 Rather, RO counters the nihilism and flattened materialism of post/modernity with



the theurgical Neoplatonism in the tradition of Iamblichus (and a certain Socrates/Plato derived
from the Phaedrus and Symposium [AW]). This invocation of the Platonic philosophical and
theological tradition is meant to counter the reductionisms of both nihilism and naturalism,
pointing instead to a vision of creation—and the material world—being “suspended” from the
Good that transcends it (RONT, 3–4).Defending the Secular: A Survey of CriticismsIf we can get
an initial impression of RO by mapping its relation to other theological agendas as well as by
tracing a genealogy of its sources and influences, this initial impression can be further
crystallized by considering the criticisms RO has provoked. There is a sense in which knowing
who rejects RO tells us a bit more about it. Not surprisingly, RO has no shortage of critics. Some
of the criticisms have been friendly calls for refinement and development, as in the engagements
by Stanley Hauerwas and Nicholas Lash.62 Others have been generated along more
confessional or denominational lines, as Laurence Paul Hemming’s charges from the Catholic
tradition, or Colin Gunton’s remarks from the perspective of Reformed Christianity, or my earlier
engagement from a charismatic/Pentecostal perspective.63 Another common refrain has
concerned the lack of sustained biblical engagement and reflection in RO and questions
regarding its potential for the life and worship of the church.64 To determine further the shape of
RO as a program, this section considers three particular camps of criticism: first, the historical or
apologetic critique of Wayne Hankey and Douglas Hedley; second, the deconstructive critique of
John D. Caputo; and third, the atheological or secular critique of Clayton Crockett and Gavin
Hyman. For all three schools of criticism, there is a sense in which RO is either too Christian, too
confessional, or too dogmatic. Thus, all three of these critiques remain committed to defending
some version of the secular. (While it may not be immediately self-evident, what is at stake in
most criticisms of RO is ultimately a matter of politics. By that I mean that our epistemologies
and attendant theologies spawn political agendas, even where such political implications are
neither suggested nor glimpsed.65 Conversely, the theological critiques of RO are also funded
by an allegiance to classical [political] liberalism. The secular will almost always be in allegiance
with classical liberal polity.66 Wayne Hankey’s critique of RO, for instance, deals with a
somewhat Tory defense of the status quo through a defense of an autonomous nature. Caputo’s
Derridean critique of RO is a critique funded by a fairly uncritical allegiance to the kind of
American left that allows one to care passionately about mutual funds and at the same time
celebrate a simply more radical individualism.)One strain of critique is historical or apologetic, as
evidenced in the responses by Wayne Hankey, Robert Dodaro, James Hanvey, and Douglas
Hedley. Central to their critique of RO is a critique of its unique history of philosophy and their
narrative regarding philosophical development and decline from Plato through Augustine and
Aquinas, with a downward turn in Scotus toward Descartes. While chapter 3 deals more
specifically with their challenge to RO’s history, here we are interested in their broader historical
interest in positing a deep continuity between ancient, medieval, and modern philosophical
formulations—contrary to RO’s articulation of a discontinuity between, say, the fathers and the
moderns, between Augustine and Descartes. Central to RO’s critique of (post-Scotus) modernity



is its claim that the secular—as neutral, objective, and universally rational—is a modern
invention intended to secure a universal reason that could ground a public politics. This same
neutral reason shared in common by all could also underwrite an apologetics or natural theology
that would secure foundational truths of theism by appeal to natural, unaided reason. In many
cases, these political and apologetic interests merge to underwrite a Constantinian religious
political project. In other words, the epistemological confidence of a natural theology often
translates into a notion of natural law that, more often than not, feeds into the colonizing of the
political by the religious that also tends to cut the other way—namely, the church becomes allied
with the interest of the state.67 RO, on the other hand, seeks to articulate a fundamental
incommensurability between the Christian and the pagan that entails both an epistemological
and a political consequence: On the one hand, the project of a natural theology is undercut
because the very notion of a neutral, secular reason is a myth; therefore, on the other hand,
there can be no Constantinian natural law project that could appeal to self-evident moral norms
as criteria for shaping the state. Rather, such criteria must depend on the narratives that shape a
particular community or polis, in particular, the ecclesia (TST). The ecclesia, as the community
that by faith receives the revelation of the Word, sees the world in a way that is radically different
from that of the pagan. As Milbank puts it, “Either the entire Christian narrative tells us how
things truly are, or it does not. If it does, we have no other access to how things truly are, nor any
additional means of determining the question” (WMS, 250). Thus, distinctly Christian thought is
“a thinking out of the resources of revelation alone” (WMS, 36).68It is precisely RO’s rejection of
a natural or neutral secular reason that Hankey and Hedley seek to contest. Each of them steps
up as an advocate of natural reason and therefore natural theology. As a consequence, each is
also an ardent defender of the continuity between the ancient and the modern (especially
between Augustine and Descartes).69 While chapter 3 deals with these historical claims and
chapter 5 grapples with the question of natural theology and apologetics, here it is important to
see that Hankey and others are most critical of RO because it rejects the notion of an
autonomous reason or philosophy. Central to Hankey’s concern is what he describes as RO’s
dissolution of philosophy into theology or sacra doctrina.70 By suggesting a metaphysics that
would be “properly Christian”—a theontology (TA, 35, 44, 47, 51)—RO ends up collapsing
metaphysics into theology proper.71 For Hankey, this mitigates precisely the universality and
autonomy of the philosophical project that underwrites the project’s apologetic possibilities.
Philosophy “must retain an autonomy,” Hankey argues, because philosophy “belongs to nature,
which grace and sacra doctrina presuppose and do not destroy but perfect.”72 For Hankey, RO’s
project of developing a distinctively Christian metaphysics, or social theory, or psychology, is a
confusion of nature and grace that pollutes the purity and autonomy of a secular nature.
Philosophy as a distinct, natural—and therefore secular—discourse must abide. Thus, Hankey,
perhaps unwittingly, ends up an advocate of the secular under the rubric of an autonomous
philosophy.73Like Hankey, Hedley is critical of RO insofar as it claims that there is a distinctly
Christian philosophy, thought, or worldview. As Hedley puts it (though he disagrees), “Milbank



posits a distinctively ‘Christian thought’ that is clearly opposed to pagan models and yet gravely
obscured and perverted by modernity.”74 In contrast, Hankey and Hedley are eager to defend
secular reason as the common ground between believer and unbeliever, Christian and pagan.75
For Hedley, at least, the interest is unabashedly apologetic: “Might not the pursuit of natural
theology,” he asks, “notwithstanding the inflammatory rhetoric of Kierkegaard, Barth, and
Milbank, still constitute much the best way of defending the faith today?”76 Too quickly painting
Milbank’s project as Barthian and fideist, Hedley argues that “attacking rationality may fend off
the cultured despisers of religion, but it also removes one of the important sources of religious
belief, reason as the ‘candle of the Lord.’ ”77 But what is meant by “rationality” here, and what is
being attacked? One could hardly describe the lineaments of RO as antirational (TA, 22–23).
The RO critique of reason is not a critique of rationality as such, as if RO sought to reject
theoretical or scientific investigation.78 Nor does it entail, as Hedley seems to think, a rejection
of pagan learning, let alone some kind of de-Hellenizing attempt to “rescue the Christian
theological tradition from any contagion of ‘Greek’ metaphysics”79—a strange charge to lay at
the feet of a movement deeply interested in recovering Platonic metaphysics! What has drawn
Hedley’s ire is the rejection of a neutral, natural, and secular reason that is universal to all. In
other words, for Hedley, rationality simply means a reason that is autonomous and universal. In
the RO critique of rationality, therefore, he hears what to him is an oxymoronic concept: a
“reason within the bounds of religion.”80 What Hedley protests is the loss of a reason
uncontaminated by religion—a secular, neutral reason common to both believer and
nonbeliever. For him, the RO position can only amount to the simple thesis that “everything is
theology,”81 but such a claim must be rejected, he concludes, because it mitigates the
apologetic project—which, in the end, is allied with the project of liberal polity.82 But rather than
actually demonstrating that RO’s critique of secular reason fails, Hedley merely invokes the
supposedly negative ramifications of such a critique—namely, the loss of both the apologetic
and the Constantinian project—as reasons to think Milbank is wrong. But what if both
apologetics and the politics that attend it are well lost?It would be somewhat disconcerting to
both Hankey and Hedley to point out a basic affinity between their thought and the critique of RO
articulated by John Caputo. Nevertheless, Caputo’s deconstructive critique remains, in the end,
deeply committed to the secular project of the Enlightenment. What Caputo finds most
disconcerting about RO, beyond its critique of Derrida,83 is its dogmatism. For him, the very
idea of a radical orthodoxy is “in the strictest and most rigorous terms incoherent, for the ‘radical’
strains against and bursts the seams of the ‘orthodox.’”84 Caputo shares RO’s critique of a
neutral, autonomous, secular rationality—“the central point on which both Derrida and radical
orthodoxy agree”85—and is right to discern that postmodern ought to mean post-secular,
echoing a critique of reason first articulated by Augustine and reformulated in Kierkegaard’s
counter-modernity.86 Nevertheless, Caputo is reticent to describe his deconstructive “religion
without religion” as post-secular because the term has already been taken up in a reactionary
way by others who oppose the Enlightenment.The “post-” in “post-secular” should not be



understood to mean “over and done with” but rather after having passed through modernity, so
that there is no danger of the emergence of an irrational relativistic left, on the one hand, or of a
lapsing back into a conservative pre-modernism masquerading under the guise of the post-
modern, on the other, which is the sort of thing that is going on right now in a “post-secular”
movement that describes itself with the unnerving, angry, and resentful title “Radical Orthodoxy.”
Radical Orthodoxy is a good deal more orthodox than radical, has managed to convince itself
that God came into the world in order to side with Christian Neoplatonism against
poststructuralism, and appears utterly dumbfounded by the fact that medieval metaphysics has
lost its grip on contemporary thinkers.87What bothers Caputo, then, is the assertion of an
orthodoxy, the proclamation of a particular, confessional account of the world as true. But could
anything be more modern than the systematic preclusion of determinate, confessional accounts
of the world? In the name of the “post-secular,” does not Caputo offer a critique that repeats the
Enlightenment prejudice against prejudice? In fact, he is happy to own up to the fact: “I insist,” he
says, “that the ‘post-secular’ style should raise by way of a certain iteration of the Enlightenment,
a continuation of the Enlightenment by another means, the production of a New
Enlightenment.”88 What aspects of the Enlightenment are reiterated in Caputo’s version of the
post-secular? The modern allergy to particularity and the liberal construction of individual rights.
“Far be it from me,” Caputo exclaims, “to say that modernity and secularization were a bad idea.”
On the contrary, Caputo is happy to hitch his post-secular wagon to Descartes:I am not prepared
to dismiss Descartes, who started something that led to the most modern idea of all, the idea
that in a way defines modernity: that we have the right to say what we think, to think what we
want, to publish what we think, to think or publish or doubt or believe anything, without fear of
censorship, excommunication, exile, or execution. The only limits on such rights are the rights of
others to do the same and to enjoy the same freedoms.89Thus, Caputo’s version of the post-
secular remains deeply liberal and modern in its individualist politics, which is precisely why it is
interested ultimately in protecting the secular, for the secular, he thinks, protects us from the
dangers of people who actually believe something determinate. That is why under the rubric of a
supposedly postmodern “religion without religion” we hear the (intensified) repetition of the most
classical Enlightenment views concerning religious particularity. For Caputo, the very specificity
of religious belief can mean only danger for his still-hoped-for (American) dream of a neutral
public square. “I do not see,” he concludes, “how any religious tradition or theological language
can take shape without violence (particularly one, God save us, bearing the name ‘radical
orthodoxy’), whether institutionally or in the readings it makes of texts which differ from its point
of view.”90 Particularity and tradition are linked, in good Prussian fashion, to corruption and
violence. The antidote to this supposed danger of concrete religious confession, therefore, is the
evacuation of a secularized sphere where, admittedly, it is not reason that bars access to
determinate religious discourse but rather freedom. But what if the freedom of the individual is a
creedal commitment we are not willing to confess? What if we value community over individual
rights? What if being post-secular entails the rejection of this quasi-American dream? What if we



reject the logic that equates particularity with violence?1Inhabiting the Post-secular Why Radical
Orthodoxy? Why Now?Related ReadingRelated ReadingLong, D. Stephen. “Radical Orthodoxy.”
In The Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology, edited by Kevin J. Vanhoozer, 65–85.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003.Milbank, John. “Postmodernité.” In Dictionnare
Critique de Théologie, edited by J. Y. Lacoste, 916–17. Paris: Cerf, 1998.Pickstock, Catherine.
“Reply to David Ford and Guy Collins.” Scottish Journal of Theology 54 (2001): 405–22.Ward,
Graham. “In the Economy of the Divine: A Response to James K. A. Smith.” PNEUMA: Journal of
the Society for Pentecostal Studies 25 (2003): 115–16.Long, D. Stephen. “Radical Orthodoxy.” In
The Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology, edited by Kevin J. Vanhoozer, 65–85.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003.Milbank, John. “Postmodernité.” In Dictionnare
Critique de Théologie, edited by J. Y. Lacoste, 916–17. Paris: Cerf, 1998.Pickstock, Catherine.
“Reply to David Ford and Guy Collins.” Scottish Journal of Theology 54 (2001): 405–22.Ward,
Graham. “In the Economy of the Divine: A Response to James K. A. Smith.” PNEUMA: Journal of
the Society for Pentecostal Studies 25 (2003): 115–16.Mapping the Postmodern Terrain: From
Tübingen to CambridgeThe news of modernity’s death has been greatly exaggerated. The
Enlightenment project is alive and well, dominating Europe and increasingly North America,
particularly in the political drive to carve out “the secular”—a zone decontaminated of the
prejudices of determinate religious influence.1 In Europe, this secularizing project has been
translated, ironically but not unsurprisingly, into a religious project with increasing numbers of
devotees of “secular transcendence”2—all the while marginalizing forms of determinate
religious confession as “dogmatic.” In the United States, the march of the secular finds its
expression in the persistent project to neutralize the public sphere, hoping to keep this pristine
space unpolluted by the prejudices of concrete religious faith. The religious response to this has
been the confused “Constantinian” project of the Religious Right, which has sought to colonize
the public and political spheres by Christian morality (or the morality supposedly disclosed by
“natural law”).3 As we will see below, this kind of theological response to secular modernity
actually ends up operating on the basis of modernity.If the core of modernity is the
Enlightenment, and the heart of the Enlightenment is a “prejudice against prejudice”4—where
the most dangerous prejudice is the religious—then political (and academic) rhetoric indicates
that modernity is a thriving project. Indeed, the supposed advent of postmodernity is in fact
merely an intensification of modernity.5 But despite this continued public viability of the modern
project, for the past several decades, we have been receiving dispatches from the front that
indicate problems internal to the Enlightenment endeavor. The challenges to modern orthodoxy
have generally trafficked under the banner of postmodernism—though other, hyper-modern
agendas have also fallen under this label.6 The Enlightenment “prejudice against prejudice” has
been called into question, and of late, the implications of this for public religious discourse have
begun to be explored.7 In fact, the very notion of “the secular” has been called into question.
While it may remain a powerful aspect of contemporary political rhetoric, the theoretical
foundations for the secular have been systematically dismantled. So if we are witnessing the



advent of the postmodern (and not merely the hyper-modern), then we should also be seeing
the advent of the post-secular.8 And insofar as twentieth-century Christian theology (sometimes
unwittingly) allied itself with the Enlightenment project, resigning itself to an “apologetic” project
of correlation with secular thought, the demise of modernity must also spell the demise of such
theology. In other words, the critique of the Enlightenment project now calls for a critique9 of
modernist theology that manifests itself across the range of liberal and conservative options. The
result is—or should be—a new space for confessional proclamation in the so-called “public”10
or political sphere, but at the same time a public theology that eschews the Constantinian
project. This critical and constructive agenda is precisely that articulated by Radical Orthodoxy—
and before it, the Reformational tradition.While not quite a Barthian bombshell, John Milbank’s
Theology and Social Theory did land with considerable impact on contemporary theology. In
retrospect, it was this tome that became something of a manifesto for an agenda that would later
be described as Radical Orthodoxy.11 Dubbed a “Cambridge movement,”12 and proudly British
(largely Anglican),13 RO has turned theological attention back to the UK and has even garnered
significant journalistic attention.14 It has begun to have a significant impact on theological and
philosophical discussions in North America and, to some extent, on the Continent.15Before
attempting to define RO more fully in chapter 2, here I would like to document its birth by
engaging in something of a cartographical project—briefly mapping the terrain of contemporary
theology in order to get a sense of the location of RO as a theological agenda. Let’s imagine a
(very heuristic) map that highlights not state capitals but certain centers of theological intensity
and vision: Tübingen, New Haven, Amsterdam, Cambridge, and Durham, N.C. Each of these
cities would also have sister cities representing allies—perhaps competing allies—of the
represented theological vision. For instance, the project associated with Tübingen emigrated to
Union Seminary in New York and the University of Chicago (David Tracy’s Catholic correlationist
project carries on this tradition); the Barthian project in New Haven’s “Yale school” is something
of an immigrant community from Basel that has a competing but related vision in contemporary
Princeton; the Amsterdam vision is now best articulated in Grand Rapids and Toronto; the “Duke
school” finds a certain correlate at the University of Virginia; and as RO is wont to claim,
Cambridge has a deep affinity with the Paris of the nouvelle théologie (Henri de Lubac) and, to a
degree, Jean-Luc Marion.16 Now, let’s consider the features of these theological capitals.We
could associate Tübingen with the center of the classic liberal theological project that could be
described as “correlationist.” Here the agenda is to correlate the claims of Christian revelation
with the structures of a given culture or politico-economic system such that both, in some sense,
function as a normative source for the theological project.17 Classic representatives would
include Rudolf Bultmann, Paul Tillich, Reinhold Niebuhr,18 and, more recently, David Tracy.19
The Tübingen agenda is, in the end, deeply apologetic: The act of correlating and formulating
the claims of Christian revelation in terms of given cultural frameworks (sometimes masking as
the human condition) aims at ultimately making sense of revelation in terms that are (supposed
to be) universally accessible. As Milbank summarizes, “Modern theology on the whole accepts



that philosophy has its own legitimacy, its own autonomy apart from faith.” Theology, then,
merely articulates “the knowledge of God” in terms of the “categories of being in general”
disclosed by a supposedly autonomous philosophy. As such, “various currents of ‘liberal
theology’ seek to articulate this knowledge in terms of philosophically derived categories of
being and knowing, the legitimacy of which liberal theology has forfeited the right to
adjudicate” (RONT, 21). Thus, central to the Tübingen liberal project is a confidence in the
neutrality of the “secular” sciences such as philosophy, sociology, and economics, which are
then synthesized with Christian revelation as part of a mediating project.20 For instance, for
Bultmann, the New Testament discloses the universal existential condition of being-in-the-world
that is confirmed by the purportedly “neutral” philosophical investigations of Martin Heidegger.21
Or for Tillich, the claims of Christian revelation simply confirm the more universal disclosure of
our dependence on “the ground of Being.” Even what might appear to be radical challenges to
this tradition—such as Gustavo Gutiérrez’s liberation theology—end up conceding its
fundamental tenets insofar as they retain the notion of a neutral sphere of knowledge yielded by
secular social sciences (TST, 206–55). The result of the correlationist project tends to be what
Graham Ward describes as the “diremption” or “liquidation” of religion such that religion is
evacuated of determinate theological content and divorced from concrete practices (TR, 115).22
This deeply modern correlationist project is replayed in much that goes under the rubric of
“postmodern theology,” particularly as embodied in the religious work of Jacques Derrida and
John D. Caputo.23 Determinate religious confession becomes, instead, a bland “concern for the
ultimate” (Tillich) or a “passion for the impossible” (Caputo)—which one could take to be one
more version of the theologia gloriae devoid of the particularity of the crucis.24 In seeking to
correlate the religious with the parameters of secular reason, the Tübingen project must remove
that which scandalizes the secular: the scandal of the cross.In some version or another, much of
twentieth-century theology was colonized by the Tübingen empire. In fact, one could argue that,
ironically, even fundamentalist or early evangelical theologies (such as that of Carl F. H. Henry)
paid allegiance to such a project insofar as they presumed upon a neutral, “objective” reason to
warrant their theological project.25 By doing so, such theologies ended up being correlationist
and accommodationist,26 subjecting revelation to an alien criterion of justification—while at the
same time allying theology with a Constantinian project that identified the interests of the church
with the interests of the state (whether in the name of the culture wars or a war on terror). In
other words, evangelical theology paved the way for the Religious Right. Further, both liberal and
early evangelical projects engender a very thin ecclesiology because the specificity of the
church’s confession and practice is minimized in Tübingen. In this sense, fundamentalism, even
in its critique, is but a mirror of modernism. In this respect, one might wonder whether old
Princeton, Philadelphia, and Dallas are not outposts of the Tübingen empire.27One of the most
significant challenges to the Tübingen empire was voiced from Basel in the work of Karl Barth. If
the Tübingen liberal project is correlationist, we might describe the Barthian project as
revelationist— eschewing any notion of a neutral or secular “point of contact” between the



gospel and public or sociopolitical structures, proclaiming instead a revealed gospel that
subverted cultural givens.28 In his bombshell, which landed on the playground of liberal
theology, Barth asserted:The Gospel is not a truth among other truths. Rather, it sets a question
mark against all truths. . . . So new, so unheard of, so unexpected in this world is the power of
God unto salvation, that it can appear among us, be received and understood by us, only as a
contradiction. The Gospel does not expound or recommend itself. It does not negotiate or plead,
threaten, or make promises.29Directly confronting the dominant Tübingen strategies that
dominated both theology and preaching in his day, Barth eschewed such correlational,
apologetic projects. “Anxiety concerning the victory of the Gospel,” he continued, “—that is,
Christian Apologetics—is meaningless, because the Gospel is the victory by which the world is
overcome.”30This Barthian challenge was taken up in its contemporary form in New Haven with
the advent of what came to be known as the Yale school or postliberal theology associated with
Hans Frei and George Lindbeck. Following Barth, the Yale school sought to revalue the
revelational pole of Scripture in theological formulation, emphasizing not the correlation or
synthesis of revelation with secular frameworks but rather the antithesis between them and the
way in which revelation subverts secular frameworks.31 The difference between Barth and
postliberals, we might say, is that the Yale school made the linguistic turn in a way that Barth had
not. The Yale school took part in a certain Wittgensteinian direction (resisted by the Princeton
Barthians) that would eventually produce a satellite project in Durham, N.C., embodied in the
work of Stanley Hauerwas.32 Here Barth’s Reformed thought is melded with the Anabaptist
theology of John Howard Yoder (Reformed anathemas of the Anabaptists notwithstanding). But
this mixture raises a question: What have Basel and Goshen to do with one another? While it
remains a curious amalgam, the possibility of the synthesis is found in Barth and Yoder’s shared
emphasis on the antithesis of revelation vis-à-vis given cultural forms.33 Both deeply resist the
correlational and Constantinian projects of modern theology, and both emphasize the practices
of being the church, informed by the narrative of Scripture, constituting an alternative community
and a peculiar people. Echoing Barth, Yoder emphasizes that the norm for Christian existence—
and hence theology and proclamation—must derive from the gospel as modeled by Jesus, not
from the supposedly neutral norms of a public social ethics independent of revelation. Arguing
against what he called the “mainstream ethical consensus,” rooted in “an epistemology for which
the classic label is the theology of the natural,” Yoder criticizes the attempt to discern the shape
of Christian theology under the guidance of public norms; the Tübingen consensus claims that
“it is by studying the realities around us, not by hearing a proclamation from God, that we discern
the right.”34 Thus, he sought to make a case against “the modern ethicists who have assumed
that the only way to get from the gospel story to ethics, from Bethlehem to Rome or to
Washington or Saigon, was to leave the story behind.”35 Therefore Hauerwas’s Barth/Yoder
synthesis arises from their deep critique of what we would now call modernity (and more
specifically, liberalism), sketching a vision for an alternative, postmodern—and hence post-
secular—manner of being a living witness. Behind this is a trenchant rejection of the



Enlightenment value of autonomy both in epistemology (as in secular foundationalism) and
politics (with the idolization of rights).Quite independent of the Barthian protest against
Tübingen, though also rooted in the Reformed tradition, a similar criticism of the liberal project
was launched from Amsterdam, first in the work of Abraham Kuyper and later in the thought of
Herman Dooyeweerd.36 As Nicholas Wolterstorff observes, what Basel and Amsterdam (or
New Haven and Grand Rapids) share in common is “the call to reverse the direction of
conformation” such that Christian theologians or scholars need not conform to the secular
criteria of knowledge or justice.37 This critical call rests on an earlier critique of the notion of
autonomy or neutrality, whether within the secular halls of politics or the academy. “Common to
Yale theology and Neo-Calvinism,” Wolterstorff adds, “is their rejection of [the] self-image of
acceptable learning as an autonomous, generically human, foundationally structured practice
which is grounded and situated within universal structures by philosophers.”38 Thus, it is not
surprising that Abraham Kuyper has been described as the first “postmodernist” insofar as his
thought called into question these sacred tenets of modernity—particularly notions of secularity
or neutrality with a view to the public role of determinate religious confession.39 As Wolterstorff
notes, the elements of this critique of reason had been articulated by Kuyper in the 1880s:I have
long thought, and I continue to think, that that was remarkable. It’s remarkable that Karl Barth
should have arrived in the 1920s at the views which I characterized as those of the Yale
theologians, views which we can now recognize to be—I stifle my dislike for modish language—
postmodern views. But it’s even more remarkable that Abraham Kuyper should have arrived at
postmodern views of academic learning fifty years before that, more than a hundred years
ago.40This seminal critique was further unfolded by Dooyeweerd, who undertook a
comprehensive analysis of the committed or religious nature of theoretical thought, predating
Gadamer’s critique of the Enlightenment “prejudice against prejudice.”41 What Kuyper,
Dooyeweerd, and the Reformational tradition were pointing toward was an early understanding
of the post-secular.The RO voice reverberating out of Cambridge bears a deep affinity with
these other critical voices, all directed against Tübingen (or Dallas). As Catherine Pickstock
surveys the situation, she concludes, “It seems to me that there are no sharp boundaries
between radical orthodoxy and other identifiable tendencies within what one might generically
call post-secular theology: One can mention, for example, the Yale School, Radical Traditions at
Duke University, and Scriptural Reasoning, associated with Peter Ochs at the University of
Virginia.”42 As such, before defining RO more substantively in chapter 2, it is most helpful for us
to see RO in its relationship with these other critical voices—mapping a certain (sometimes
uneasy) alliance between Cambridge, Amsterdam, New Haven, and Durham, N.C. What all
these centers share in common is an assertion regarding the antithesis between Christian
revelation and the direction of given cultural forms—an antithesis between the revealed wisdom
of Jerusalem and the pagan logic of Athens—as well as a refusal to concede the criteria for
responsible public discourse to the supposed neutrality of the secular. They are all particularly
wary of the danger of adopting secular frameworks for Christian theological and theoretical



reflection insofar as such secular paradigms are, ultimately, pagan (i.e., religious but misdirected
or apostate). In short, there is no secular, if by “secular” we mean “neutral” or “uncommitted”;
instead, the supposedly neutral public spaces that we inhabit—in the academy or politics—are
temples of other gods that cannot be served alongside Christ. Instead of a baptism of
(supposedly) secular philosophy or the supplementation of (supposedly) secular social
sciences, what is required is an “inner reformation of the sciences” (Dooyeweerd) and the
development of a distinctly Christian theoretical framework, informed by revelation and shaped
by the practices of the Christian community. Radical Orthodoxy is a recent, particularly intense
call for the development of a theoretical framework and sociopolitical involvement that are
distinctly Christian at their foundation.Augustine in Paris: Sources and InfluencesIn addition to
situating RO on the contemporary theological map, a second prelude to a more substantive
definition involves tracing something of its intellectual genealogy. We will undertake this
genealogy regressively.Given RO’s critique of modernity, the advent of postmodernism in the
work of thinkers such as Jacques Derrida, Jean-François Lyotard, and Gilles Deleuze has
provided a welcome platform to articulate a distinctly theological postmodernism. Engaging
contemporary currents in philosophy and critical theory, particularly new French thought,43 RO
has taken on postmodernism in a dual sense: On the one hand, it is a theological movement that
speaks in the idiom of contemporary continental thought, engaging in theological reflection in
the language of French phenomenology and critical theory; on the other hand, it has taken on
such thought in a polemical sense, seeking to demonstrate the paucity of postmodern nihilism44
and then to recover an alternative, Christian vision by returning to decidedly premodern sources
(without wanting simply to recover premodernity). So while RO speaks the language of
postmodernism—at times to the point of obscurantism, some have charged—it is at root a
critique of postmodernism, or at least certain incarnations of such. The conceptual tools of RO,
then, owe a great deal to the rubrics of contemporary continental philosophy, largely because of
the legacy of Heidegger, Derrida, Foucault, and others who, though subjected to sustained
critique by RO, are nevertheless seen to be grappling with the internal breakdown of the
Enlightenment project.45But if contemporary continental theory provides something of a
launching pad for RO, its substantive claims draw on a much older tradition. Again, this should
be seen regressively. The closest influence is the nouvelle théologie of Henri de Lubac, Yves
Congar, and others.46 While many originally saw an alliance between Barthian neo-orthodoxy
and RO, Milbank is critical of Barth and points instead to the nouvelle théologie as a crucial
resource: “Radical Orthodoxy considers that Henri de Lubac was a greater theological
revolutionary than Karl Barth, because in questioning a hierarchical duality of grace and nature
as discrete stages, he transcended, unlike Barth, the shared background assumption of all
modern theology. In this way one could say, anachronistically, that he inaugurated a postmodern
theology.”47 A formative voice surrounding the Second Vatican Council, the nouvelle théologie
was critical of the received Thomistic tradition—both the manual tradition of Vatican I
scholasticism as well as Karl Rahner’s “transcendental Thomism”—which tended to rend the



cosmos into natural (autonomous) and supernatural elements. In contrast, de Lubac and his
confreres emphasized a strategy of ressourcement, going back to the sources, particularly the
early fathers and patristic theology.48 In particular, de Lubac sought to undo the dualistic
understanding of nature and grace that had emerged from scholastic Thomism—a dualism that
suggested the notion of a pure nature or saeculum that was autonomous and devoid of grace.
Instead, he argued, there is a sense in which nature is always already graced. As a dependent
creation, nature is gift and therefore cannot be autonomous; correlatively, reason always
participates in grace, so any dualistic opposition of faith and reason is a product of modernity.
The natural and the supernatural are not to be understood as two different levels or realities but
rather varying intensities of grace (TA, 21).This revolution of neoscholastic dualism came to be
described as the integralist revolution (integrating grace and nature, sacred and secular) and
was closely associated with shifts in political theology around Vatican II (TST, 206). The
neoscholastic model, which had consigned nature to the secular and understood it as an
autonomous, un-sacred realm, was called into question by two quite different theological
movements in the twentieth century. On the one hand, one found resources for integration in the
German tradition stemming from Karl Rahner and transcendental Thomism; it was this tradition
that spawned the revolutionary work of liberation theologians such as Gustavo Gutiérrez,
Leonardo Boff, and Juan Luis Segundo. On the other hand was a different model of integration
articulated by the French tradition of de Lubac and Congar, drawing on Maurice Blondel and
eventually finding articulation in the work of Hans Urs von Balthasar. But for Milbank, while both
of these traditions subscribe to the “integralist revolution,” there is a “drastic difference between
the two versions of integralism” (TST, 207). Recalling our mapping above, we could say that the
Rahnerian version of integration (and therefore also liberation theology) is ultimately a Tübingen-
inspired project of correlation and accommodation.49 As Milbank articulates the difference
between the German and the French versions of integralism—admittedly crudely—“whereas the
French version ‘supernaturalizes the natural,’ the German version ‘naturalizes the supernatural.’
The thrust of the latter version is in the direction of a mediating theology, a universal humanism,
a rapprochement with the Enlightenment and an autonomous secular order” (TST, 207). Thus,
the development of liberation theology is rooted in an uncritical acceptance of the findings of
Marxist theory as the neutral data of a secular science. As such, “their theology of the political
remains trapped within the terms of ‘secular reason,’ and its unwarranted foundationalist
presuppositions” as if the “basic Marxist conclusions were inviolable” (TST, 207).50 The
consequence of such correlationist strategies in political theology is critical:From the Rahnerian
version of integralism to an embracing of Bonhoeffer’s dialectical paradoxes of secularization is
an easy step: the social is an autonomous sphere which does not need to turn to theology for its
self-understanding, and yet it is already a grace-imbued sphere, and therefore it is upon pre-
theological sociology or Marxist social theory that theology must be founded. In consequence, a
theological critique of society becomes impossible. And, therefore what we are offered is
anything but a true theology of the political. Theological beliefs themselves, however much a



formal orthodoxy may still be espoused, tend to become but a faint regulative gloss upon
Kantian ethics and a somewhat eclectic, though basically Marxist, social theory. (TST, 208)In
other words, what we get in the name of a theology of liberation is but one more project that has
been colonized by the Tübingen empire.In contrast, the French version is more closely allied
with the antithetical projects of New Haven and Durham, even if, admittedly, “thinkers like de
Lubac and von Balthasar do not fully follow through the implications of their integralism” (TST,
209). It is precisely at this point of nouvelle théologie’s failure that RO begins to develop a
postmodern social theology.In addition to constructive and substantive influences of the
nouvelle théologie on RO, perhaps its most significant influence is discerned in the historical
method and strategy of RO. The nouvelle théologie of de Lubac and Congar was very much
concerned with subverting the hegemony of modernity within the church, and its primary
strategy for doing so was the retrieval of ancient and medieval sources, including the Eastern
fathers. In de Lubac, this meant primarily a retrieval of a deeply Augustinian vision, and the
centrality of Augustine is echoed in RO.51 The vision and program that concludes Milbank’s
Theology and Social Theory is something of a postmodern translation of Augustine’s City of God
(TST, 380ff.)—a project taken up more concretely in Ward’s own Cities of God. Before taking on
the moniker of “Radical Orthodoxy,” Milbank described his project as a “postmodern critical
Augustinianism.”52What is it about Augustine that makes him such a crucial resource for a post-
secular theology? In addition to the sheer genius of Augustine’s theological insight, several
reasons exist for this retrieval.53 First, for a movement that wants to subvert theological
allegiances to modernity, the (not uncritical) recovery of premodern sources provides a
worldview not yet contaminated by the invention of the secular. In a basic sense, therefore,
Augustine is important because he is not modern.54 Second, there is a sense in which
Augustine’s cultural situation mirrors our own postmodern predicament. As Ward observes, “It
seems to me we stand, culturally, in a certain relation to Augustine’s thinking. Poised as he was
on the threshold between radical pluralism (which he called paganism) and the rise of
Christendom, we stand on the other side of that history: at the end of Christendom and the
reemergence of radical (as distinct from liberal) pluralism.”55 Like Augustine, we are
constructing theology and engaging in Christian witness in the shadow of both a dominant
empire and a religious pluralism. Third, the substance of Augustine’s thought—in particular his
epistemology, his cultural analysis, and his theological vision—resonates with the
postfoundationalist project that rejects the autonomy of reason and hence also the autonomy of
the sociopolitical sphere. In short, for Augustine there is no secular, nonreligious sphere as
construed by modernity; there is only paganism or true worship.If contemporary continental
theory provides much of the discursive framework for RO, and the nouvelle théologie provides it
with a central theological impetus, pointing RO back to patristic sources, especially Augustine,
we must also note the important role that Aquinas has come to play in the shape of RO.56
Admittedly, this is an Aquinas mediated through the lens of the nouvelle théologie and thus a
very Augustinian Aquinas who rejects the notion of an autonomous nature and hence rejects a



notion of a “universal, natural, unaided human reason.”57 In other words, this is an Aquinas who
eschews any rationalist account of the human person as well as an overly confident notion of
natural law that would traffic under the banner of a universal human reason.58 Moreover,
because adherents of RO make the Eucharist so central to their ontology—and a distinctively
transubstantiationist account of the Eucharist—Aquinas must be retrieved within a postmodern
context. As with Augustine, Aquinas’s very premodernity means that his theological vision is able
to outwit the dualisms of modernity.59Finally, our regressive genealogy of sources and
influences must bring us back to the Neoplatonism that shaped the thought of the early fathers,
Augustine, and Aquinas.60 From its earliest intimations, RO has been allied with a (certain)
retrieval of (a certain) Platonism, such that Milbank could speak of a “Platonism/
Christianity” (TST, 290) and the “neo-Platonic/Christian infinitization of the absolute” as crucial
for the theological ontology that marks the radical distinction between Christianity and nihilism.
As we will discuss further in chapter 3, this retrieval of Neoplatonism is not the retrieval of more
Gnostic strains of “henological” Neoplatonism that one would find in Plotinus and the Valentinian
tradition.61 Rather, RO counters the nihilism and flattened materialism of post/modernity with
the theurgical Neoplatonism in the tradition of Iamblichus (and a certain Socrates/Plato derived
from the Phaedrus and Symposium [AW]). This invocation of the Platonic philosophical and
theological tradition is meant to counter the reductionisms of both nihilism and naturalism,
pointing instead to a vision of creation—and the material world—being “suspended” from the
Good that transcends it (RONT, 3–4).Defending the Secular: A Survey of CriticismsIf we can get
an initial impression of RO by mapping its relation to other theological agendas as well as by
tracing a genealogy of its sources and influences, this initial impression can be further
crystallized by considering the criticisms RO has provoked. There is a sense in which knowing
who rejects RO tells us a bit more about it. Not surprisingly, RO has no shortage of critics. Some
of the criticisms have been friendly calls for refinement and development, as in the engagements
by Stanley Hauerwas and Nicholas Lash.62 Others have been generated along more
confessional or denominational lines, as Laurence Paul Hemming’s charges from the Catholic
tradition, or Colin Gunton’s remarks from the perspective of Reformed Christianity, or my earlier
engagement from a charismatic/Pentecostal perspective.63 Another common refrain has
concerned the lack of sustained biblical engagement and reflection in RO and questions
regarding its potential for the life and worship of the church.64 To determine further the shape of
RO as a program, this section considers three particular camps of criticism: first, the historical or
apologetic critique of Wayne Hankey and Douglas Hedley; second, the deconstructive critique of
John D. Caputo; and third, the atheological or secular critique of Clayton Crockett and Gavin
Hyman. For all three schools of criticism, there is a sense in which RO is either too Christian, too
confessional, or too dogmatic. Thus, all three of these critiques remain committed to defending
some version of the secular. (While it may not be immediately self-evident, what is at stake in
most criticisms of RO is ultimately a matter of politics. By that I mean that our epistemologies
and attendant theologies spawn political agendas, even where such political implications are



neither suggested nor glimpsed.65 Conversely, the theological critiques of RO are also funded
by an allegiance to classical [political] liberalism. The secular will almost always be in allegiance
with classical liberal polity.66 Wayne Hankey’s critique of RO, for instance, deals with a
somewhat Tory defense of the status quo through a defense of an autonomous nature. Caputo’s
Derridean critique of RO is a critique funded by a fairly uncritical allegiance to the kind of
American left that allows one to care passionately about mutual funds and at the same time
celebrate a simply more radical individualism.)One strain of critique is historical or apologetic, as
evidenced in the responses by Wayne Hankey, Robert Dodaro, James Hanvey, and Douglas
Hedley. Central to their critique of RO is a critique of its unique history of philosophy and their
narrative regarding philosophical development and decline from Plato through Augustine and
Aquinas, with a downward turn in Scotus toward Descartes. While chapter 3 deals more
specifically with their challenge to RO’s history, here we are interested in their broader historical
interest in positing a deep continuity between ancient, medieval, and modern philosophical
formulations—contrary to RO’s articulation of a discontinuity between, say, the fathers and the
moderns, between Augustine and Descartes. Central to RO’s critique of (post-Scotus) modernity
is its claim that the secular—as neutral, objective, and universally rational—is a modern
invention intended to secure a universal reason that could ground a public politics. This same
neutral reason shared in common by all could also underwrite an apologetics or natural theology
that would secure foundational truths of theism by appeal to natural, unaided reason. In many
cases, these political and apologetic interests merge to underwrite a Constantinian religious
political project. In other words, the epistemological confidence of a natural theology often
translates into a notion of natural law that, more often than not, feeds into the colonizing of the
political by the religious that also tends to cut the other way—namely, the church becomes allied
with the interest of the state.67 RO, on the other hand, seeks to articulate a fundamental
incommensurability between the Christian and the pagan that entails both an epistemological
and a political consequence: On the one hand, the project of a natural theology is undercut
because the very notion of a neutral, secular reason is a myth; therefore, on the other hand,
there can be no Constantinian natural law project that could appeal to self-evident moral norms
as criteria for shaping the state. Rather, such criteria must depend on the narratives that shape a
particular community or polis, in particular, the ecclesia (TST). The ecclesia, as the community
that by faith receives the revelation of the Word, sees the world in a way that is radically different
from that of the pagan. As Milbank puts it, “Either the entire Christian narrative tells us how
things truly are, or it does not. If it does, we have no other access to how things truly are, nor any
additional means of determining the question” (WMS, 250). Thus, distinctly Christian thought is
“a thinking out of the resources of revelation alone” (WMS, 36).68It is precisely RO’s rejection of
a natural or neutral secular reason that Hankey and Hedley seek to contest. Each of them steps
up as an advocate of natural reason and therefore natural theology. As a consequence, each is
also an ardent defender of the continuity between the ancient and the modern (especially
between Augustine and Descartes).69 While chapter 3 deals with these historical claims and



chapter 5 grapples with the question of natural theology and apologetics, here it is important to
see that Hankey and others are most critical of RO because it rejects the notion of an
autonomous reason or philosophy. Central to Hankey’s concern is what he describes as RO’s
dissolution of philosophy into theology or sacra doctrina.70 By suggesting a metaphysics that
would be “properly Christian”—a theontology (TA, 35, 44, 47, 51)—RO ends up collapsing
metaphysics into theology proper.71 For Hankey, this mitigates precisely the universality and
autonomy of the philosophical project that underwrites the project’s apologetic possibilities.
Philosophy “must retain an autonomy,” Hankey argues, because philosophy “belongs to nature,
which grace and sacra doctrina presuppose and do not destroy but perfect.”72 For Hankey, RO’s
project of developing a distinctively Christian metaphysics, or social theory, or psychology, is a
confusion of nature and grace that pollutes the purity and autonomy of a secular nature.
Philosophy as a distinct, natural—and therefore secular—discourse must abide. Thus, Hankey,
perhaps unwittingly, ends up an advocate of the secular under the rubric of an autonomous
philosophy.73Like Hankey, Hedley is critical of RO insofar as it claims that there is a distinctly
Christian philosophy, thought, or worldview. As Hedley puts it (though he disagrees), “Milbank
posits a distinctively ‘Christian thought’ that is clearly opposed to pagan models and yet gravely
obscured and perverted by modernity.”74 In contrast, Hankey and Hedley are eager to defend
secular reason as the common ground between believer and unbeliever, Christian and pagan.75
For Hedley, at least, the interest is unabashedly apologetic: “Might not the pursuit of natural
theology,” he asks, “notwithstanding the inflammatory rhetoric of Kierkegaard, Barth, and
Milbank, still constitute much the best way of defending the faith today?”76 Too quickly painting
Milbank’s project as Barthian and fideist, Hedley argues that “attacking rationality may fend off
the cultured despisers of religion, but it also removes one of the important sources of religious
belief, reason as the ‘candle of the Lord.’ ”77 But what is meant by “rationality” here, and what is
being attacked? One could hardly describe the lineaments of RO as antirational (TA, 22–23).
The RO critique of reason is not a critique of rationality as such, as if RO sought to reject
theoretical or scientific investigation.78 Nor does it entail, as Hedley seems to think, a rejection
of pagan learning, let alone some kind of de-Hellenizing attempt to “rescue the Christian
theological tradition from any contagion of ‘Greek’ metaphysics”79—a strange charge to lay at
the feet of a movement deeply interested in recovering Platonic metaphysics! What has drawn
Hedley’s ire is the rejection of a neutral, natural, and secular reason that is universal to all. In
other words, for Hedley, rationality simply means a reason that is autonomous and universal. In
the RO critique of rationality, therefore, he hears what to him is an oxymoronic concept: a
“reason within the bounds of religion.”80 What Hedley protests is the loss of a reason
uncontaminated by religion—a secular, neutral reason common to both believer and
nonbeliever. For him, the RO position can only amount to the simple thesis that “everything is
theology,”81 but such a claim must be rejected, he concludes, because it mitigates the
apologetic project—which, in the end, is allied with the project of liberal polity.82 But rather than
actually demonstrating that RO’s critique of secular reason fails, Hedley merely invokes the



supposedly negative ramifications of such a critique—namely, the loss of both the apologetic
and the Constantinian project—as reasons to think Milbank is wrong. But what if both
apologetics and the politics that attend it are well lost?It would be somewhat disconcerting to
both Hankey and Hedley to point out a basic affinity between their thought and the critique of RO
articulated by John Caputo. Nevertheless, Caputo’s deconstructive critique remains, in the end,
deeply committed to the secular project of the Enlightenment. What Caputo finds most
disconcerting about RO, beyond its critique of Derrida,83 is its dogmatism. For him, the very
idea of a radical orthodoxy is “in the strictest and most rigorous terms incoherent, for the ‘radical’
strains against and bursts the seams of the ‘orthodox.’”84 Caputo shares RO’s critique of a
neutral, autonomous, secular rationality—“the central point on which both Derrida and radical
orthodoxy agree”85—and is right to discern that postmodern ought to mean post-secular,
echoing a critique of reason first articulated by Augustine and reformulated in Kierkegaard’s
counter-modernity.86 Nevertheless, Caputo is reticent to describe his deconstructive “religion
without religion” as post-secular because the term has already been taken up in a reactionary
way by others who oppose the Enlightenment.The “post-” in “post-secular” should not be
understood to mean “over and done with” but rather after having passed through modernity, so
that there is no danger of the emergence of an irrational relativistic left, on the one hand, or of a
lapsing back into a conservative pre-modernism masquerading under the guise of the post-
modern, on the other, which is the sort of thing that is going on right now in a “post-secular”
movement that describes itself with the unnerving, angry, and resentful title “Radical Orthodoxy.”
Radical Orthodoxy is a good deal more orthodox than radical, has managed to convince itself
that God came into the world in order to side with Christian Neoplatonism against
poststructuralism, and appears utterly dumbfounded by the fact that medieval metaphysics has
lost its grip on contemporary thinkers.87What bothers Caputo, then, is the assertion of an
orthodoxy, the proclamation of a particular, confessional account of the world as true. But could
anything be more modern than the systematic preclusion of determinate, confessional accounts
of the world? In the name of the “post-secular,” does not Caputo offer a critique that repeats the
Enlightenment prejudice against prejudice? In fact, he is happy to own up to the fact: “I insist,” he
says, “that the ‘post-secular’ style should raise by way of a certain iteration of the Enlightenment,
a continuation of the Enlightenment by another means, the production of a New
Enlightenment.”88 What aspects of the Enlightenment are reiterated in Caputo’s version of the
post-secular? The modern allergy to particularity and the liberal construction of individual rights.
“Far be it from me,” Caputo exclaims, “to say that modernity and secularization were a bad idea.”
On the contrary, Caputo is happy to hitch his post-secular wagon to Descartes:I am not prepared
to dismiss Descartes, who started something that led to the most modern idea of all, the idea
that in a way defines modernity: that we have the right to say what we think, to think what we
want, to publish what we think, to think or publish or doubt or believe anything, without fear of
censorship, excommunication, exile, or execution. The only limits on such rights are the rights of
others to do the same and to enjoy the same freedoms.89Thus, Caputo’s version of the post-



secular remains deeply liberal and modern in its individualist politics, which is precisely why it is
interested ultimately in protecting the secular, for the secular, he thinks, protects us from the
dangers of people who actually believe something determinate. That is why under the rubric of a
supposedly postmodern “religion without religion” we hear the (intensified) repetition of the most
classical Enlightenment views concerning religious particularity. For Caputo, the very specificity
of religious belief can mean only danger for his still-hoped-for (American) dream of a neutral
public square. “I do not see,” he concludes, “how any religious tradition or theological language
can take shape without violence (particularly one, God save us, bearing the name ‘radical
orthodoxy’), whether institutionally or in the readings it makes of texts which differ from its point
of view.”90 Particularity and tradition are linked, in good Prussian fashion, to corruption and
violence. The antidote to this supposed danger of concrete religious confession, therefore, is the
evacuation of a secularized sphere where, admittedly, it is not reason that bars access to
determinate religious discourse but rather freedom. But what if the freedom of the individual is a
creedal commitment we are not willing to confess? What if we value community over individual
rights? What if being post-secular entails the rejection of this quasi-American dream? What if we
reject the logic that equates particularity with violence?
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Jacob, “Parisian Augustinianism. t is always interesting to find "coincidences" in theological
movements. That is, when group A arrives at a theological position/conclusion that looks eerily
similar to what group B believes. It is even stranger to find that they never borrowed from the
same sources or even interacted. Such it is with the rise of Radical Orthodoxy (hereafter RO)
and its critique of modernity.IntroductionRO is a group of theologians who saw the bankruptcy of
modernity, and the inability of post modernity to answer the tough questions, thus positing a
critique that seeks to avoid both secularism and pre-modernity. It is similar to a Parisian
Augustine. RO is sensitive to post-modernity's critiques of secularism. The book offers a multi-
angled critique of secularalism: epistemological, ontological, and ecclesiological.Once Upon a
Time there was PlatoRO's epistemological critique of secularism is a retelling of the story of
Western philosophy. According to RO, philosophy took a fatal turn with Duns Scotus. Scotus
posited a univocity of being stating there is only one kind of being in everything real, though
infinite in the case of God and finite in the case of creatures. According to RO, this flattened
ontology, removing the transcendent and giving us a metaphysics of immanence. Smith writes,
"The created, immanent order no longer participates in the divine and thus is no longer
characterized by the depth of that which is stretched toward the transcendent (93)." In other
words, man is now able to interpret reality apart from God or any notion of the transcendent. This
opened the door to secularism.The antidote to Scotus, then, is Plato. If Scotus unhooked
ontology, Plato (or his Christian disciples) can reconnect it. In short and in contrast with
modernity, RO offers, not a univocity of being, but a participatory metaphysics. Popular opinion
on Plato is that Plato denigrated the material in favor of the spiritual (I will resist applications to
some Reforme--never mind). But RO suggests, on the other hand, that it is nihilism, with its
denial of the transcendent that denigrates the material. But can Platonism make the claim that it
values the material?RO inverts Platonism on this point. Following Phaedrus, RO argues that
when the material participates in the spiritual, the physical is rightly energized and affirmed. For
example, the physical embodiment of beauty excites the soul's desire such that its wings sprout
and are nourished." On one hand I agree. I value the material very much (almost too much), but
is this an accurate reading of Plato? I really can't (and neither can Smith) follow their
reconstruction of Plato. Plato spoke often of soma sema: the body is a prison for the soul. But we
need not accept their reading of Plato to grasp their point.Ontology: Unfolding RealityThis was
arguably the toughest section of the book. And the most surprising. Smith reintroduced
Dooyeweerd to the Reformed and academic scene. If nihilism/modernity flattened their
epistemology, it also flattened its ontology. Secular ontologies, according to RO, "claim to fully
define the conditions" for reality (187). This section will be shorter since the same critique of
epistemology will be used for ontology. RO counters the secular ontology with a new move on
RO's part: an Incarnational or participatory ontology. In rephrasing RO's ontology, Smith uses the
arcane philosophy of Herman Dooyeweerd, particularly his modal scheme.”



Stephen Raimondi, “product rewiew. arrived well within the time period stated, and as
advertised. thanks”

N. Wood, “Essential first step for those interested in RO. I read this book two years ago during
the summer before my senior year of college, and I found it utterly fascinating. Even at the level
of learning I was at then (three years of college philosophy and theology courses), the book was
rather difficult at times, so it's definitely only for those at advanced undergraduate or graduate
levels. That said, it's still infinitely easier to read that any of John Milbank's own writings, so
anyone wanting a relatively easy introduction to the thought of Milbank and other RO thinkers
should definitely start hear before picking up any of the source texts themselves.For those
unfamiliar with RO, it is a movement combining the best of contemporary Christian theology,
Continental and postmodern philosophy, and ancient and medieval thought, creating a new
"post-secular" theology that doesn't simply parrot the findings of the social sciences and secular
philosophy, but recasts them in a distinctively Christian mould. For those who, like myself, have
looked for something in Continental philosophy of religion that doesn't end up with results that
look disappointingly unorthodox, RO definitely merits a look.”

manax, “Ausgezeichnete Darstellung. Ausgezeichnete, anspruchsvolle Darstellung wichtiger
Vertreter der Radical Orthodoxy und wohlwollende Kritik aus reformierter Sicht. Das Beste, was
ich bisher zum Thema gelesen habe.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 19 people have provided feedback.
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